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on 3 January 1891, William morris sent a letter to William Bowden, a retired master printer,
whom morris invited to join him in ‘the little typographical adventure i am planning’.1 morris
had been contemplating this new venture since at least 1889, though various reports suggest
that the initial spark of  inspiration came after morris had heard emery Walker deliver his
lecture ‘letterpress Printing’ in november 1888.2 Just over two years later, on 12 January
1891, morris took a cottage at no. 16 upper mall, hammersmith, to house what would go
on to become the Kelmscott Press, and an albion hand-press was installed shortly thereafter.
so began an ‘adventure’ that occupies an important place in the history of  the printed book.

as nicholas frankel writes in a recent discussion of  the Press’s long-lasting cultural
significance, the fifty-three books published at the Kelmscott Press between 1891 and 1898
‘represented nothing less than a total reconceptualization of  the Western printed book, from
the paper, ink, fonts, and woodblocks used in printing to the principles governing the
arrangement of  pages and the organization of  workers responsible for bringing the author’s
vision into material existence’.3 even as morris sought to revive the Gothic textures and
typographical style of  fifteenth-century books, his choices about what to print at the
Kelmscott Press remind us that ‘his eye was fixed firmly on his own historical moment’.4

morris printed fine editions of  many of  his own works, including The Story of  the Glittering
Plain (1891), Poems by the Way (1891), News from Nowhere (1893), The Wood Beyond the
World (1894) and The Earthly Paradise (1896). he also printed new editions of  works by
several contemporaries, including alfred Tennyson’s Maud: A Monodrama (1893), dante
Gabriel rossetti’s Ballads and Narrative Poems (1893) and algernon Charles swinburne’s
Atalanta in Calydon: A Tragedy (1894), in addition to selected works by an older generation of
romantic poets (Keats, shelley and Coleridge, but not Wordsworth or Byron). 

reaching further back in time, morris and his collaborators at the Press also published
new editions of  old books such as sulxan-saba orbeliani’s Book of  Wisdom and Lies (1894),
Girolamo savonarola’s Epistola de Contemptu Mundi (1894) and, most notably, a magisterial
edition of  The Works of  Geoffrey Chaucer (1896), described by edward Burne-Jones as
‘something like a cathedral to stroll through and linger, a kind of  pocket Chartres in fact’.5 Yet
this was no mere antiquarianism on morris’s part because, as frankel aptly explains, ‘a “new
printing” of  a familiar work was effectively a new critical interpretation of  it, unleashing
possibilities that had previously remained latent or invisible’.6 even when morris does not
make this work of  interpretation explicit – as he does with his Preface to the 1893 edition of
Thomas more’s Utopia, for example – the very form and exquisite materiality of  the
Kelmscott books constitutes a forthright statement of  intent.

Editorial
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morris set out his aims in founding the Press in the following terms: ‘i began printing
books with the hope of producing some which would have a definite claim to beauty, while
at the same time they should be easy to read and should not dazzle the eye, or trouble the
intellect of  the reader by eccentricities of  form in the letters’.7 elsewhere, in his 1893 lecture
‘The ideal Book’, he argued that ‘whatever the subject matter of  a book may be, and
however bare it may be of  decoration, it can still be a work of  art, if  the type be good and
attention be paid to its general arrangement’.8 he lamented, however, that ‘we of this age
generally produce ugly books’, which he took to be a sign of  ‘something like malice’.9 one
need only think of  the poor print quality of  the books published by the various print-on-
demand micro-publishers that have sprung up in recent years to get a sense of  how
commercial imperatives militate against craft and beauty in printing. as with so many of
morris’s multifarious activities, he clearly thought of  the Kelmscott Press as a simultaneously
aesthetic and political endeavour: his attempt to reinvigorate a tradition of  fine printing, and
to think about the book as an aesthetic object, necessarily led him into conflict with the
commercial publishing techniques of  late-Victorian Britain. 

This project was not without its contradictions. as William s. Peterson has written, the
Press’s many fine books were ‘intended to symbolize a protest against the ethos of  Victorian
industrial capitalism’, but they were, at the same time, an example of  ‘conspicuous
consumption’ given ‘all their opulent splendour’.10 The american economist and sociologist
Thorstein Veblen voiced this critique in The Theory of  the Leisure Class (1899), where he
argued that the fine-press book, ‘if  it is beautiful, must also at the same time be costly’,
suggesting that ‘the canon of taste under which the designer works is a canon formed under
the surveillance of  the law of conspicuous waste’.11 The ‘economic place of  artistic book-
making’ is fixed, according to Veblen, by the ‘fact that these more elegant books are, at their
best, printed in limited editions’, thereby lending ‘pecuniary distinction to [the] consumer’.12

The irony of  this ‘improbable transmutation’ was not lost on morris, as Peterson points
out.13 indeed, morris based his critique of  the contradictory ‘position of  art in this epoch’ on
the recognition that ‘[i]t is helpless and crippled amidst the sea of  utilitarian brutality’.14

elaborating on this view, he explained in ‘The socialist ideal’ (1891) that ‘[a] rich man may
have a house full of  pictures, and beautiful books, and furniture and so forth; but as soon as
he steps out into the streets he is again in the midst of  ugliness to which he must blunt his
senses, or be miserable if  he really cares about art’.15 mindful of  the socially compromised
nature of  apolitical aestheticism, morris clearly did not found the Kelmscott Press so that a
small number of  rich people could create aesthetic enclaves by ornamenting their houses
with beautiful books; on the contrary, he hoped to stem the tide of  ‘utilitarian brutality’ in a
way that was continuous with his lifelong revolt against shoddiness. 

Veblen added another criticism, however, in questioning the very utility of  the Kelmscott
books as books. for Veblen, the products of  ‘latter-day artistic book-making generally’, and
Kelmscott Press books in particular, were ‘less convenient for use than the books turned out
with a view to serviceability alone’.16 anyone who has visited a specialist library in order to sit
down and actually read the Kelmscott Chaucer might well be able to empathise with Veblen’s
sentiment, but this is to risk reproducing the narrowly utilitarian calculus that morris set out
to challenge. much of  the best recent critical writing on the Kelmscott Press has tackled
Veblen’s criticisms head-on. michelle Weinroth, for example, argues that the ‘immersive
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experience’ of  reading Kelmscott books involves a ‘hermeneutic at once disorienting and
enriching’, inviting the reader ‘to think and see on multiple levels’, while simultaneously
disclosing ‘the book’s material three-dimensionality’.17 Weinroth also answers Veblen’s other
charge in arguing that the very ‘unaffordability’ of  Kelmscott books is ‘precisely the sign of
their anomalous status within capitalism’, which, in turn, allows them to ‘embody the
impossible actualization of  [morris’s socialist] ideals under capitalism – the impossibility of
realizing quality-based, non-exploitative, and universally shareable beauty under a system of
plutocracy’.18 in this sense, the Kelmscott books, which are luxuriously expensive and rare
commodities, nevertheless participate in the ‘dialectic of  beauty and utility’ that animated all
of  morris’s creative and political endeavours.19

Weinroth is one of  a number of  recent critics who view the Kelmscott Press as a
complex continuation of  morris’s decade of  intense political activism during the 1880s, seeing
the Press as an ‘outgrowth and conversion of socialist league propaganda into a medium of
unprecedented education’.20 elizabeth Carolyn miller similarly suggests that the Kelmscott
books were an extension of  morris’s socialist politics, and that they formed part of  a broader
‘struggle against utilitarianism, which morris saw as a by-product of  capitalism, not a corollary
of socialism’.21 in this sense, the lavish, finely-made Kelmscott books are part of  an
‘anticapitalist counterculture’ for miller, who views them as quasi-utopian ‘artifacts from the
future, material and aesthetic reminders that after the revolution labor and production would
no longer be the alienating, repetitive industrial enterprise that mechanized mass print so
neatly symbolized’.22 Weinroth writes in similar terms, suggesting that the Press was ‘a hub of
collaborative print production’ offering a ‘utopian model that prefigures what could be
secured under propitious conditions – equality, cooperation, and universally gratifying
creative praxis’.23 one might think of  the Kelmscott books, in this light, as material
manifestations of  the hope and fellowship that William Guest carries back with him from
nowhere to nineteenth-century london, or gifts from a post-capitalist future that has yet to
be realised. 

This special issue of  The Journal of  William Morris Studies celebrates the one hundred and
thirtieth anniversary of  the Kelmscott Press, and the one hundred and twenty-fifth
anniversary of  the Kelmscott Chaucer, with a range of  contributions that consider different
aspects of  the Press and its multiple legacies. lorraine Janzen-Kooistra discusses the
persistence of  print in a digital age, and reflects on the possibilities for digital remediation of
fine-press works in the context of  her editorship of  the Yellow Nineties 2.0 website, offering a
timely reminder that ‘books, too, were once experimental new media’ (p. 8). drawing on
lars spuybroek’s concept of  sympathy, Kooistra also explores the ways in which a Gothic
ontology, indebted to ruskin, connects the ethic of  medieval craft that morris practised at
the Kelmscott Press to contemporary departures in the digital humanities. William Peterson,
meanwhile, persuasively reconstructs the Press’s nineteenth-century contexts by examining
several ‘pre-morrisian attempts to revive the dormant arts of  the book’ (p. 27) associated
with the work of  William Bulmer, Thomas frognall dibdin, William Pickering and Charles
Whittingham. Peterson offers a fascinating account of  the Press’s (mostly unacknowledged)
precursors, and concludes with a striking discussion of  morris’s ‘heavy (and pioneering)
reliance on emery Walker’s photography’, which, as he points out, clearly signals ‘an
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acknowledgment of  the modern world rather than a nostalgic attempt to revisit the distant
past’ (p. 33). simon loxley picks up this thread with a full-length discussion of  Walker’s
achievements in the field of  typography and type design at the Kelmscott Press, as well as the
doves Press and the ashendene Press. Walker was, as loxley comments, ‘a great self-
educator’, whose lecture, ‘letterpress Printing’, delivered at the arts and Craft exhibition
society in 1888, ‘seemingly managed to kickstart a whole movement’ (p. 38). 

as John stirling discusses elsewhere in this issue, morris could hardly have established the
Kelmscott Press without the expert assistance of  several friends and co-workers, pointing out
that ‘many of  morris’s partners and associates of  varying degrees remain equally neglected
and lost from view unless they had forged particularly notable careers themselves’ (p. 95).
focusing on one such figure, marianne Tidcombe discusses the work of  Thomas James
Cobden-sanderson, an artist and bookbinder who was another of  morris’s important
collaborators at the Press. Tidcombe draws widely on Cobden-sanderson’s Journals to offer
a detailed account of  his work for the Press, as well as his various agreements and
disagreements with morris: the article tells the story of  ‘their friendship and collaborations,
while pointing out how they disagreed on the subject of  printing’ (p. 54).

david mabb’s recent work, SOMEWHERE (2017), creatively repurposes facsimile pages
from the Kelmscott edition of  News from Nowhere to produce an installation that revivifies
morris’s utopian imagination by proposing (in a modernist spirit) that ‘fragments and
facsimiles […] can be appropriated from the past and repurposed for the future, that a new
somewhere might be made possible, even if  there appears nowhere but the night sky for a
somewhere at present’ (p. 89). hannah Brown, meanwhile, reflects on her work as a
bookbinder and offers an absorbingly meticulous account of  the process of  binding a copy of
the Kelmscott edition of  morris’s 1872 poem Love is Enough. 

Writing about morris’s (known and relatively unknown) co-workers, John stirling
considers the collaborative nature of  the Press and reflects on the ‘absence of, and difficulty
in constructing, history from below’ (p. 103). finally, sarah hardy thoughtfully explores a
selection of  Burne-Jones’s illustrations for the Kelmscott Chaucer, arguing that ‘Burne-Jones
focused on works which express alternate realities – dreams, stories within stories, and
allegorical quests – to create dynamic visual portals to other worlds’ (p. 106). This issue also
includes the latest instalment of  david and sheila latham’s biennial bibliography, delayed as a
consequence of  library closures consequent upon the ongoing pandemic. 

owen holland
editor
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‘For divining the future, as for recalling the past, there is the same rare but open secret – of  Sympathy.’1

One hundred and thirty years ago, William Morris established what is
undoubtedly the best known and most influential of  all small presses.
Alive to direct the Kelmscott Press (1891-98) for only five of  its seven
years, Morris left his impress on the fine printing revival it inspired.

In the decade following its 1891 launch, numerous small presses with artisanal values
and the aim of  producing beautiful books emerged. Some of  the most important of
these include Esther and Lucien Pissarro’s Eragny Press (1894-1914); Charles
Ricketts’s Vale Press (1896-1904); Charles Ashbee’s Essex House Press (1898-1904);
James Guthrie’s Pear Tree Press (1899-1952); and T. Cobden-Sanderson and Emery
Walker’s Doves Press (1900-17). Morris’s legacy, however, extends far beyond turn-
of-the-century Great Britain. As William S. Peterson observes, ‘the forces set in motion
at the Kelmscott Press eventually spread around the globe’ and ‘profoundly affected
twentieth-century theories of  book-design’.2 Published in 1991, the same year that
the World Wide Web became public, Peterson’s History of  the Kelmscott Press coincided
with the new age of  digital culture and online publishing. ‘Morris’s curious

Fundamental Sympathy: The Gothic, the 
Fin-de-Siècle Printing Revival and the Digital

Lorraine Janzen Kooistra
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typographical experiment’, Peterson observed, ‘may force us to reflect on the meaning
of  that fascinating yet morally ambiguous technology which threatens today to
envelop the world’.3

The first thing the Kelmscott Press should nudge us to recall in the digital age is that
books, too, were once experimental new media. Although we have now naturalised
these technologies, the late-medieval world viewed moveable type, the printing press
and their dangerously portable and replicable product, the book, as both fascinating
and morally ambiguous. Moreover, the anxiety that this new media would lead to
widespread cultural change was well founded. As a new communication technology,
the printed book altered the way people thought about and engaged with the natural
world, social relationships and political conditions, just as internet technology is doing
today. Among other perhaps more questionable changes, the digital revolution launched
an entire self-publishing movement and a new academic field known as the digital
humanities. In the wake of  WWW, digital humanists began to design sites that
combined ‘born-digital’ content with remediated images, texts and manuscripts, thereby
preserving and making accessible cultural heritage objects. As early adapters and leaders
in the field, both the Rossetti Archive and the William Blake Archive are very much in the
Kelmscott Press tradition of  publishing beautiful works in well-designed environments.4

More recently, Florence Boos’s William Morris Archive at the University of  Iowa Library
has given users unprecedented access to remediations of  Morris’s Kelmscott Press
editions, types, ornaments and woodblocks.5 At Yellow Nineties 2.0 I have leveraged digital
design to remediate the artisanal formats of  eight fin-de-siècle little magazines that were
shaped by, and helped to shape, the fine-printing revival.6

I want to take the opportunity of  the one hundred and thirtieth anniversary of
the Kelmscott Press and the thirtieth anniversary of  the World Wide Web to reflect
on how Victorian print culture’s small press movement intersects with, and indeed
participates in, the digital, at the same time that it challenges us to look anew at the
historic technologies that produced it. In what follows I use media archeology, which
aims to understand new media through a close examination of  the past in a way that
resists a progressivist narrative, to illuminate the ongoing relational history of  our
digital present. Drawing on architect Lars Spuybroek’s concept of  sympathy as ‘what
things feel when they shape each other’, I explore the ‘Gothic ontology’ that
interrelates medieval craft, the Kelmscott Press and the contemporary digital.7

Ultimately, I am arguing for fundamental sympathy in the design processes of  Gothic
architecture, the fin-de-siècle printing revival and the digital humanities. 

I. (Gothic) Design
Edward Burne-Jones famously called the Kelmscott Chaucer ‘a pocket cathedral’,
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adding in his letter to Charles Eliot Norton that it was ‘so full of  design and I think
Morris the greatest master of  ornament in the world’.8 Burne-Jones’s architectural
analogy is an apt one for Morris’s method at the Kelmscott Press. By making
ornament integral to design, Morris aimed to build books that were total works of
art, harmonious in all their parts.9 Trained as an architect, Morris understood books
in architectural terms. Like the interiors of  medieval cathedrals, page layouts should
integrate the rigidity of  structure (lines of  type) with the variability of  ornament (initial
letters, borders). Peterson calls Kelmscott Press books ‘the final phase of  the Gothic
Revival’ and suggests that the story of  their ‘attempt to revive a traditional craft […]
becomes a fascinating parable of  the extent to which we can turn the clock
backwards’.10 While this view of  Morris’s project as anachronistic is widely accepted,
it is also possible to view the Kelmscott Press as part of  an ongoing design practice
running from medieval Gothic to contemporary digital ways of  making. In this sense,
Kelmscott Press books were always already digital, and not only because they were
the products of  human hands and fingers. To establish the foundation for this theory,
I turn to Spuybroek’s The Sympathy of  Things: Ruskin and the Ecology of  Design, which
argues that digital technology is actually ‘taking us back in time […] to the unique
and the contingent, in a way, back to craft’.11 For Spuybroek, the Internet heralds ‘a
shift from craft to design, turning design into the new craft’; however, he admits that
‘the Web does not yet grasp its own Gothic heritage’.12

In what way can the Internet be viewed as Gothic? How might we understand
digital technology in terms of  craft and design? Spuybroek’s monograph on the
medieval Gothic, the Victorian revival and the contemporary digital is long and
complicated, but he elaborates two crucial connections between John Ruskin’s ‘The
Nature of  Gothic’ and digital technology that are relevant to Morris’s efforts at the
Kelmscott Press. First, Spuybroek makes the point that the Internet ‘is a deeply Gothic
project […] because it interrelates work and aesthetics’.13 Second, he contends that ‘in the
Gothic, work, activity and craft were taking place at the design stage, rather than only
appearing on the scene at the execution stage’.14 This process relied on ‘the most
fundamental Gothic principle’: freedom of  work within a collaborative ethos.15 When
Morris published Ruskin’s The Nature of  Gothic: A Chapter of  The Stones of  Venice at the
Kelmscott Press in 1892, he stressed that ‘the lesson which Ruskin here teaches us is
that art is the expression of  man’s pleasure in labour’.16 Morris enhanced his
understanding of  Ruskin’s teaching through personal study of  Gothic sources and
applied artisanal practice. The Gothic method of  iterative design as part of  a
cooperative building process was crucial to his Arts and Crafts principles. While he may
have fallen short of  ensuring all his employees at the Kelmscott Press experienced joy
in their handiwork by expressing individual creativity, this remained an important goal
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for Morris. 
So, what do Gothic cathedrals, Kelmscott books and the digital have in common?

Following Spuybroek, we might say that, in each case, design springs from ‘a
fundamental sympathy’, which he defines as ‘simply a relatedness between us and
things’.17 Spuybroek argues that digital projects, like Gothic buildings – and, I would
add, books of  the fin-de-siècle fine-printing revival – depend on the cooperative
development of  work, activity and craft in an ongoing design process that is
inseparable from execution. Among digital humanists, book historians in particular
have identified iterative design and prototyping as core to their collaborative,
interdisciplinary work of  online creation and publishing. As Alan Galey and Stan
Ruecker argue, ‘like design, the field of  book history offers a perspective on the ethos
of  thinking through making which informs much digital humanities research and
pedagogy generally’.18 If  ever anyone worked by thinking through making, William
Morris was that man. In his iterative designs for typefaces and ornaments, page
layouts and formats, Morris was working out for himself  how each Kelmscott Press
book would express its meaning and engage its reader. While it is common to point
out his call for a return to the work practices and aesthetics of  Gothic design, it is
exciting to consider that Morris was also prototyping the iterative, experimental,
cooperative practices used by many digital humanists today. 

As anyone who has tried their hand at letterpress printing knows, setting moveable
type is long and laborious. There is no room for artisans to express joy in their labour
by adding individual creative flourishes to the compositor’s stick or printer’s galley.
The creativity and aesthetics of  typography lie principally in the design of  letterforms,
a point to which I will return. The choices of  face and font, line length and margin
are determined by the master-printer in consultation with the publisher-director, not
by the individual compositor. After Morris established the ‘golden ratio’ principle of
page layout at the Kelmscott Press, most fine presses adopted this simple and beautiful
model. Morris insisted that the basic interface of  the book – that shared boundary
between device and human where information is exchanged – was not the single-
page unit but the double-page opening. To support the functionality of  this interface,
Morris called for the largest margin to be at the bottom of  the page, where the user’s
thumbs are positioned (while the other four fingers support the outside cover). The
smallest margins should flank either side of  the gutter; the head should be larger than
these and the fore edges slightly larger again, but still smaller than the bottom.19

Morris’s interface design is effectively digital in the sense that it is based on the digits
of  the human hand and the effectiveness of  the user interface. Kelmscott book design
depends on the fundamental sympathy between device and human user – the
interrelatedness of  objects and persons – and on the fundamental sympathy of  all
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the parts that make up the whole work – the interrelatedness of  things (Figure 1).
Like Gothic cathedrals, books and digital interfaces depend on a rigid structural

architecture integrated with infinitely variable ornament in order to interact with
intended users, facilitate their knowledge acquisition and increase their visual pleasure.
When designing an interface for a digital project, notions of  the end user and
functionality are as important considerations as they are for printed books. Morris’s
key to ‘good architectural arrangement’ of  the page also guides the digital designer.
Whether the medium is print or pixel, the interface needs to be clear and easy to
read; the font must be well-designed for the purpose and in good contrast to the
background; and the margins or white space should be in proportion to the lines of
text and the placement of  images and other graphics.20 Digital design must be based
on the interrelatedness between the computer screen and the human user. Because
that relationship is not the same as the one between the printed book and the reader,
the design choices will be different, but the principles remain the same. 

Electronic creation for digital humanists and desk-top publishers alike departs
from the established traditions of  print culture. For creators of  digital content, the
activities of  writing, printing and disseminating are more-or-less collapsed into one
process. Artisanal practices are obviously implicated in this change: craft and design
are remediated and transformed, resulting in the now-casual interchangeability of
the terms ‘type’ and ‘font’ in common usage. Online publishing sidesteps the craft of
typesetting by making it relatively simple to change typeface, point size, letter spacing
and line leading. Production and consumption are also collapsed, as users participate
at their end in the design’s execution by adjusting size, contrast and so on. But the
digital also introduces a time-consuming skill-based craft into the process of
publishing. Digital humanists mark their texts through the application of  a special
version of  Extensible Markup Language (XML) designed for humanistic projects by
the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI). TEI allows encoders to markup print materials to
remediate content (words, images) and structure (paragraphs, stanzas, chapters, pages)
in ways that make them readable by both humans in front of  the monitor and
machines in the computer’s backend. Ultimately, it is the metadata of  markup that
permits the transformation of  print into pixels, activates screen readers and voice-
recognition, powers keyword searches across texts within an aggregated system, and
links data for discoverability on the semantic web. 

Rebecca Martin, a letterpress printer who is also a digital humanist, provides
insight into the fundamental sympathy between these two practices by reflecting on
her experience encoding the pages of  The Evergreen: A Northern Seasonal (1895-96/7)
for publication on Yellow Nineties 2.0 (Figure 2). As editor and director of  this site
dedicated to publishing digital editions of  little magazines associated with the fine-
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printing revival, my position is not unlike that of  Morris at the Kelmscott Press.
Although Morris and I are individual products of  our own print and digital cultures,
we nevertheless share the aim of  bringing well-designed reading material to the public
by remediating other objects in a collaborative process of  thinking through making.
As Martin observes, ‘[m]oveable type remediates writing, just as XML remediates
print’.21 While both Kelmscott print and Y90s digital editions are aimed at bringing
functionally readable, aesthetically pleasing, historically important material to a wider
audience, neither typesetters nor encoders experience much creative pleasure in their
labour, other than gaining satisfaction from contributing to a project they consider
worthwhile. It is also important to remember that manuscript, print and digital media
co-exist within an intermedial ecology; one does not replace the other. Martin
concludes: ‘[w]hile digital editions cannot replicate or replace the medium-specific
qualities of  print, remediation can draw on the strengths of  online publication to
attract attention to print editions and create opportunities for scholarship and wider
avenues of  accessibility and engagement’.22

II. Remediation
In addition to the concept of  intermediality – the point of  intersection between and
among media – media archeology draws on the concept of  remediation – the process

Figure 1: William morris, double-page opening of  The Story of  the Glittering Plain (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press,
1894). (Public domain: Wikimedia Commons). 
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by which new media always present themselves as improved versions of  other media.
According to Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin, we need to understand new media by
recognising two things. First, we need to see how new media ‘honour, rival, and revise’
former media; and second, to understand that no medium does its work ‘in isolation
from other media […] [or] from other social and economic forces’.23 Hearkening
back as they do to medieval models, Kelmscott Press books are obviously not new
media. Instead, Morris designed them to look like books did when they were new
media, in the century of  revolutionary changes in communication and culture
triggered by Gutenberg’s invention of  printing with moveable metal type around
1450. Notably, Kelmscott Press books also emerged in a moment of  intense media
shift, when photographic technologies sidelined wood engraving as the principal form
of  image reproduction, linotyping began to replace typesetting, and steam-powered
rotary presses supplanted hand presses. While the artisanal values of  the Kelmscott
Press and other small presses of  the fin de siècle dictated that wood engraving,
typesetting and hand printing would be their preferred modes of  mediation, these
media were nevertheless informed by new nineteenth-century technologies that relied
on mechanical, rather than manual, methods.

The original types Morris laboured to create for the Kelmscott Press were
principally modelled on fifteenth-century incunabular typefaces.24 The types for these

Figure 2: screenshot of  Patrick Geddes, ‘The megalithic Builders’, The Evergreen: A Northern Seasonal, vol. 4 (1896/7),
150. (Public domain: Yellow Nineties 2.0).
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early printed books imitated the various ‘hands’ or scripts used by scribes in
reproducing manuscripts. Thus, the first moveable types remediated handwriting in
an obvious instance of  new media presenting themselves as improved versions of
other media. In some cases, the mechanical rivalled the manual medium so closely
that it can be difficult to detect the difference between early printed pages and
calligraphic manuscripts.25 By the late-sixteenth century, however, typefaces and fonts
had become standardised, pages were numbered and books began to look very much
like the ones we use today: modern, portable objects designed for readers. 

As is well known, Morris was inspired to launch the Kelmscott Press after hearing
Emery Walker’s lecture on historical typefaces at the first Arts and Crafts Exhibition
in London in 1888. Walker illustrated his talk with magic lantern slides. Prepared
photographically at his firm, Walker and Boutall Automatic and Photographic
Engravers, these slides exhibited enlarged versions of  single letterforms, isolated and
blown up to monumental scale.26 Morris adapted Walker’s method of  photographic
expansion when he designed his Kelmscott types, effectively remediating hand-written
letterforms through a combination of  mechanical duplication, copying and
adaptation. By placing tracing paper over an enlarged photograph of  incunabular
type and ‘drawing over it many times before I began designing my own letter’, he
explained, he ‘mastered the essence of  it, I did not copy it servilely’.27 Morris then
had his letterforms photographed again and reduced in size, so that he could make
his final refinements. When he was satisfied, he sent the designs to master punch-
cutter Edward Philip Prince. Typecasting from Prince’s matrixes was executed
mechanically on a Benton-Waldo pantographic punch-cutting machine at the Fann
Street Foundry.28 Making a Kelmscott type required layers and layers of  mediation
and remediation, a mixture of  mechanical and manual technologies, and many hands
and things working cooperatively. 

It is also worth noting that, although Morris designed his types based on the belief
that ‘good printed letterforms were contingent upon good handwriting’, his method
was far removed from actual penmanship.29 In contrast, both Charles Ricketts of  the
Vale Press and Lucien Pissarro of  the Eragny Press believed printed letterforms should
not depend on the aesthetics of  hand-written scripts, but on design. While they
credited Morris (in ‘Of  Typography and the Harmony of  the Printed Page’) with the
renewal ‘of  interest in the intrinsic beauties of  the book’, they proposed that beauty
and harmony in printed books could best be achieved when typography, like
ornament, returned to the craft of  engraving.30 After he had designed his own Vale
types, Ricketts elaborated on his approach. 

Rather than imitating handwriting, a medium created by pen and ink on paper or
parchment, types should respect the conditions of  their own medium, metal. ‘[A] cut
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and stamped letter is no longer a written letter’, Ricketts explained in his introduction
to A Bibliography of  Books Issued by Hacon and Ricketts, so ‘it must show a comprehension
of  the arts employed in making it, and the revision by the punch-cutter who cuts it’.31

Like Morris, Ricketts worked with punch-cutter Edward Prince. Highlighting the
relationship between aesthetic book design and digital humanities practice, Ricketts
designed with the end user in mind, insisting that ‘[i]n the shaping of  its detail [a letter]
must even be designed in anticipation of  its effect as type, with a view to the avoidance
of  gaps, and the power of  conveying to the eye when printed the impression of
distinctness plus an indwelling element of  rhythm’.32 While not every digital humanist
is a designer, every good digital project anticipates the effects on the reader of  its
interface, including the crucial relationships between fonts and background, image
and text. Moreover, a good digital project aims to express its meaning and purpose
through its visual design and this, too, follows the practice set by Morris at the
Kelmscott Press and other small press publishers like Ricketts at the Vale. 

Like Morris, Ricketts attended Walker’s 1888 lecture and was inspired by him to
revitalise the art of  book making along Arts and Crafts lines.33 Together with his
partner, Charles Shannon, and a small coterie of  artists and authors in the London
district of  Chelsea, Ricketts initiated this endeavour by publishing The Dial (1889-97),
a little magazine at the forefront of  the printing revival. In bringing out The Dial,
Ricketts was able to use his skills as a wood-engraver and a designer. He learned the
arts of  typesetting and hand printing, and gained an appreciation for ‘the intelligent
sympathy’ of  printers by working closely with master printer Charles McCall at the
Ballantyne Press.34 When barrister Llewellyn Hacon became his financial partner,
Ricketts was able to achieve his goal and launch the Vale Press. Specimen pages of
type and ornament, set by his friend Lucien Pissarro, were published in the fourth
issue of  The Dial in 1896 (Figure 3). After Morris died that year, Ricketts and Pissarro
co-wrote (in French) ‘William Morris and His Influence on the Arts and Crafts’ to
pay tribute to their admired predecessor. The tribute was intended to be printed by
Pissarro at the Eragny Press, but when his health prevented this, Ricketts took over
the printing at the Ballantyne Press and sold the pamphlet at The Vale in London,
while the Floury publishing house brought it out in Paris.35 Ricketts and Pissarro wrote
that ‘Morris recast the art of  book-making on such a logical basis that no original
effort can in the future be made without conditions of  care and technique of  at least
equal importance’.36

Pissarro and Ricketts rightly acknowledge that Morris modelled design practices
at Kelmscott that were later adopted by artist-printers of  the small press movement,
including the Eragny Press and the Vale Press. In some cases, the Kelmscott legacy
was material and social as well as inspirational. On Morris’s death, Charles Ashbee
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purchased Morris’s two Albion presses and hired his compositors, pressmen and
engravers for his Essex Press.37 He also used the same ink, paper and vellum as Morris
and aimed to emulate Kelmscott Press types and wood-engraved initials in his own
designs.38 In 1920, James Guthrie acquired one of  the Kelmscott Albion presses for
his Pear Tree Press.39 The Doves Press, co-founded by Emery Walker and Thomas
James Cobden-Sanderson, is also an evident inheritor of  Kelmscott principles and
practices. Combining his historical knowledge of  types with his craft understanding
of  engraving as a medium, Walker designed the elegant Doves Press font. Punch-
cutter Edward Prince cut the initial punches, and Miller and Richards in Edinburgh
(who also provided the type for The Evergreen) produced the single-sized, 16-point type
at their foundry (1899-1901). When the partners fell out and dissolved their business
relationship, ownership and use of  the type became contentious. Cobden-Sanderson
feared Walker might use the type on a mechanical, rather than a hand press,
something Morris would certainly have deplored. In order to prevent any such
calamitous eventuality, Cobden-Sanderson infamously dumped all 2,600 pounds of
the metal type, including the punches and matrices, into the River Thames, making
multiple midnight trips to Hammersmith Bridge to do so. 

While Cobden-Sanderson may have avoided any imminent use of  the type for
mechanical reproduction, he could not prevent its physical resurrection and digital
dissemination in the twenty-first century. Thanks to designer Robert Green, who
managed to salvage 150 original metal types from the Thames in 2014, the Doves
Type has been remediated and is now available to users around the world (‘The Doves
Type®’) (Figure 4). Using thousands of  scans of  letters from Doves printed books as
well as the salvaged physical types as models, Green employed computer technologies,

Figure 3: Charles ricketts, Page of  specimen Type from The Vale Press, The Dial, vol. 4 (1896), np, and screenshot.
(Public domain: Yellow Nineties 2.0).
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from design software to zoom enlargements, to create a digital replica of  the Doves
type.40 Although the digital technologies he used to remediate these turn-of-the-
century metal types differed from the photographic technology and tracing paper
Morris used to remediate fifteenth-century incunabular types, the principles and
processes each designer used have much in common. 

III. Fundamental Sympathy 
Doves Press books differ in one important respect from those Morris produced at his
Kelmscott Press: their aesthetic relies principally on the beauty of  the typography,
exclusive of  decoration. Critics generally agree that Cobden-Sanderson’s simple
interface became a model for modern commercial printing in the twentieth century.41

We are not, however, compelled to take a progressivist view of  design that positions
Morris’s decorated pages as backward-looking because they did not lead directly to
twentieth-century design preferences. Indeed, we might even see twentieth-century
design as anomalous in the long human history of  decorative art. Following the
publication of  the architect Alfred Loos’s influential ‘Ornament and Crime’ in 1908,
designers viewed ornamentation as a dangerous impediment to cultural expression
in the modern industrial world.42 Rather than visualising a chronological timeline of
development, however, I want to invoke the Victorian relational graphic, the Venn
diagram, to suggest that Morris and his Kelmscott Press occupy the intersecting set
between Gothic and digital design.43 Because Morris’s approach to book design was
fundamentally ornamental, it was also, in Spuybroek’s terms, both Gothic and digital.
‘As with the Gothic’, Spuybroek explains, ‘what needs to be established in ornament
is simply a relatedness between us and things, a fundamental sympathy, which all design
starts from. Such sympathy is only possible because of  ornament. Ornament is an
absolute condition for all things to be felt with the same immediacy as they are seen.’44

Morris put it this way: ‘[t]he ornament must form as much a part of  the page, as the
type itself, or it will miss its mark; in order to succeed, and be ornament, it must submit
to certain constraints, and be architectural’.45

Praising what he called Morris’s ‘ornamental tendency’ in ‘A Defense of  the
Revival of  Printing’, Charles Ricketts acknowledged the ‘great debt’ book lovers owed
to Morris for showing how decorative design should be based on architectural
principles.46 Morris insisted that the page present an aesthetic balance of  black and
white, harmonising type with ornament. ‘The essential point to be remembered’, he
cautioned, ‘is that the ornament, whatever it is, whether picture or pattern-work,
should form part of  the page, should be part of  the whole scheme of  the book.’47

Such harmony could only be achieved if  images, ornaments and types could be
printed on the same press, and this meant reviving the artisanal craft of  wood
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engraving. Like moveable type, wood engravings are cut in reverse for printing in
relief. To enable printing on the same press, blocks of  boxwood must be cut ‘type-
high’: that is, 7/8th of  an inch, precisely the same height as the type. Wood-engraved
images and ornaments allowed printer-designers of  the small press movement to build
their pages architecturally, out of  blocks of  metal type and blocks of  wood-engraved
images, printed with the same ink on the same paper. In this way, letterpress and
ornament could share a harmonious aesthetic of  black lines stamped on a textured
white surface. 

The revival of  fine printing emerged at the precise moment that mass print culture
was demanding ever faster methods, with more and more pages of  illustrated text,
and less and less of  what Ricketts and Pissarro called the ‘conditions of  care and
technique’ that characterised the artisanal methods of  the Kelmscott Press and its
followers.48 After dominating the production of  illustrated print for over fifty years,
wood engraving as a technology of  reproduction was replaced at the fin de siècle by
photomechanical processes. In his record of  Life and Labour of  the People in London (1902-
3), Charles Booth wrote: ‘[n]o other occupation has suffered more than engraving
from the competition of  new inventions and the change from ancient to modern
methods’.49 Hundreds of  wood engravers lost their means of  livelihood as a result of
this media shift.

Deeply opposed to the imperatives of  speed in the mass-oriented industrial world,

Figure 4: robert Green, specimen Page of  The doves Type. (Public domain: <www.dovestype.com>).
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Morris and his followers embraced the radical practice of  what Elizabeth Carolyn
Miller aptly names ‘slow print’.50 In this politicised aspect of  late-Victorian print
culture there is a fundamental awareness of  the relationship between people and
things. Through its commitment to artisanal processes, the small press movement
provided opportunities for some of  the best wood engravers to continue their craft as
a means of  livelihood and aesthetic expression. These included Clemence Housman,
a highly skilled engraver for both James Guthrie’s Pear Tree Press and Charles
Ashbee’s Essex House Press. Guthrie maintained that ‘in technical range, no engraver
has carried the art further’ than Clemence Housman, a view shared by twentieth-
century print-maker Leonard Baskin.51 ‘[T]he special and entrancing qualities of  the
Pear Tree Press illustrations’, he claims, ‘are in large measure due to Clemence’s
sensitive and capable hand transferring Guthrie’s designs into compelling works of
fine art.’52 Although she and her work are largely forgotten today, Housman studied
wood engraving from master engraver Charles Roberts at Lambeth School of  Art at
the same time (though not in the same room) as Charles Ricketts and Charles
Shannon, each of  whom contributed wood engravings to The Dial and the Vale Press.
Lucien Pissarro, who was trained in France, published his original wood-engraved
prints in The Dial as well as in his Eragny Press editions. Both the Vale Press and
Eragny Press sought to revive wood-engraving as an original art form, in which prints
were designed and cut by the same hand. Others, including Morris’s Kelmscott Press,

Figure 5: new caption to come
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Ashbee’s Essex House Press and Guthrie’s Pear Tree Press, drew on the more recent
Victorian practice of  facsimile engraving to reproduce images. This required the
artisan to cut two lines into the woodblock for each line drawn by the artist, as it was
only by excavating the surrounding white space that a raised ridge could be created
to take the ink. In these presses, the value of  wood engraving as a medium for
producing pattern work that could harmonise with type superseded the core Arts and
Crafts principle of  integrating design and execution. Another modern technology
used at Kelmscott and some other fine presses was the electroplating of  woodblocks.
This process allowed multiple prints to be made from the same electroplate without
damage to the woodblock, which could be retained as a matrix for future use. One
might see these preserved woodblocks as (literally) digital backups.

One of  the reasons Spuybroek connects the Gothic with the digital is that both
occupy ‘the realm of  self-generating’ form.53 ‘Let us not forget’, he cautions, ‘that
code specifically demands an art of  configurational variation – that is, a digital Gothic.’54

Like digital Gothic, wood engraving and ornament are generative technologies, both
code-dependent and capable of  endless variations. Wood-engraved initials and
borders are produced out of  a binary system of  black and white. The extraordinary
beauty produced by this linear art is the result of  a seemingly infinite number of
infinitesimal cuts, of  various depths and widths, incised into a small block of  wood.
Wood engravers work from black to white, cutting away negative space to bring form
out of  the void. Like digital code (if  this, do that; if  that, do this), wood engraving
generates a virtually infinite number of  renderings from a binary based on variations
of  something or nothing: if  black, leave this ridge; if  white, cut that out.

Pattern designers like Morris and Ricketts worked with the binary code of  the
wood-engraving medium to create interlacing knotwork around letterforms entangled
with ribbons, flowers, leaves and stems from the repeating effects of  black on white
and white on black. Their ornaments were based on illuminated manuscripts and
early printed books but formed to harmonise with the types used at their respective
presses. Morris designed 384 different initial letters, thirty-three initial words, fifty-
seven borders, 108 marginal ornaments, twenty-seven frames, twenty-eight title pages,
four line endings and three printer’s marks for the Kelmscott Press: a total of  644
designs, by Sydney Cockerell’s reckoning, although he must be including others not
listed here to reach that total.55 The fertility of  invention, based on the basics of
letterform and decoration, seems endless: Morris created at least thirty-four variations
on the letter ‘T’ alone.56 Like Morris, Ricketts also created variant designs for the
same initial letter, experimenting with the effect of  white letters on black grounds,
black letters on white grounds, boxed letters, open letters, foliated letters, interlaced
letters and variations of  the same. As he did his own wood engraving, however,
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Ricketts had to devote time to execution as well as design. By his reckoning, ‘the
initials alone which have been used in the Vale books represent the labour of  a year,
exclusive of  their design’, while engraving a border represented as much as a month’s
work.57

Crucially, textual ornaments designed by fine-printing revivalists like Morris and
Ricketts were not superfluous decoration. Their purpose was not only to enhance the
beauty of  the typography and honour the text they were preserving; it was also
functional. ‘Ornament’, as Spuybroek reminds us, ‘has to work’ in the realm of  the
always-already-digital Gothic.58 In Gothic cathedrals, ornament is weight-bearing. In
fin-de-siècle books of  the small press movement, ornament organises edges and
corners, illuminates chapter openings and paragraphs, defines beginnings and
endings, and arranges, unifies and harmonises the entire volume. While the twentieth
century eschewed ornament for technological and economic reasons, the digital age
‘allows us to return to ornament’.59 In this new ‘ecology of  design’, according to
Spuybroek, ‘things take on pattern and shape by conditioning each other’.60 From
this perspective, wood-engraved pattern work expresses the fundamental sympathy
of  all things living in relation to each other. This is why, for Morris, the design of
ornament had moral weight and carried transformative political power.61

In the painstakingly slow artisanal method modelled at the Kelmscott Press, Miller
suggests, ‘the process of  production is as politically significant as the product’.62 In
this insight we might see a final sympathy between Gothic building, the fin-de-siècle
fine-printing revival and the digital humanities. Makers in each medium recognise
that the iterative, collaborative process is as important, and potentially as
transformative, as the final product. The resources that matter most are time, craft
and relationships, not technologies. 130 years after the founding of  William Morris’s
Kelmscott Press, this ongoing commitment to the sympathy of  things seems very
worthy of  celebration.
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When the first Kelmscott Press books began to appear in 1891, there
was a tendency – certainly encouraged by Morris himself  – to
compare them with the most impressive publications of  the early
printers.1 It seemed to many observers at the time that the

Kelmscott volumes rivalled the beauty of  the best fifteenth-century European books
and represented a radical departure from the practices of  the Victorian publishing
world. Now, however, 130 years later, it is probably easier for us to identify the strong
parallels between the activities of  the Kelmscott Press and some other serious efforts
in Morris’s own century to revive the traditions of  early book typography. Any attempt
to understand Morris’s influential work at the Kelmscott Press without placing it in
this Victorian context is, I would suggest, seriously misleading. I propose, therefore,
to examine the usually hidden links between the Kelmscott books and some other
examples of  renewed vitality in British printing during the nineteenth century, and I
will also attempt to describe how thoroughly dependent Morris was upon modern
technology in creating his types, ornaments and illustrations.

We know, of  course, that Morris was a frequent buyer and reader of  books from
an early age, and that from adolescence onward he was drawn irresistibly to the
aesthetic charms of  the Middle Ages, but, as I have argued elsewhere, the traditional
accounts of  Morris’s journey toward bookmaking in his later years are seriously
oversimplified and usually fail to acknowledge his deep indebtedness to the work of
certain nineteenth-century predecessors.2 It may be difficult for us to grasp this
distinction because Morris spoke so frequently about his great admiration for medieval
books and manuscripts, yet his own writings, including even his private
correspondence, say little or nothing about the most elegant books printed in his own
century. And of  course Morris’s early disciples, such as Halliday Sparling and Sydney
Cockerell, always placed heavy emphasis on the medieval roots of  his work as a

The Kelmscott Press in a Nineteenth-Century
Context

William S. Peterson
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typographical designer. Nevertheless, there were numerous modern experiments in
fine printing, the existence of  which Morris was simply unwilling to acknowledge,
and his baffling silence on the subject may seem to imply that he was completely
unaware of  them. Yet his relationship with these instances of  outstanding nineteenth-
century typography is much more complex than may appear at first glance. Let me
offer one example from early in the century – an exceptionally fine edition of  Ovid’s
Metamorphoses, originally translated by Caxton and printed by William Bulmer’s
Shakspeare Press in 1819 (Figure 1). The manuscript – only part of  which had been
published by Caxton – was discovered in Samuel Pepys’s library at Magdalene
College, Cambridge, and the printed book based upon it was offered to the Roxburgh
Club in 1819 with this dedication: ‘[t]o the president and members of  The Roxburgh
Club, this edition of  that part of  Caxton’s Ovyde, of  which one manuscript only, and
no printed copy, is at present known, is dedicated and presented by their obedient
servant, George Hibbert’.3 Bulmer’s typography (blackletter with relatively tight word-
spacing and close leading) and the medieval-style ornamentation and woodcuts are
exceptionally attractive. This distinguished volume of  course dramatically undercuts
Morris’s usual claim that fine printing had mysteriously disappeared at the end of
the Middle Ages. 

But the next obvious question is: had he ever seen it? It is of  course very tempting
to assume that Morris was simply ignorant of  the book’s existence: it was, after all, a
limited edition, intended only for Roxburgh Club members, and by the final decades
of  the century, when Morris began book-collecting on a large scale, it was no doubt
exceedingly scarce. Significantly, neither this book nor Bulmer’s name is mentioned
even once in the five immense volumes of  his correspondence edited by Norman
Kelvin. Yet we know, in this instance, that he did in fact own a copy of  the book,
because it is now in the Beinecke Library of  Yale University – so why the mysterious
silence?4 At least part of  the answer lies, I suspect, in Morris’s extremely doctrinaire
unwillingness to acknowledge the existence of  fine printing in his own century. To
praise a book produced by Bulmer in 1819 would presumably have weakened his
argument about the superiority of  the Middle Ages in all aspects of  cultural and
moral life.

What I am suggesting is that we must be extremely cautious about taking Morris’s
comments on modern bookmaking at face value. There is in fact an abundance of
evidence that, as in this instance I have just cited, Morris knew very well the finest
English typographical achievements of  his own century – he obviously owned and
perhaps admired many of  the books in question – yet remained deeply silent on the
subject. I cannot pretend to understand his motives for this self-censorship, but it is
important to be aware of  it and its significance. I should just add, in passing, that
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Figure 1: William Bulmer’s edition of  ovid’s Metamorphoses (1819).
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Morris is known to have owned at least three other books printed by Bulmer – Joseph
Ritson’s Ancient Engleish Metrical Romances (1802), Thomas Frognall Dibdin’s The
Bibliographical Decameron (1817) and Dibdin’s Aedes Althorpianae (1822) – though we must
always bear in mind that the presence of  any specific post-medieval book in Morris’s
library was often a result of  its subject-matter rather than the quality of  its typography
(Figure 2).

It must be admitted that Dibdin’s Ovid was a charming exception, not at all typical
of  English books being printed in the early nineteenth century (for one thing, the use
of  blackletter was then restricted almost exclusively to legal and ecclesiastical works),
but as we move into the following decades it is possible to find other publishers who
were carrying on interesting typographical experiments that seem to anticipate the
publications of  the Kelmscott Press in the 1890s. Of  these various pre-Morrisian
attempts to revive the dormant arts of  the book, clearly the most impressive and
influential were the titles issued by William Pickering (1796-1854), who collaborated
throughout his career with the London printing firm of  Charles Whittingham – which
also produced, it should be observed, most of  Morris’s own early typographical
experiments (Figure 3).5 Unlike Morris, Pickering never offered grand
pronouncements about the shaping of  books, nor did he attempt to connect the
appearance of  the modern printed page with some all-encompassing theory about
the decline of  post-medieval civilisation. But Pickering, a much more unassuming
personality than Morris, nevertheless, in many respects, laid the groundwork for the
later achievements of  the Kelmscott Press. We should not allow ourselves to be misled
by Pickering’s comparative silence on the topic of  fine printing.

One of  the amusing aspects of  Morris’s career is that though a professed
unbeliever, he devoted a good deal of  energy to publishing strongly ecclesiastical
books; he once even commented half-jokingly that he might appeal to the Pope for
help in securing a supply of  Italian vellum, because the Bishop of  Rome would surely
be interested in the subject of  the Kelmscott Press Golden Legend.6 Yet at the same time
Morris frequently expressed hostility, or at best indifference, toward all traditional
forms of  Christianity. It was one of  the great unresolved paradoxes of  his life and his
career as a publisher. Pickering too, like Morris, was strongly drawn to ecclesiastical
texts, though I have elsewhere tried to make the case that his religious identity was
exceptionally complex: he had been raised as a Quaker (more or less), and despite
the fact that the books he published certainly imply that as an adult he became a
devout Anglican, in reality he was never received into the Church of  England. He
remained always on the uncomfortable edge of  the church, just as he had spent his
childhood and adolescence on the periphery of  the Quaker world.

Even Pickering’s gravestone in Kensal Green Cemetery, London, makes this
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distinction clear: for each of  the other names on the stone – Pickering’s son, his
daughter-in-law, and grandson – we are told the precise date of  baptism, yet for
Pickering himself  there is only a death date, and unlike the others, he does not have
a cross next to his name. What Morris and Pickering had in common, in other words,
is that neither of  them could claim a formal connection with the national church but,
at the same time, both were deeply, and remarkably, preoccupied with the task of
printing the great religious texts of  the past.

The major difference between them, of  course, is that Pickering was attracted to
the most imposing books of  what was usually regarded as the golden age of  Anglican
spirituality – the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. Once Charles Whittingham
and Pickering rediscovered the Caslon fonts in the 1840s, it then became
comparatively easy for the two of  them, working together, to emulate the typography
of  that earlier period. Like Morris, Pickering did not slavishly imitate the appearance
of  older books, but he was extremely careful about word-spacing, leading, margins,
the choice of  fonts and illustrations (generally rendered in an antiquarian style). Using
these techniques of  typographical revival, then a considerable novelty, Pickering
began to reprint the most celebrated writers of  the early Church of  England, such as
Jeremy Taylor, John Donne, Thomas Fuller and Sir Thomas Browne (Figure 4). And
at the same time Pickering was also issuing editions (almost always presented in the

Figure 2, above left: Thomas frognall dibdin’s Bibliographical Decameron (1817).
Figure 3, above right: William Pickering (left) in conference with Charles Whittingham. Provenance unknown. 
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understated traditional typography for which he had become famous) of  countless
secular writers, mostly from the same era.

Unlike Morris, Pickering was not a wealthy man; he could not design his own
types or employ others to do so, and he had to pay close attention to the potential
market for any books he produced. Yet despite these limitations, in the mid-1840s he
launched a six-volume series of  reprints of  the Book of  Common Prayer (the editions
of  1549, 1552, 1559, 1604, 1637 and 1662) that was undoubtedly the most
spectacular English typographical achievement of  the nineteenth century before the
arrival of  the Kelmscott Press in the 1890s (Figure 5). Pickering had long displayed
an interest in the Prayer Book – in 1842, for example, he published a book by William
Keeling that provided, in parallel columns, the texts of  the earliest editions – but now,
two years later, he issued a multi-volume version offering those editions of  the Prayer
Book, including a text intended for contemporary worship, in all their verbal and
visual splendour.7 Pickering was able to use Mary Byfield’s impressively engraved
initials and Caslon’s Great Primer Black, another font that had just been pulled back
out of  obscurity by Whittingham, set so tightly on the page that presumably even
Morris would have approved of  it. And that raises a most interesting question: was
he familiar with this overpoweringly handsome, multivolume work, set in a blackletter
type that Morris himself, in his more reflective moments, might have admired? As
usual, there is no definitive answer. Because his gaze was so steadfastly focused on the
Middle Ages, Morris seems always unwilling to acknowledge the power, or even the
existence, of  finely printed nineteenth-century books. However, in this specific
instance there is one helpful clue: we know that the Pickering Prayer Books were
displayed in October 1888 at the first show of  the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society,
where Morris must surely have seen them; but, as usual, he is totally silent on the
subject. For that matter, I have been unable to find even a single reference to Pickering
in all of  Morris’s published correspondence. Did Pickering’s name crop up
occasionally in private conversations at Kelmscott House or Kelmscott Manor? Many
of  us would love to know the answer to that question.

I should add that in 1853, just a year before his death, at a time when his
publishing business was caught in a downward spiral of  bankruptcy, Pickering
produced yet another engaging edition of  the Book of  Common Prayer, this time
not as a folio volume intended to rest on a church lectern but instead a smaller book
that could be held in the hands of  the worshipper in the pew. It was lavishly
ornamented on every page by wood-engravings created by Mary Byfield, based on
historical models, and, again, there was to be no Victorian parallel for such visual
embellishment in any book until Morris appeared on the scene.

Morris was obviously not prepared to acknowledge the enormous contribution
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Figure 4: Title page of  Jeremy Taylor’s The Rule and Exercises of  Holy Dying (london: William Pickering, 1847).
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of  Pickering to the revival of  fine printing in the nineteenth century, but if  we examine
the evidence carefully, it becomes clear that though they were both responding to
many of  the same cultural forces, Morris, in his own publishing activities, was to move
well beyond the Pickering model. To begin with the obvious: Morris, in his search for
texts to reprint, displayed little interest in Pickering’s preferred sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries, finding his exemplars instead in the Middle Ages. Many of
those early printed books lined the bookcases in his study at Kelmscott House. Morris,
in all his craft activities, was convinced that European aesthetic and moral life had
fallen into a steep decline during the post-medieval era, and his answer to this
dilemma was to shift his gaze, as much as possible, away from the nineteenth century
and to focus instead on what he regarded as the ultimate source of  all good things:
the artistic world of  the late medieval period. This meant, in practical terms, that his
most admired antecedents were always, without exception, the first European printers.

In the last book printed by his press, A Note by William Morris on His Aims in Founding
the Kelmscott Press (1898), probably the clearest exposition of  his activities as a printer,
Morris turns unapologetically to the distant past for models. While discussing his
types, illustrations, paper and principles of  typographical design, he mentions his
indebtedness to only two contemporaries: Edward Prince, who cut his punches, and
Sir Edward Burne-Jones, who produced the illustrations for many of  the Kelmscott
books. As to his heavy (and pioneering) reliance on Emery Walker’s photography at
his Press, there is complete silence.

In fact, here again we find that Morris’s relationship with the printing technology
of  his own era is far more complex than we sometimes imagine. Even in his choice
of  a printing press, he turned – reluctantly, perhaps? – to the nineteenth rather than
fifteenth century. When he began to produce his own books in the 1890s, it would
have been at least theoretically possible for him to adopt a wooden press like the ones
used in the late Middle Ages: during Morris’s lifetime there were at least a few such
presses still to be seen in museums and exhibitions, and he presumably could have
constructed a new one if  he had wished to do so. 

Yet despite the great achievements of  the early European printers, the traditional
hand-press was notoriously unreliable, prone to break down and incapable of  close
and precise register. Hence Morris decided instead to use a metal hand-press, shaped
approximately like the old wooden ones but embodying more modern technology.
Of  course to us today the Albion presses acquired by Morris seem quaintly old-
fashioned, and it must be admitted that even in his day they were seen as
semi-obsolete, but we need to remind ourselves that such presses had not gone
completely out of  use even in the final decade of  the Victorian era: in many printing
establishments of  his day they were still available for specialised purposes such as
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printing proofs and posters, and it is certainly significant that Morris had no apparent
difficulty in finding middle-aged or older printers who knew how to operate his Albion
presses. In other words, Morris was not actually reverting to medieval technology; he
was merely adopting a slightly older hand-press that, within living memory, had been
a standard piece of  equipment in many mid-Victorian printing firms. Journalists who
visited Morris’s establishment in Hammersmith often wrote enthusiastically about its
gloriously antiquated atmosphere. (One of  them reported, for example, that there
was even a quill pen next to the guest book). Yet they seemed not to notice that the
huge, apparently ancient press being used to print the Kelmscott Chaucer had in fact
been built in 1891.

It is also interesting that in A Note by William Morris on His Aims in Founding the
Kelmscott Press, the author says not a single word about how he created the illustrations

Figure 5: Title page of  the final
instalment of  Pickering’s six-volume
edition of  the Book of Common
Prayer (london: William Pickering,
1844). 
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and ornaments for which the Kelmscott books had become so famous – except, of
course, for his unstinting praise of  the work of  Burne-Jones and his brief, perfunctory
reference to the punch-cutting skills of  Edward Prince.8 Nowhere in that essay, or in
any of  the Kelmscott colophons, is there any reference to the essential contributions
of  his good friend and neighbour, Emery Walker. We know that Morris was of  course
deeply grateful for Walker’s assistance and that he had founded the Kelmscott Press
in the first place because of  an inspiring illustrated lecture about early books that was
delivered by Walker in 1888.9 Nevertheless, Morris’s indebtedness to Walker, and the
modern technology that his photoengraving firm represented, was even more
profound – so profound, in fact, that Morris was not prepared to admit to himself  or
others how very thoroughly dependent upon Walker’s cameras he had become.

In the three fonts that Morris used at the Kelmscott Press, we can see him and
Walker exploiting photography as a blueprint for design that appears to have no
parallels in the nineteenth century. Morris has always had a reputation as one of  the
great leaders of  the revival of  medievalism in Victorian England, but we have often
not noticed his remarkable, pioneering use of  the camera as an essential design tool.10

The same is true, by the way, of  Morris’s celebrated ornaments in the Kelmscott Press
books. Under pressure from Walker, Morris eventually agreed that the ornaments,
though they were drawn in a style clearly linked to the fifteenth century, would be
entirely photo-engraved. And when we turn to the celebrated Kelmscott Chaucer
illustrations by Burne-Jones, we discover that they were not in fact hand-engraved in
any traditional sense (Figure 6). Instead, they were drawn by Burne-Jones in a style
unfortunately not at all suitable for engraving, photographed by Walker’s firm, heavily
revised by Robert Catterson-Smith, then photographed again and transferred to the
surface of  a woodblock, and finally engraved – attempting of  course to suggest the
style of  a medieval woodcut – by W.H. Hooper.11

What I am suggesting, in other words, is that Morris’s connection with the world
of  the fifteenth-century book is far more complicated than we might initially suppose.
Despite his total silence on the subject, there were many other Victorian books,
published long before the establishment of  the Kelmscott Press in 1891, that had
attempted to revert to traditional typographical models, and we need also to keep in
mind that the camera-based technology used by Morris for creating his illustrations,
ornaments and types was, if  anything, an acknowledgment of  the modern world
rather than a nostalgic attempt to revisit the distant past. I should emphasise that I
do not believe that this slightly different perspective diminishes Morris’s remarkable
achievements as a book-designer and as the founder of  probably the greatest of  all
modern private presses. What I am suggesting instead is that if  we want to come to
terms with Morris as a printer, we must shift our usual perspective and firmly place
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Figure 6: The first text page of  the Kelmscott Chaucer (1896).
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the Kelmscott Press in a Victorian context. Morris, as we all know, displayed a
passionate attachment to the ideals and aesthetics of  the late Middle Ages; but we
need to remind ourselves constantly that he was also a man of  the nineteenth century
(a century he professed to despise), struggling to blend the most advanced technology
of  the modern world, as exemplified by Emery Walker’s process cameras, with his
powerful vision of  a distant medieval world.
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Sir Emery Walker […] typographer’, says the blue plaque at no. 7
Hammersmith Terrace, Emery Walker’s House. The description, applied
to Emery Walker, does not seem quite right. If  one is not going to use the
term ‘graphic designer’, then ‘typographer’ seems most fittingly applied to

someone who works out and implements the way that words are going to look in their
particular application: the choice of  typefaces, their sizes, the line spacing, line lengths,
where the words are going be positioned in the design, etc. This does not seem to
overlap very much with any hands-on work of  Walker’s. But the extent to which he
was ‘hands-on’ in any of  his areas of  activity is an open question, since he was more
of  a consultant, advisor and delegator. And after all, there is only so much space
available on a blue plaque, so the term works well as a single-word allusion to one
area of  his expertise.

This article will look at some of  Walker’s work in the field of  typography and type
design, in particular his contributions toward the development of  typefaces for what
came to be regarded as the great triumvirate of  English private presses: the Kelmscott
Press, the Doves Press and the Ashendene Press. It will examine not just what those
typefaces were, but where the idea of  them – their DNA, if  you like – came from, as
well as what they meant in graphic terms, why they were considered appropriate, the
role they played as part of  the visual landscape within the books in which they were
used, and what they meant to people in the wider world outside the workshops of
those presses.

Emery Walker was born and grew up in London. He did not have an easy start,
as his father, a coachmaker, went blind when Walker was about twelve or thirteen,
which meant an end to any further formal education for the boy. Walker had to go
out to work in manual jobs to support the family, but he seems to have been a great
self-educator, and to have kept the flame of  learning constantly burning in his mind.

Emery Walker, Typographer

Simon Loxley
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Walker’s friend and sometime business partner Sydney Cockerell wrote of  this period
that ‘he had already imbibed an interest in some of  the studies which made him later
a prominent member of  the Society of  Antiquaries’. J.H. Mason, chief  compositor
at the Doves Press, felt that in him Walker recognised and empathised with a fellow
auto-didact ‘without early advantages in education’.1

Walker, the man of  many future connections, got lucky with an early one. He had
already encountered the painter Henry Dawson through attending Sunday school.
Dawson clearly sensed the boy’s potential and intelligence, and encouraged him in
his studies. In 1872 Dawson’s son Alfred founded the Typographic Etching Company.
Its offices were in Farringdon Street in central London, but with the works in
Chiswick, near Hammersmith. Walker joined the following year. The timing was
fortunate. Printing technology had remained largely stagnant since its European
inception in the mid-1400s, but the nineteenth century saw developments not just in
the printing presses themselves, but also in typesetting and the reproduction of  images. 

The population of  Britain nearly quadrupled across the period of  the nineteenth
century, with rising literacy levels, helped by the 1870 Education Act. This meant
there was a rapidly expanding popular market for the printed word, which could
increasingly be both read and afforded by sections of  society from whom it would
previously have been excluded. Repeals of  taxes on advertising and paper meant that
financing and printing newspapers and magazines became more cost-effective, with
a growing potential readership to attract.

For these popular markets, the reproduction of  pictures became increasingly
important. The 1870s saw the development of  the photographic line block, the means
of  reproducing an illustration from a photographic negative. Another innovation,
photogravure, used film positives and the etching process to reproduce the tonal
gradations of  a photograph. By the 1880s halftone plates were being commercially
produced, whereby a photograph is rendered into a pattern of  dots of  varying sizes.
Walker would learn about these, and printing and hand typesetting while at Dawson’s.
It was this experience, and his close eye for detail and quality, that would make him
such a valuable figure in the decades to come. He became an expert on graphic
reproduction, a facilitator. He knew how to achieve the best results, and who, if  not
himself, was the best person to help realise that objective.

Sydney Cockerell, writing in June 1909 to Walker’s former partner in the Doves
Press, Thomas Cobden-Sanderson, summed up his friend’s influence:

I cannot help feeling that you undervalue Walker’s position in relation to the
revival of  artistic printing. So far as England is concerned, and England has
done much already to influence the world, he is simply the father of  the whole
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movement and as such will unquestionably live in history. His lecture at the
Arts and Crafts Exhibition of  1888 was the first public exposition of  the
principles underlying that movement, though Walker had before that
proclaimed them in private and had begun his crusade in favour of  Caslon’s
old faced and Miller and Richards’ old style types, which, thanks chiefly to
him, have made the reputation of  the Chiswick Press and have spread thence
to the other important Presses of  the country. It is not too much to say that
but for Walker there would have been no Kelmscott Press. He was behind it
from the first and could have been a partner in it if  he had chosen. Had there
been no Kelmscott Press […] there would have been no Doves Press.2

We can pass over Cobden-Sanderson’s egocentric riposte that in fact he himself  could
claim all of  this credit, as he had suggested that Walker give his lecture on ‘Letterpress
Printing’ in the first place. Walker indeed seemingly managed to kickstart a whole
movement by his lecture. His delivery was unimpressive, and William Morris, sitting
in the audience, thought that he should have armed himself  with some notes.

But in reality, the significance lay far less in what Walker said than in what he
showed, which were ‘magic lantern’ slides of  examples of  book typography and
calligraphy dating from the fifteenth century through to the present. Although some
or many of  these examples might have been familiar to the audience – and Morris
was looking at examples from his own library – it was the effect of  viewing them
through an entirely different medium, illuminated and enlarged many times beyond
their true size, that had an electrifying effect. This effect was enough to inspire a burst
of  applause on seeing a slide featuring the work of  the Renaissance scribe, printer
and type designer Ludovico degli Arrighi, if  Oscar Wilde’s review for The Pall Mall
Gazette is to be believed.3

I. The Types of  the Kelmscott Press
According to Kelmscott legend Morris was so inspired by what he had seen that by
the time he was making his way home the resolution had crystallised in his mind to
put into action an idea he had toyed with for a while, to found his own press. As
Walker later described it:

The first business was to get a type cut to his own design. He supplemented his
collection of  early printed books by buying examples of  every fine type – gothic
or roman – obtainable. These we, i.e., my firm, photographed upon a large scale
to enable him better to distinguish the actual shape of  the letters apart from the
excess of  ink by which in early printed books the shape is often obscured.4
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Walker and Morris, in their creation of  the Kelmscott types, were following two
impulses that were polar opposites in terms of  typographic intent. They would not
have seen it that way, and would have judged their work to be a consistent response
to a desire for the restoration of  beauty on the printed page. But one imperative was
the search for clarity. They both considered mainstream mid- to late-nineteenth-
century commercial typography in Britain to have hit an aesthetic rock bottom.
Walker later summarised:

[A]t the end of  the eighteenth century a revolution was made, and [type]
founders entirely abandoned the traditional forms of  their predecessors, and
evolved the tasteless letters with which nearly all the books published during
the first sixty years of  the present century are printed, and which are still
almost universally used for newspapers and for Government publications.
Particularly objectionable forms are in everyday use in all continental countries
requiring Roman letter.5

Commenting later on the type styles that immediately preceded his work with Morris,
he considered William Caslon, who began typefounding in the 1720s, ‘our greatest
English typefounder’. The type of  John Baskerville, who began printing in
Birmingham in the 1750s, he judged ‘inferior in design to that of  Caslon’, with its
‘thick downstrokes and very thin upstrokes’, redeemed, he conceded, by Baskerville’s
exemplary production values. 

However, the Italian Giambattista Bodoni, an admirer of  Baskerville’s work,
‘carried the exaggeration of  the thin and thick strokes of  the letters still further’.
Bodoni’s influence on type design was great, Walker acknowledged, ‘but, from the
point of  view of  beauty, entirely bad. At the end of  the century it had driven the
reasonable types of  Caslon out of  the market, and for the next fifty years a style
derived from his letters was dominant, ending in what Morris called “sweltering
ugliness”.’6 These are harsh words, but Bodoni’s style needed the painstaking
presswork and high production values that their creator exercised as a printer. As
literacy rose in the nineteenth century, increased demand for the printed word meant
that care frequently disappeared in the search for quick turnaround and profit.
Without it, the printed impressions of  Bodoni-style letters, known as Modern, were
liable to break up on the page.

Morris believed that if  one were going to revive a style, one might as well pick the
best, and for his first type face, Golden, he and Walker turned to the work of  Nicolas
Jenson, a Frenchman working in Venice in the 1470s (Figure 1). He is regarded as
the first to print with a high quality version of  the roman type style. Johann
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Gutenberg, printing his Bible in the 1450s, had used blackletter, and there were some
halfway houses, most notably the work of  Sweynheym and Pannartz, two itinerant
German printers who headed south in the 1460s, eventually setting up shop in the
abbey at Subiaco, fifty miles east of  Rome. As William Peterson tells us in The Kelmscott
Press: A History of  William Morris’s Typographical Adventure, Walker and Morris were not
the first in the late nineteenth century to praise the virtues of  Jenson’s type, but they
were arguably its strongest and most demonstrative latter-day proponents.7 Two books
using Jenson’s types were used as sources, Leonardi Bruni’s Historiae Florentini Populi,
printed by Jacobus Rubeus, and Jenson’s own printing of  an Italian-language edition
of  Pliny’s Historia Naturalis. Both were printed in 1476, and are now increasingly
thought to have used the same type rather than two distinct versions of  Jenson’s
letterforms. 

Thus, in the minds of  Walker and Morris, would typographic clarity and legibility
be restored, and, of  course, beauty. Walker, writing in 1924, held unmodified views: 

In the opinion of  many judges Jenson carried the development of  the Roman
letter as far as it can go. It is admirably clear and beautiful. Most of  the letters
are of  generous proportions, that is to say, there is no lateral compression.
Nearly all modern letters – those designed from about the beginning of  the
last century and still in general use in newspapers and blue books – are too
narrow.8 

Figure 1: The Golden type, shown here in The Golden Legend, published by the Kelmscott Press in 1892.
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However, for the second Kelmscott Press type, Troy, and its smaller variant, Chaucer,
Morris turned to a typographic form where those factors of  clarity and legibility were
under constant challenge – blackletter, or as Morris refers to it, gothic. With Morris’s
personal love of  the medieval, it was probably inevitable that he would be drawn
towards blackletter. These heavy – sometimes extremely heavy – letterforms, which
display clear roots in medieval penmanship, have been linked strongly with that period
in people’s minds both in the nineteenth century and now, notwithstanding any other
associations they have picked up along the way.

Johann Gutenberg had based his type for his Bible on the writing styles of  scribes
in northern Europe. Arguably he had enough to contend with financing, printing
and marketing this new form, the printed book, without the added question of
designing a conceptually groundbreaking typeface to accompany it. Consumer
resistance was a possible stumbling block to the venture, so it was best to present
customers with something that looked as close as possible to what they were used to,
its handwritten predecessor.

The use of  blackletter gradually died out in Europe, being used only sparingly as
a means of  textual emphasis in the period before the idea of  the type family, with its
bold weights, came into currency. Eventually only Germany remained a bastion of
blackletter, and even there it became a player in a political battleground that would
reach its deadliest heights with the rise to power of  the Nazi party, which was, for a
while at least, an advocate of  the form. 

There always were strong arguments that familiarity is the key criterion for
legibility and readability. Germany’s ‘Iron Chancellor’, Otto von Bismarck, found
blackletter easier to read than roman. However, most people would probably concede
that the opposite is true for them, even if  they have a personal attraction to the form.
Most blackletter capitals really only work effectively in relation to some lower-case
characters whereby the reader can intuit which character they represent. Aesthetically,
depending on your taste, they can be either beautifully challenging or a horror show. 

Morris’s blackletter typefaces, Troy and Chaucer, made their first appearance in
the Press’s eighth book, Raoul Lefevre’s The Rucuyell of  the Historyes of  Troye, published
in 1892. Morris avoided the pitfall of  over-ornate capitals, and used simpler forms
that were easier to read. One of  the evils of  nineteenth-century typography, for Morris
and Walker, was too-small text type. Morris liked his type big. Troy had a cap height
of  about 4.5 mm, about 18pt. He much regretted having to make a smaller version
for the projected complete works of  Chaucer, but to achieve a vaguely realistic
economy of  space, it had to be done. Chaucer’s cap height is about 3mm, closer to
14pt, which is still a generous size for text (Figure 2), so Troy and Chaucer stand as
representatives of  a readable blackletter. Whether the Kelmscott Chaucer is truly meant
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to be a book to be read at any length, or even in its entirety, rather than leafed through,
read for short passages and admired – and thus the ‘work of  art’ Morris intended it
to be – is probably now an unanswerable question. 

Even so, Troy and Chaucer both fail the test Beatrice Warde laid out in her
twentieth-century essay on the philosophy of  typography, ‘The Crystal Goblet’: that
printing – i.e. typography – should be invisible. If  you notice the type as you read,
she contended, it is interfering with the transmission of  the author’s message, the
overarching objective for which any aesthetic factors merely labour as servants.9 When
one reads the Kelmscott Chaucer, it is hard not to be conscious of  the typeface at all
times. 

II. Influences
The typographic influence of  the Kelmscott Press was fairly immediate. American
Type Founders, a company formed in late 1892 from a merger of  twenty-three type
foundries in the United States, had by the following year brought out its own
blackletter, Jenson Old Style, its promotion carrying an open reference in both words
and ornamentation to Morris. Cockerell threatened legal action against the
typefounders Sir Charles Reed and Sons, who had cast the Kelmscott type, when

Figure 2: ‘The Clerk’s Tale’ set in Chaucer type, in the Kelmscott Chaucer. (st. Bride library).
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they attempted in 1897 to market an American face called Kelmscott Old Style.10 Of
greater significance, and subsequently much loved by designers and small presses,
particularly in America, was Bruce Rogers’s Centaur. Born in Indiana in 1870, Rogers
did actually enjoy a formal college education in art, unlike many of  his significant
professional contemporaries of  the early decades of  the next century. He worked first
as an illustrator, an on-the-spot artist for The Indianapolis News, making drawings of  fires
and other disasters which would be converted into newspaper illustrations. 

Rogers’s light-bulb moment came in 1893 when he encountered Joseph M.
Bowles, an enterprising salesman in an Indianapolis art store who had started a
magazine, Modern Art, which featured the work and aesthetics of  the English Arts and
Crafts movement. Seeing its first issue and the Kelmscott books Bowles had imported
for sale in the shop, Rogers decided that book design was where his future lay, and he
was given work on the magazine designing decorative initials and other
embellishments. 

Bowles moved Modern Art to Boston in 1895. Rogers followed, and managed to
secure employment at the Riverside Press in nearby Cambridge before Bowles’s
publication went under. He induced Riverside, a very commercially orientated
company under the umbrella of  publishers Houghton Mifflin, to devote part of  its
endeavours towards a fine press, Riverside Press Editions, which had smaller print
runs of  more expensive editions, designed by Rogers. 

In 1902, he again used his powers of  persuasion to induce George Mifflin to let
him create a bespoke typeface for the Press, to be used first on an edition of
Montaigne’s Essays and taking as its inspiration a 1470 type of  Nicolas Jenson’s. But
Rogers was not happy with the resulting typeface, Montaigne, feeling that the
punchcutter had paid too little heed either to Jenson’s original or to Rogers’s drawings.

He may have begun a second stab at a Jenson-inspired type while still at Riverside,
possibly as early as 1909. He enlarged pages from Jenson’s edition of  Eusebius’s De
Evangelica Praeparatione and, seeking to capture the calligraphic qualities he perceived
to be in the original, drew his letters with a broad-nibbed pen, then retouched them.
William Morris and Emery Walker worked from enlargements of  letters where spread
of  ink on the original paper had given them extra weight, a disproportion which had
either to be imitated or taken into account and compensated. Both are very ‘site-
specific’: used elsewhere they inextricably carry the flavour of  the Kelmscott Press or
the Doves with them. Rogers, using a freer, more instinctive method, and drawing
upon his skills as an illustrator, produced something with far wider, universal appeal.
Its effect on the page is much lighter. 

As for blackletter, the Kelmscott influence seems to have been huge in
repopularising the form. American Type Founders, once again, produced their
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‘hommage’ to Troy, called Satanick, supposedly in reference to Morris telling them
to go to hell when they approached him about marketing his designs in the United
States. The Kelmscott influence seems to have been particularly great there, and we
can see blackletter lingering well into the 1920s as an expression of  the desire to be
perceived as possessing a sophisticated typographic eye and an awareness of  the
printing craft’s history (Figure 3).

III. The Types of  the Ashendene Press
Emery Walker clearly held no aversion to blackletter, as he would be instrumental in
putting it on the pages of  the books of  another private press in the years following
Morris’s death. Charles St. John Hornby was a director of  W.H. Smith, and his
Ashendene Press was purely a personal, spare time pleasure, not intended for profit,
although its output came to be highly regarded and valued. His first book for the
press, The Journal of  Joseph Hornby, February-March 1815, appeared in 1895 using
Caslon. But by the early years of  the twentieth century the desire for a bespoke
typeface for the press became too great. Morris and Walker had looked at and
photographed the structurally transitional type of  Conrad Sweynheym and Arnold
Pannartz, and Morris was attracted by the idea of  designing his own type based on
theirs, an ambition cut short by his death. But Walker and St. John Hornby would
return to the fallen idea and make it a reality. As St. John Hornby later described it:

[A]fter examining numerous incunabula [we] decided to have a type modelled
upon the first type of  Sweynheym and Pannartz, with which they had printed
three books in 1465 at Subiaco, before migrating to Rome. It is interesting to
note that William Morris had at one time made experiments with the same
type but never went so far as to have punches cut from his designs.
Photographs were taken by Walker and Cockerell from a vellum copy of
Cicero’s De Oratore at the British Museum, and after various enlargings,
touchings-up and modifications, and the designing of  new letters such as k, w
and y, the punches were cut by E.P. Prince.11

Hornby later reflected:

I look back with unalloyed pleasure to the many meetings and discussions with
my two friends to which the preparation of  this type gave occasion. I was not
a little proud when the first few trial letters reached me and I was able to see
them in juxtaposition by setting up a few specimen lines. I am still of  opinion,
as I was then, that the Subiaco is a noble type. Its possession made me anxious
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to produce something more important than I had hitherto attempted. The
resulting Dante was the first with vellum copies and the first with hand drawn
initials, by Graily Hewitt.12

Lo Inferno di Dante Alighieri Fiorentino (1902) was the first book Hornby printed using

Figure 3: The long reach and influence of  the Kelmscott Press’s use of  blackletter: an exhibition notice in the printing
trade journal The American Printer, united states, 1924. (st. Bride library).
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Subiaco, and he continued with it for decades (Figure 4). F.C. Avis in his book Edward
Philip Prince: type punchcutter, described the face as possessing ‘exquisite grace and
delicacy […] a very fine semi-gothic’.13 Walker clearly remained fond of  it: ‘[i]t is as
readable to us as is the Roman to which our eyes are more accustomed’, he
commented in the 1920s.14 The transitional form of  Subiaco, away from Gutenberg’s
preferred styling, allows it, like Troy, to use more simplified forms for its capitals.

During the mid-1920s Walker created another blackletter typeface for Hornby,
who recalled:

The second type cut specially for the Press, which I christened the ‘Ptolemy’,
made its first appearance twenty-five years after the ‘Subiaco’. It is modelled
upon the type of  F. Holle, of  Ulm, used by him in 1482 for the printing of
the Geographia of  Ptolemaeus, the only book in which it is found. The
photographs and drawings for this type were also done for me by Emery
Walker. Unfortunately, E.P. Prince, who had cut the ‘Subiaco’ punches, had
died in the interval, and as no other good punch-cutter was available the
punches were cut mechanically […].15

The American designer Frederic Warde, writing to Bruce Rogers in 1926, commented
of  Ptolemy, ‘I have heard some rather left-handed compliments about it’.16 The
complimentary element of  these purported reactions was probably out of  deference
to the reputations and achievements of  Walker and Hornby. But by the middle of
the 1920s, taste for blackletter or any channelling of  a medieval typographic aesthetic
was starting to look outmoded in comparison to the different kinds of  historicism,
drawing on more recent sources, that were being practised by Rogers, Warde and
others, and instigated and marketed by Stanley Morison in his role as typographic
advisor at Monotype – while from Germany came the rumblings of  early modernism.
The Ashendene Press, with a lifespan of  forty years, far exceeded in longevity its
original contemporaries in the British private press movement, and it is
understandable that Hornby’s tastes remained to a large extent rooted in the period
in which he had begun the venture. 

IV. The Doves Type
In Walker’s deposition and summary of  his career which he submitted to his lawyers
in 1924, as part of  his legal action against Annie Cobden-Sanderson, he described
the making of  the Doves type. He and Thomas Cobden-Sanderson returned to one
of  Morris’s sources, Jenson’s Italian translation of  Pliny’s Historia Naturalis:
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The book, like nearly all of  Jenson’s, was, judging by modern standards, over-
inked and gave an imperfect view of  the type. The true shapes had to be
extracted so to speak […]. This was done under my direction in my office by
a draughtsman still in the employment of  my firm.17

A note in shorthand, presumably dictated by Thomas Cobden-Sanderson to a
lawyer’s secretary, on the back on the original typescript of  this document slightly
contradicts the above account:

Jenson’s type was excellent type but his method of  printing was very crude
and with the body of  the type much hidden. And when I set out to copy this
type, I made up my mind to omit this very serious defect which consisted of
excrescences of  over-inking.18

Robert Green, who designed a digital version of  the Doves Type in the twenty-teens,
has described it as ‘something of  a hybrid, a Venetian slab-serif ’.19 Aided perhaps
partly by the mystique attached to the Doves Type by Cobden-Sanderson, and the
drama and notoriety of  its submergence in the River Thames, it is probably widely
regarded by aficionados as superior to the Golden type, although former St. Bride
librarian James Mosley has recently described it as ‘beautifully and faithfully drawn,
though perhaps just a bit bland when compared with the rugged Golden type’.20

However the Doves Type’s standing also benefits from its application, as a key
player in the stark simplicity of  the Doves Press books, which foreshadow the general
developments of  book styling in the twentieth century in a way that the Kelmscott
ones do not, and these books could be described, not in type style or in their rare
decorative flourishes, but in their overall design philosophy, as forerunners of  mid-
twentieth-century modernism (Figure 5).

V. The Types of  the Cranach Press
A significant outlier to the British trio of  presses was the Cranach Press of  the German
Count Harry Kessler, who in 1896 joined the editorial board of  the art-nouveau
periodical Pan, which featured the Kelmscott Press in that year’s issue. In 1903 he
took over directorship of  the Museum of  Art and Crafts in Weimar, and first
contacted Emery Walker in 1904 for technical advice on books for the Leipzig
publisher Insel Verlag. Inspired by the examples of  the Kelmscott Press and the Doves
Press, Kessler established the Cranach Press in Weimar in 1913. 

While working for Insel Verlag, Kessler had been introduced by Walker to visual
contributors Edward Johnston and Eric Gill. When Kessler set up the Cranach Press
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Figure 4: The ashendene Press’s subiaco, in Lo Purgatorio di Dante Alighieri Fiorentino, published in 1904. (st. Bride
library).
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Walker again assisted with recommendations of  pressmen, and seems to be generally
credited with the design of  a roman type for the press. F.C. Avis describes what he
calls the Cranach-Jenson Upright as ‘a magnificent latter-day Venetian, completely
in the style of  the Doves, with which it suffers no adverse comparison. Similarity
between the two types is great.’21 It was a similarity that did not go unnoticed by the
Cobden-Sandersons, and was mentioned by Annie Cobden-Sanderson during her
legal battle with Walker following the death of  her husband: 

Mrs. Cobden-Sanderson would also like to know whether Mr. Emery Walker
is in any way connected with the photographing of  the lettering similar to that
of  the Doves Press which she understands is now being used in Germany.22

Type design is a field that has notoriously suffered from plagiarism and design piracy,
and Walker might be considered not entirely guilt-free in this instance. The colophon
of  the English translation edition of  the Cranach Press’s The Eclogues of  Vergil stressed
that Walker’s design for the roman type was based on one used by Nicolas Jenson in
1473, rather than the Doves Press model of  1476. 

Kessler then decided that he wanted the one thing which other private presses
lacked – an italic to accompany his roman typeface. Its absence was customarily
circumlocuted by placing words in inverted commas. Italic typefaces in fifteenth- and
sixteenth-century sources stood independently as entities in their own right, not as
integral members of  a wider type family, so the question was: what could be used as
a source to accompany Kessler’s Jenson-inspired roman face? After considering the
original italics of  Aldus Manutius, Walker eventually settled on using as a basis an
italic typeface of  author, calligrapher and printer Giovanni Antonio Tagliente, used
in Venice in 1525.

John Dreyfus, in his book Italic Quartet, argues that from the start this was a bad
choice, possibly worse than Walker’s original plan. Tagliente’s type proved to be
difficult to adapt so that it could work visually with the roman typeface; this was due
not only to the subtlety of  the italic typeface’s design, but also to its proportions (x-
height, ascenders, descenders). As with the Doves Type, Walker’s long-suffering
company man Percy Tiffin was called upon to make the drawings. Because of
shortcomings in the printed impressions of  the type on the original pages, Dreyfus
asserts that too much was left to Tiffin’s ‘inadequate judgement […]. Neither Tiffin
nor Walker possessed a sufficient understanding of  calligraphy to exercise a right
judgement in copying the imperfect originals.’23 As on occasions before, the drawings
were sent to Edward Prince to cut the punches.

When Kessler saw the resulting proofs of  what Prince had cut, he was not happy.
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He had already engaged Edward Johnston to work on a Greek face and blackletter
for his press, but now instructed him to concentrate his attention on analysing what
was wrong with the italic and improving the design. Johnston, however, conceded his
lack of  experience in type design, and although he could suggest how the italic letters,
taken in isolation, could be improved, he was not qualified to advise how they should
be adjusted to make them work with the roman.

The whole process became increasingly fraught. Prince’s resentment began to
grow, not just because his punches had been rejected despite his having faithfully
followed the drawings supplied by Walker. He asserted that Johnston’s suggestions for
individual letters would not work for the italic design as a whole. Johnston replied
with his own reservations that Prince was from an era predating Arts and Crafts
thinking, and was incapable of  creative interpretation, but was demanding an
exactness in the drawings that Johnston freely admitted he was unable to supply.
Somewhat contradicting his earlier judgement, he then urged that Prince be given a
freer hand to interpret them. Walker, sympathising more with Prince, and possibly
defensive about the original designs, questioned the wisdom of  Johnston’s
interventions, and was keen to keep any further changes to a minimum.

Johnston was finally induced to do what he had been resisting all along: to draw
a finished version of  all the characters in black ink, pasted down onto boards at
precisely the angles that he wanted. These were then photographed by Walker and
reduced to the size of  the type to be made from them, as guides for Prince.

J.H. Mason went out to Weimar in 1914 to help set up the Press and to get The
Eclogues of  Vergil into production. But the final blow to any schedule for printing was

Figure 5: The doves Type, shown here in the english Bible (the doves Bible), 1903-5. (st. Bride library).
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dealt by international politics. Planning to return in the summer, he was warned by
Kessler not to come, and only the first sheet of  the book had been printed when war
broke out in August 1914. The Vergil was finally published in 1926. The italic appeared
only in the colophon and in the prospectus for the book. An edition with an English
translation by J.H. Mason was published in 1927; Kessler’s dedication reads: ‘[i]n
sincerest gratitude to the master of  book-printing, the friend and adviser of  William
Morris, Emery Walker’.24

The Cranach Press was fated to have a relatively short operational life,
compromised by the magnitude of  events in the world around it, but its books are
highly regarded. Kessler commissioned the theatre designer Edward Gordon Craig
to illustrate The Tragedie of  Hamlet, published in 1930, and Eric Gill illustrated Canticum
Canticorum Salomonis, The Song of  Solomon, published in 1931, the final Cranach
production. When Hitler gained absolute power in 1933, Kessler, known as ‘the Red
Count’, who was a Weimar Republic diplomat and friend of, among many others,
Albert Einstein, Virginia Woolf, Josephine Baker and Jean Cocteau, left Germany
forever, dying in France in 1937.

VI. Two Conclusions
Where did Walker’s typographic contributions stand by the final years of  his life? By
the mid 1920s, now in his early seventies, he had not given up on protecting his earlier
achievements, and was embroiled in a legal battle with Annie Cobden-Sanderson,
following the death of  her husband, which had terminated the latter’s, or his family’s,
legal right to possess the Doves Type. Rightfully the punches, matrices and any
existing cast type should have been handed over to Walker, but they lay in the River
Thames. Walker’s demand for redress turned on his claim of  lost income through
not having the type at his disposal. His friend Alfred Pollard, Shakespearan scholar
and Keeper of  Printed Books at the British Museum, while sympathetic to Walker’s
sense of  injustice and insult, nonetheless felt it would be better in the end to let the
matter go rather than pursue a widow in the courts, and cautioned that the
commercial value that Walker placed on the Doves type might in fact by now be
largely erroneous:

[Y]ou have got to estimate yourself  what the likelihood then is at the present
time of  you or anyone else making a profit out of  the use of  the type, or what
the original fount would sell for. Personally I can’t forget our difficulties as to
what to do with Proctor’s Greek type […] the trend of  fashion to sixteenth
century models, and generally the fact that the Doves Press type, having played
a big part in the history of  English printing, is yet not exempt from the
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preference of  each generation for its own things rather than those of  30 years
ago. Thus in my opinion the market value of  the type – the original type – if
American exploiters were barred, would not be great.25

Although the esteem in which the type was held would rise again, along with that of
the Doves Press, at this point Pollard was probably right in his assertion. But Walker’s
and Morris’s championing of  the type of  Nicolas Jenson would bear a final
magnificent fruit in the last year of  Walker’s life. With meticulous care involving
several overprintings, his company printed the uncredited translation by T.E. Shaw
(formerly T.E. Lawrence, known to the world as Lawrence of  Arabia) of  The Odyssey
of  Homer, this new edition designed by Bruce Rogers, and set in the Monotype
Corporation’s version of  his Centaur typeface, reconfigured in the late 1920s for
machine composition using that company’s system. It is a beautiful production, and
just one consequence of  the interest in Jenson as a source for new type designs which
Walker and Morris had set in motion back in the 1890s.
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Cobden-Sanderson and William Morris were pillars of  the Arts & Crafts
movement in Victorian England. They knew each other for over thirty
years, became close friends, and shared a passion for the arts of  the
book. Cobden-Sanderson was also an assiduous diary writer, recording

not only his developing thoughts on man and the world around him, but also
delighting in recounting the small incidents of  life and work.1 The dozens of  passages
in his published Journals that mention Morris give an interesting and moving account
of  the different sides of  Morris, as well as clear insight into the effect each man had
on the other.2 Sometimes Cobden-Sanderson agrees with Morris’s views, sometimes
he profoundly disagrees; but it is always with affection and respect. This article is an
attempt to tell the story of  their friendship and collaborations, while pointing out how
they disagreed on the subject of  printing. Some passages quoted here will be well-
known to readers from one or other of  the many accounts of  Morris; I trust others
may be fresh. In any case, they are a useful source of  information on the interactions
between Morris and Cobden-Sanderson when the Kelmscott Press had just begun
the printing of  The Story of  the Glittering Plain. 

Thomas James Sanderson (as he was known before he married) was introduced
to Morris and Burne-Jones and their circle during the 1860s, through the painter
George Howard (ninth Earl of  Carlisle) and his wife Rosalind. Howard, a close friend
of  Sanderson since they were at Cambridge together, was to become one of  Morris
& Co.’s best customers. Sanderson was a little younger than Morris, and from a less
wealthy family, but their backgrounds were similar; both were at university during
the 1850s. After completing his BA at Exeter College, Oxford, Morris turned to
architecture, art and design, falling in love with all things Gothic. Sanderson,
meanwhile, after leaving Trinity College, Cambridge without a degree, studied
German philosophy for a while, and drifted aimlessly until he was forced to find a

Cobden-Sanderson and Morris: Friends and
Sparring Partners

Marianne Tidcombe
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way to earn his living. In 1871 he was called to the bar as a member of  the Inner
Temple, and for ten years occupied himself  compiling a great index of  the laws
relating to the London and North Western Railway. 

In 1881, depressed and wearied by his labours, Sanderson travelled to Italy for
rest and diversion. In Siena he met up with Mrs. (Jane) Morris, and Annie and Jane
Cobden, daughters of  the statesman Richard Cobden. The sisters had lived for a
time with George MacDonald and his family at The Retreat in Hammersmith, the
very house Morris had just moved into, renaming it Kelmscott House. The following
year, Sanderson and Annie Cobden became engaged, and, when they married, out
of  respect for Annie’s father, took the joint name Cobden-Sanderson. C-S (as Cobden-
Sanderson became known to his friends) found the legal work he was engaged in,
while well-paid, exhausting and soul-destroying, and he longed to find work he could
do with his hands instead, leaving his mind free for higher thoughts. As Annie had

Figure 1: T.J. Cobden-sanderson,
1890. (author’s collection).
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funds enough for them both to live on, she was determined to try to make this possible. 
Jane Morris was interested in bookbinding, and when the Cobden-Sandersons

next saw her in June 1883, she brought up the subject and suggested C-S might try
it. C-S was immediately struck by the idea, as he noted in his journal:

Yesterday afternoon we called at the Morrises, and in the evening supped with
the William Richmonds, where we again saw the Morrises. I was talking to
Mrs Morris after supper and saying how anxious I was to use my hands –
‘Then why don’t you learn bookbinding?’ she said. ‘That would add an Art
to our little community, and we would work together. I should like’, she
continued, ‘to do some little embroideries for books, and I would do so for
you.’ Shall bookbinding, then, be my trade? I mentioned it to Annie on our
way home.3

C-S wasted no time. Ten days later, on 4 July, he had his first lesson in bookbinding
with Roger De Coverley, a binder he already knew, and quickly acquired the basics
of  the craft. He then applied himself  to mastering the essential art of  gold-tooling,
and within a few years had become the most celebrated bookbinder in London. As
he recorded on 4 July: 

The Morrises, whom Annie met at the Holidays, were much interested to hear
what I was doing, and May thought it much nicer than being a barrister. And
so do I.4

In April 1884 Morris invited C-S and Annie to Kelmscott Manor (a sure sign they
had been accepted within the circle):

At Kelmscott we fared simply but well; read Our Mutual Friend aloud, and
walked along the roads and across the fields in the mornings and afternoons.
[…] Outside were the clustered elms, immovable and speechless, growing
silently through the years, and about them deepened the darkness. Within was
Morris reading Our Mutual Friend – sometimes gay, sometimes a tale of  horror
– and around him, listening, I, Annie, Miss I. and Jennie, bent over her
embroidery. The elms kept solemn watch outside, and the night and the silence
deepened.

We made an expedition, which took up the whole day, to Burford, a
town nine or ten miles to the north. A pleasant town of  grey stone houses,
with an interesting old church. There were some fine old houses near, one,
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especially, in a nook, took our fancy. We also paid a visit to Lechlade.5

The second book that C-S bound (the first he presented to Annie) was Morris’s copy
of  Karl Marx’s Le Capital.6 C-S rebound it for him as a gift. After Morris’s death, at
Sydney Cockerell’s suggestion, C-S wrote in it the following inscription:

This book – Le Capital – was bound and tooled for William Morris by me in
my first workshop in Maiden Lane, 1884, and finished the 9th October, and
the pattern on its sides and back is the second of  my making. The tools were
second-hand and bought – and used – at haphazard, but the binding and the
tooling pleased William Morris and his pleasure was my own great delight. In
Memoriam I write this the 24th February, 1897. T. J. Cobden-Sanderson.

I should like to add that the book was his own, and before it came to me
to be bound had been worn to loose sections by his own constant study of  it.
T.J. C.-S.7

When C-S began designing his own tools and producing original designs for his
bindings, he was eager to see what Morris thought of  them. C-S noted on 23
November 1885 that Morris, the Master Designer, was encouraging, but not
particularly enthusiastic:

In the evening I took my books to Hammersmith to show to Morris. He
approved. Mrs Morris thought them all lovely, and liked the Dante
‘enormously’. Morris thought the Dante and Meditatione designs all right, but
the Heine wanted a 1, 2, 3. A third something was wanted. It would have been
all right if  the sides, like the back (which was all right), had been dotted. The
Eliot, too, wanted something, yet it was handsome as it was: the back
particularly good and original. The plaques on the centre of  the side helped
the design (young de Coverley had thought it hindered it). He also likes the
Rossetti, which Bain thought ‘childish’! So much for differences of  opinion.8

Having gained confidence in his ability, C-S pressed Morris in December to trust him
with two of  his manuscripts:

I had a letter from Morris on Saturday night, asking for a subscription towards
The Commonweal. I gave him £5, on consideration that he completed his
Horace and Virgil, allowed me to bind them, and gave them to the Bodleian.9
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Morris sometimes visited C-S at his first workshop in Maiden Lane, where they
discussed issues of  the day.10 They were used to taking opposing sides, but were good-
natured in their differences. However, on one occasion, over lunch next door at Rule’s,
Morris got on to his views about bookbinding, saying he thought C-S charged too
much: 

Morris called on Thursday, and we lunched together at Rule’s. He began a
talk about my prices. Premised that ‘people would go to the cheapest market’,
and almost as if  he approved; thought my work too costly; bookbinding should
be ‘rough’; did not want to multiply the minor arts (!); went so far as to suggest
that some machinery should be invented to bind books.11

Obviously this rankled with C-S, and he was still thinking about it a year later:

I bethought me with a smile of  Morris’s dictum made to me some twelve
months ago at Rule’s, that ‘he did not wish to multiply the lesser arts’. It
amused me at the time. It was made apropos of  my proposed prices. He had
been present when I told young Gerstenberg a day or two before that his
Rousseau would cost two guineas. How could he object to high prices for work
done? Surely he ought to uphold it on principle, as certainly he had appeared
to us always to do so in practice. […]

It occurred to me that […] he had regard rather to the joy and use of
having, and I rather to the joy and use of  doing.12

Another thing C-S and Morris disagreed on was socialism. Annie was an ardent
socialist and had converted C-S to the cause (although he had managed to keep his
aristocratic friends), and when Morris broke with the Socialist League to form the
Hammersmith Socialist Society, they both joined. Unlike the Morrises, however, the
Cobden-Sandersons lived modestly, without servants and luxuries; and when they
tried to persuade Morris to live by the socialist principles he said he believed in, he
always refused: 

And let us all remember that the social movement is not as Morris says it, ‘a
war of  Classes’ – it is a war of  all the good of  all the classes against all the evil
of  all the classes, and in no one class is either all the good or all the ill.13

As a printer C-S owed much to Morris, and it is doubtful that the Doves Press would
have got off  the ground had not Morris set the example with the Kelmscott Press.14
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On the other hand it can be said that C-S was instrumental in first sparking Morris’s
interest in printing. C-S had got to know Emery Walker when they became members
of  the Committee of  the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society, and after C-S had the
idea to hold a series of  lectures during the Exhibitions, it was he who urged the
reluctant Walker to give his talk about printing in November 1888 – the lecture that
inspired Morris to design a type and start printing his own books. 

Cobden-Sanderson paid close attention to the progress of  Morris’s printing from
the start. In spring 1891, he visited Morris twice: 

On Wednesday last […] I went to see Morris. I found Mrs Morris very happy,
for he was very much better [on 16 March Morris was very ill]. He was having
his supper – oysters, etc. When he finished, I went into his room, and found
him sitting in a chair by the fire with his large silk handkerchief  spread over
his knees. He looked – despite his supper! – a little empty, his clothes hanging
somewhat loosely upon him. But he was cheery and hopeful, and fell to talking
about the new book (The Glittering Plain) now in course of  printing at the new
Morris Press. It promises to be a very beautiful book. There are to be seven
copies on vellum, and about 180 on specially made paper [sic]. The latter are
priced at two guineas each, the former have not yet been marked. 

[…]

Last Sunday I visited Morris’s printing press. Morris was a little down; not up
to talking. The Press has been set up in a little cottage opposite The Doves,
and next door to Sussex House, and is worked by two compositors and one
pressman – of  course all by hand. I saw the new type, and the sheets, paper
and vellum, already printed of  The Glittering Plain. Coming out I saw Morris
and his wife walking in the sun opposite their house. I joined them, and stayed
to lunch with them. Morris having cheered up.15

Morris sent Cobden-Sanderson a dummy copy of  his book, to show how he proposed
to have it bound by Leighton’s. The trade binderies were highly competitive, paying
minimum wages, and as little as possible for materials. C-S would certainly have noted
this cutting of  corners in the quality of  Leighton bindings on Kelmscott Press books.16

A year after the Kelmscott Press opened, Cobden-Sanderson wrote a paper in
which he expressed his differences with Morris on typography and printing, and put
forward his own ideas on the qualities of  the ideal book. He presented this paper,
‘Calligraphy, Typography, and the Book Beautiful’, at the Art Workers Guild on 3
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June 1892, during the year when Morris was Master.17 The minutes of  this meeting
do not record details of  what was said; only that, after Cobden-Sanderson read his
paper, Reginald Blomfield read a letter from Pennell, Morris spoke, and several other
members made contributions. Cobden-Sanderson, like everyone else in the Arts and
Crafts movement at the time, was slightly in awe of  Morris, and grateful to him for
reviving the art of  fine printing. However, Morris, who thought the ideal house was
a Gothic house, and the ideal book a medieval book, sought to reproduce books like
those printed 500 years earlier. Cobden-Sanderson disagreed with what he perceived
as Morris’s blind reverence for the past; as he explained in 1898, his vision was based
firmly on looking forward:

We are the men of  the middle and all other ages, but our setting, actual and
acquired, is different, and consequently our ‘creations’ take other forms. To
force ourselves into the forms of  other times is to be affected, and to be useless
for our time that is. The genuine men of  all times have always had their eyes
wide open, seeing all they could; men of  to-day, who affect the forms of  other
times, have their eyes wholly or partially closed, voluntarily ignoring what
genuine men strive all they can to see and understand.18

C-S’s specific criticisms of  Kelmscott Press books were that: the margins, especially
the inner margins, were too small; the type was too heavy; and he objected to the
way Morris broke words and lines of  verse for the sake of  the decorative margins and
initial letters. Morris’s Golden type, although based on the types of  Jenson and
Rubeus, was redrawn by Morris to make it heavier and more Gothic in appearance,
producing an altogether blacker page (Figure 2). C-S preferred the open, more
readable quality of  the original Jenson type, and believed that nothing in the way of
printing or illustration should come between the author’s message and the mind of
the reader (Figure 3).19 Forty years later, Beatrice Warde was to restate this view in
her famous essay ‘The Crystal Goblet, or Printing Should be Invisible’.20

By the early 1890s C-S was beginning to find he no longer had the stamina to
carry out all the jobs involved in hand-binding, and was planning instead to open a
bindery, with skilled craftsmen employed to do the work. However, one of  the last
books he bound himself  was a copy of  The Glittering Plain.21 In March 1893, C-S and
Annie rented an old house called The Nook at 15 Upper Mall, Hammersmith,
directly opposite the Kelmscott Press, and here they opened the Doves Bindery. The
attic and a first-floor room were let to Morris who needed more space for his Press. 

It was at first a question whether Morris or I should take The Nook, and I or
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Figure 2: The Kelmscott Press, Golden Type. G. Cavendish, The Life of  Thomas Wolsey (1893). (author’s collection).
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Figure 3: The doves Press.  J.W. mackail, William Morris, An Address ... (1901). (author’s collection). 
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he be the tenant of  the other, […] Annie and I decided that I should take the
house, and Morris be the tenant. Accordingly I took the house at a rental of
£44 (all rates and taxes included) and let attic and first floor room on the south
for £15 to William Morris.22

It was never intended that the Doves Bindery would bind all the copies of  any of
Morris’s books, as Leighton’s were able to bind such numbers of  books much more
quickly and economically. However, individual copies of  many Kelmscott Press books
were bound by the Doves Bindery. Morris produced a design for a blind-tooled
binding on the Kelmscott Chaucer, which was used on about fifty copies bound there.
A similar collaboration was proposed for the delayed Froissart’s Chronicles, but this was
abandoned due to Morris’s failing health. 

Like many Victorians C-S had known death in his family, and the thought of
death was forever present in his mind. His father died in November 1895, and
Morris’s decline and death, at a relatively young age, affected him deeply: 

Morris is dying, slowly. It is an astonishing spectacle. He sits speechless, waiting
for the end to come.

Every night, darkness destroys the world of  light; every day, the night of
death which shall destroy for ever the light of  life is before his imagination in
the distance. It comes nearer and nearer. He waits. Soon it will envelop all the
familiar scent, the sweet river, England green and grey, Kelmscott, Kelmscott
House, the trees which tremble with little noises in their leaves, the Press, the
passage, the Bindery, the light coming in through the windows, the green paint
within, the old books on the shelves, the dining-room, the long table, the big
chair at the head, the long garden, all, all, all. The darkness of  death will
destroy all and for ever. ‘But’, he said to Mary de Morgan, ‘but I cannot believe
that I shall be annihilated’.

[…]

Morris is dead. He died on Saturday the 3rd October at 11.30 in the morning.
I saw him last alive in Rivercourt Road the preceding Monday. I had been to
the Bindery to get some of  my books for the Arts and Crafts Exhibition, and
I was on my way to the Gallery on my bicycle, when on turning the corner
into Rivercourt Road I saw before me, going in the same direction, Morris in
a bathchair, with a shawl across his shoulders, drawn by Sydney Cockerell, on
his right hand his wife and daughter May, and on his left F.S. Ellis. On
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overtaking them I got off  my bicycle and said a few words. I had never seen
Morris in his chair before. It was a strange sensation to see the strong man so
reduced. Yet he looked clear of  complexion and ruddy red, and though he
said not a word he yet lifted his gloved hand and waved me farewell as I
mounted again and turned and bade him good-bye […] a last good-bye.23

After Morris’s death, C-S continued to write about him. The following summer, he
was reminded of  how music could produce startlingly strong emotions in Morris: 

On Thursday evening I met Horne by appointment at the Monico, and went
on afterwards to Dolmetsch, at 7 Bailey Street, Bedford Square. His house is
a workshop. He explained to me the mechanism of  the clavichord, and he
and his wife, chiefly his wife, played some pieces on the instrument and on the
harpsichord, Bach and Galuppi, very sweet. He is making a clavichord for
Margaret Mackail, and one was in the room just finished for Frank Harris.
He needed it, Harris said, for his nerves! Dolmetsch, at the close of  the
evening, played on the virginal – the same virginal – the airs he had played to
Morris a little before his death. Morris burst into tears, and asked why such
music had not been played to him before […].24

After founding the Doves Press, C-S contemplated the significance of  his very simple
typography when compared with Morris’s decorative pages:

I do not believe in the doctrine of  William Morris. I do not believe that
pleasure in one’s work produces ornament. Nor do I believe that ornament
has any special privilege in the production of  happiness. Ornament is born
of  faculty, and may or may not be preceded, accompanied, or followed by
happiness.25

And, he wondered if  Morris, even in his own terms, had made the right choices in
life:

In reading Mackail’s Life of  William Morris, I am inclined to think that Morris’s
life was something of  a tragedy – that he missed his real life; chose the blue
cloth, when he should have chosen the red! And that Rossetti was his bane.
He should have become an architect, a master builder; he became instead –
an upholsterer.26
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But, reading about Morris in Hyndman’s autobiography, he realised how great his
affection was for the man: 

Hyndman’s chapter on William Morris is really very fine, and at its close I feel
the choke in my throat and the tears scalding my eyes. Dear Morris; dear great
soul; and dear Hyndman. It was indeed a split of  what should have been one
unbroken beam of  light.27

Ultimately, C-S cared more about the natural world than things made by man, even
the things he had made. His greatest joy was in doing rather than having. In 1921, the
year before his own death he concluded that on this, the most important point of  all,
he and Morris would have agreed:

One of  the most characteristic things about Morris was his love for the earth
[…] and man, […] devoted to her and loving one another and conspiring
together to make within her an Earthly Paradise, their joyous toil – such was
the aim of  his Socialism, such his own life as far as the conditions of  it would
permit.28
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As a practitioner of  the craft of  bookbinding in the twenty-first century
I am honoured to be able to say that I have bound two of  the beautiful
Kelmscott Press publications, of  which there are fifty-three in total. I
am a self-employed bookbinder, living and working in Somerset, and

I specialise in embroidery on leather. A fine binding can take anywhere between 150-
250 hours dependant upon the size of  the book, the complexity of  the design and
the container in which the book is presented.

As well as creating a cover design there are many other different elements that go
into a fine binding that have to be taken into consideration, including the design of
the endpapers and doublures, the edges of  the book, the endbands and the box. A
book is a three-dimensional object and has to function properly as well as looking
aesthetically pleasing, meaning that every stage of  the binding process is as important
as the next. 

In 2018 I was entrusted with binding a copy of  William Morris’s Kelmscott Chaucer
published more than 100 years earlier in 1896, and in 2016 I bound a copy of  the
1897 Kelmscott Press publication Love is Enough; or, the Freeing of  Pharamond: A Morality,
abbreviated as Love is Enough (Figures 1 and 2).

I have been binding books since 2006, firstly as a hobby alongside my full-time
job at the Victoria and Albert Museum (V&A) as a mount-making technician.
Working with metal, acrylic and wood to make a huge variety of  armatures and
supports for objects, I was lucky enough to be surrounded by beautiful objects on a
daily basis for eight years. This work very much appealed to my senses: one day I
might be making a fine brass mount for an eighteenth-century pocket watch and on
another day a set of  heavy steel clips for an alabaster statue, or perhaps making fabric-
covered pin-boards for a fragile fabric to be sewn to.

William Morris believed that people should be surrounded by beautiful, well-
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A Contemporary View
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made things. I certainly would like to say I live by that motto, and hope that the
bindings I make for my clients also fit the Morrisian ethos. I left the V&A in 2014
and spent one and a half  years living in the south of  France, which is where I first
took the leap into bookbinding as a full-time profession. I have since moved to
Somerset and now live in an old Jacobean house. I live in the hamlet of  Bowlish in
Shepton Mallet. It is one of  three hamlets next to each other that were the centre of
farming and cloth production from medieval times until the turn of  the twentieth
century, and it made a vital contribution to the local economy over hundreds of  years,
employing thousands of  local people throughout that time. What began as coarse
woollen cloth production in the area changed to silk production following the influx
of  Huguenots around 1550 who brought fine cloth-making skills to the area. Such
was the quality of  Shepton Mallet cloth that it was prized by the aristocracy who
valued it over cloth produced elsewhere, and the bills paid by Charles I still exist.

Being a female bookbinder who specialises in embroidered bindings, I cannot but
be inspired by the work of  Morris’s daughter, May Morris. In the case of  my binding
of  the Kelmscott Chaucer, I was specifically selected by the client to take on this
commission due to the use of  embroidery in my work and the fact that this tied in
really harmoniously with the work of  May Morris. During my research period for this

Figure 1: The Works of  Geoffrey Chaucer (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1896), facsimile edition bound by hannah
Brown in 2018.
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binding, fortuitously there was also an exhibition dedicated to the work of  May Morris
at the William Morris Gallery in Walthamstow, London, titled May Morris: Art and Life.
The whole exhibition was full of  exquisite objects and I was especially interested to
see how May Morris built up her designs from a line drawing into beautifully
embroidered works of  art. I learnt a lot about May Morris in advance of  binding my
copy of  the Chaucer and feel lucky that I was able to see so much of  her work in person
before starting out on that project of  a lifetime. For the rest of  this article I will explain
the process I went through to create the fine binding for Love is Enough.

Published in 1897 by the Kelmscott Press and printed in black, red and blue in
Troy and Chaucer types, this book has two wonderful full-page illustrations by Sir
Edward Burne-Jones plus beautiful decorative woodcut borders and initials
throughout (Figures 3 and 4).

For every binding commission I first set about reading the book to familiarise myself
with the contents. The narrative of  Love is Enough is very complex with many different
stages to it, starting with a poem describing four happy sets of  lovers. Morris uses many
different poetic forms throughout the story to differentiate between the settings. The
book initially opens like a play with a lyrical quality, followed by an actual play, titled
‘Of  Pharamond The Freed’, written to lie at the heart of  the book (Figure 5).

The book’s many references to the cycle of  nature are particularly striking. The
following passage, for example, deserves quotation:

Ah, what shall we say then, but that earth threatened often
Shall live on for ever that such things may be,

That the dry seed shall quicken, the hard earth shall soften,
And the spring-bearing birds flutter north o’er the sea,
That earth’s garden may bloom round my love’s feet and me?1

This natural imagery, paired up with Morris’s designs for fabrics, borders and
wallpapers, made me think about how I could combine these two elements. I also
wanted to try and include repeat patterns, like those he used in so much of  his work,
and I was particularly drawn to Morris’s 1862 Trellis wallpaper design, so I decided
to base my cover on this (Figure 6).

As Charles Harvey and Jon Press write:

The early Morris wallpapers were very simple and naturalistic. The idea for
the first, Trellis, begun in November 1862, probably came from the rose trellis
at Red House. Morris did the basic design and [Philip] Webb drew birds
perched on the trellis nestling amongst the flowers and foliage. Trellis was
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beaten into production by the designs known as Daisy and Fruit.2

Elsewhere, Lesley Hoskins comments that:

Flower trellises also appear elsewhere in the work of  Morris and his associates,
for example in 1862 stained glass for St Helen’s, Darley Dale […] and All
Saints, Selsley, and in Burne-Jones’s 1863 sketch design for an embroidery for
Ruskin illustrating Chaucer’s Legend of  Goode Wimmen. Mackail […] describes
the ‘wattled rose-trellises inclosing richly-flowered square garden plots’ at Red
House. This is a typical medieval garden plan, illustrated in numerous
manuscripts. […] Morris remained fond of  the early, simple patterns and hung
a blue-ground version of  Trellis in his bedroom at Kelmscott House.3

The original Trellis design has birds repeated on it. I chose to modify the pattern and
change these birds to represent one for each of  the seasons, to tie in with the cycle of
nature that featured in the text: for spring, a goldfinch; for summer, a housemartin;
for autumn, a serin; and for winter, a brambling. I drew up some designs on paper
until I was happy with the layout (Figure 7).

Figure 2: William morris, Love is Enough (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1897), facsimile edition bound by hannah
Brown in 2016.
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For each of  the fine bindings I work on I make a sample board of  a section of  the
cover design for a number of  reasons: firstly, to test out colour combinations and
techniques; secondly, so I have a permanent physical record of  the binding once it
has been delivered to the client; and finally to keep as a teaching aid to show students.
The sample boards measure about 125mm tall by 75mm wide and the Love is Enough
board is now number forty in my collection (Figure 8).

The book’s original cover was limp vellum with silk ties and a gilt-lettered spine.
The book sections had been printed with the paper in the wrong grain direction, so
to aid the opening I decided to sew the sections onto stubs. Stubs are folded strips of
paper that are sewn to the original signature sections that make the entire sewing
attachment to the boards double-jointed. The stubs were folded using red and blue
papers to match the coloured printing inks on the pages and the endbands were also
sewn in the same colours (Figure 9).

The onlay leather for the trellis wood was pared down to about 0.3mm thick and
dyed brown using spirit dyes. On the sample board the pattern of  the wood grain
was sewn using threads; however, I thought a more sympathetic way of  recreating
this on the binding would be to make impressions into the fair calf  leather. The leather
was therefore dampened with water and pressed into a piece of  wood with a wire

Figure 3: William morris, Love is Enough (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1897), wood cut title pages by edward 
Burne-Jones.
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pattern attached to it and I was very pleased with the effect it created (Figure 10).
The trellis onlays were then cut into strips and stuck down to the covering leather

with PVA glue using a tracing paper template for guidance (Figure 11). Following
this, all of  the other coloured onlays for the flowers, bugs and birds were glued down
and the leather was back-pared. Back-paring involves turning the leather over and
scraping the reverse with a paring knife to remove leather behind where the onlays
are stuck on the front. This results in the leather cover being an even thickness
throughout, rather than the onlays being proud on the surface and therefore prone
to catching over time (Figures 12 and 13).

Once all of  the onlays had been glued down and back-pared I could start
embroidering the detail onto the design – I could not have started the embroidery
process before this as it would not have been possible to back-pare the reverse of  the
skin without damaging the stitched threads. I used a variety of  cotton and silk threads
to add colourful detail on top of  leather onlays, mixed with metallic threads. I initially
started by embroidering the outlines and veins of  all of  the leaves, then moved onto
the flowers and finally spent many hours adding threaded detail to each of  the four
birds in turn. I built up the stitches gradually using a range of  colours, finally adding
some metallic threads onto each of  the birds until the embroidery was complete. I
like to use metallic threads on my bindings as they catch the light when the bindings
are finished and being handled (Figures 14, 15 and 16).

It was then time to stick the leather to the book using paste made from cooking
up strong white bread flour and water over a bain marie. The covering process is
always a scary stage as I have already spent so much time embroidering the leather.
The leather was dampened on the front surface with water, sprayed using an atomiser,
and then pasted out three times on the reverse, waiting for about five minutes between
applications to make sure the paste penetrated into the leather. Once the leather was
on the binding it was left overnight to dry between blotting paper and pressing boards
under a light weight. I always change the blotting papers regularly during this time
to allow the moisture to be drawn out of  the leather.

The trellis design was embellished at the points where it crossed by inserting gold-
plated brass pieces to look like pegs holding the trellis together. These were made by
rounding and cutting off  the end of  a brass rod and soldering it to a stem. They were
then polished and gold-plated and inserted in place through a hole that was drilled
through the boards. I blind-tooled an impression into the leather before attaching
them so that they would be slightly cushioned into the cover and the posts were turned
over into a cut out channel on the reverse of  the boards (Figure 17).

The inside of  the boards were then infilled with watercolour paper and a lining
sheet and sanded flat. The printed endpapers and doublures were designed as a repeat
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Figure 4: William morris, Love is Enough (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1897), detail of  wood cut title letters in blue.

pattern using outlines of  leaves to match those of  the vine from the trellis on the front
cover of  the binding, printing with black ink onto handmade paper. To break up the
black linear appearance, I decided to make one lot of  the printed leaf  stems on the
doublures gold, so I pierced through the paper and pasted down 23 1⁄2-carat gold
leaf  on the board. When the doublure was glued down in place, the gold sparkled
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through the pierced stems (Figure 18).
I house most of  my fine bindings in wooden containers. I chose to use teak wood

for the Love is Enough box as I felt it would work very well in colour and appearance
against the binding. I opted for a frosted perspex for the lid so that the front cover of
the book could be partially seen through it, drawing the viewer’s interest into the box.
I created a title label to match the binding. The title letters were created using the
same font used inside the text block. I pierced out these letters with a sharp scalpel
blade from a strip of  calf-leather and consolidated the cut edges with PVA glue. I
then glued some gold leaf  to Japanese paper and adhered this behind the letters,
making the font gold (Figure 19). The wood was machined for the lid and base,
channelling grooves using a router and mitring it at the corners. As teak is an oily
wood, the corner mitres were cleaned with a solvent before being stuck with an epoxy
glue. Whilst drying the pieces were held together using a framing strap and then the
corners were pinned with brass tacks (Figure 20). The box was lined with felt and
then spacers were added to the internal box edges to keep the binding secure within
the container (Figures 21, 22, 23, 24 and 25).

Figure 5: ‘of Pharamond the freed’, Love is Enough (hammersmith: Kelmscott Press, 1897).
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Figure 6: William morris, Trellis wallpaper design (1862), block-printed in distemper colours, 27 x 21 1/2 in.
(metropolitan museum of art, image in public domain).

What a delight it was to work on this binding, which is now in a private collection
abroad. To bind each of  the other fifty-one Kelmscott Press publications would be a
lifetime’s work. Hopefully I will at least get the chance to work with a few more of
them during my career as a bookbinder. One of  the delights of  the job that I do is
the variety of  the work: each binding is totally unique and bespoke and rarely do I
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do more than one version of  a book, so every project is a new challenge that requires
research and thought. Just as each text block holds a different story to be interpreted
throughout the overall design of  book and box, there are a multitude of  binding
structures to be utilised, making each commission different from the next. The more
bindings I create, the bigger the library of  ideas and methods I have to draw upon
for future work. I just wish there were more hours in the day and weeks in the year to
spend working on all my hundreds of  ideas!

noTes
1. William morris, Love is Enough; or, The Freeing of  Pharamond: A Morality, 2nd edn (london: ellis and

White, 1873), p. 12. 
2. Charles harvey and Jon Press, William Morris: Design and Enterprise in Victorian Britain (manchester:

manchester university Press), p. 46.
3. lesley hoskins, ‘Wallpaper’, in William Morris, ed. by linda Parry (london: Philip Wilson in association

with the Victoria and albert museum, 1996), pp. 198-223 (206).

Figure 7: line drawing of  the binding cover design based on morris’s Trellis wallpaper design.
Figure 8, right: sample board made of a small section of  the Love is Enough cover design.
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Figure 9, top: detail of  the folded paper stubs used to rebind the original text block.
Figure 10: detail of  the wire detail made to press into the leather onlays for the trellis grid.
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Figure 11, top: The trellis grid onlay strips laid on top of  the cover design drawing.
Figure 12: Glueing down the thinly pared coloured leather onlays to the covering leather.
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Figure 13, top: using a tracing paper template through which to place the leather onlays for glueing.
Figure 14, above left: embroidering through the covering leather and leather onlays after back-paring the leather.
Figure 15, above right: embroidering the leather using cotton threads in a variety of  colours.
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Figure 16: The completed embroidery before the leather was stuck to the book block.
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Figure 17, left: The gold-plated brass ‘peg’ inserted into the boards at the cross point of  the trellis onlays.
Figure 18, top: fine gold leaf  detail cut into the the printed doublures of  the front board.
Figure 19: Work on the title of  the box, the letters were pierced from leather and backed with gold leaf.
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Figure 20: Constructing the teak wood box to encapsulate a frosted acrylic lid.
Figure 21, right: The completed binding in the box, the front cover visible through the frosted acrylic box lid.
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Figure 22, top: The completed binding standing next to the open teak wood box.
Figure 23: detail of  the cover design of  the Love is Enough binding.
Figure 24, opposite top: The printed repeat pattern endpapers and doublures of  the completed binding.
Figure 25, opposite bottom: detail of  the Goldfinch bird, depicted for summer in the design of  Love is Enough.
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S OMEWHERE is made from Thames and Hudson facsimiles of  the
Kelmscott edition of  William Morris’s News from Nowhere; or, An Epoch of  Rest,
Being Some Chapters from a Utopian Romance. All the facsimile pages are pasted
in numerical order, recto and verso, across four 5ft x 5ft square canvasses,

each of  which forms one section of  the work.
As any reader of  the Journal of  William Morris Studies knows, News from Nowhere is

Morris’s most famous utopian novel, first published in serial form in Commonweal, the
journal of  the Socialist League. The main character Guest wakes up in a post-
revolutionary future world, Nowhere, where capitalism has been overthrown and a
communist society is in existence.

Printed in Golden type, one of  three typefaces Morris designed for the Kelmscott
Press, the Kelmscott edition of  News from Nowhere fuses together the narrative content
with Morris’s appropriation and transformation of  handcraft from the Middle Ages.
The result is a utopian space which rejects late nineteenth-century industrial capitalist
society in all its exploitation and ugliness. 

The rich decoration of  the capitals and type requires the Kelmscott News from
Nowhere to be looked at as much as read. This visuality becomes the focus of  the work
SOMEWHERE, described above. From a distance the word ‘SOMEWHERE’, which
is almost twenty foot long and textured by Morris’s text, appears to glow in front of
a black night sky background. On closer inspection, the viewer is able to see that the
word ‘SOMEWHERE’ is picked out by leaving visible selected pages of  Morris’s text,
whereas the pages surrounding them have been overpainted black. 

In these overpainted black pages, Morris’s capitals have been left unpainted to
show through. In contrast, in the pages that are left unpainted to produce the word
‘SOMEWHERE’, Morris’s capital letters have been overpainted, creating small black
squares that echo the four black square sections of  the work as well as Kazimir

News from SOMEWHERE

David Mabb
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Malevich’s Black Square (1915). Malevich’s painting Black Square can be described as a
radical rejection of  representation in favour of  abstraction, which is simultaneously
metaphysical whilst at the same time being material and much like a secular icon.
The word ‘SOMEWHERE’ floats within a similarly evocative black space, as if
waiting for somewhere in which Nowhere can exist.

A similar pun on Morris’s title is used by Roger Scruton in his collection of  essays
News from Somewhere: On Settling, a collection of  writings based on the journalism of
the Tory philosopher’s life as a gentleman farmer in Wiltshire. For Scruton, who in
his preface describes Morris’s News from Nowhere as being a ‘preposterous book’,
Somewhere is a real place connected to the soil by rural traditions and a class structure
where everyone knows their place.1 Unlike Scruton’s News from Somewhere,
SOMEWHERE utilises rather than rejects Morris’s News from Nowhere.

There is a typographic clumsiness in making the large letters of  SOMEWHERE
out of  whole pages of  the Kelmscott facsimile edition which contrasts with Morris’s
Golden type. But the painting proposes that it is out of  fragments and facsimiles,
which can be appropriated from the past and repurposed for the future, that a new
somewhere might be made possible, even if  there appears nowhere but the night sky
for a somewhere at present.

noTes
1. roger scruton, News from Somewhere: On Settling (london and new York: Continuum, 2004), p. ix.
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Figure 1, page 92: david mabb, SOMEWHERE, section 1, acrylic on facsimile editions of  William morris’s Kelmscott
edition of  News from Nowhere mounted on canvas. 5ft x 5ft, 2017.
Figure 2, page 93: david mabb, SOMEWHERE, section 2, acrylic on facsimile editions of  William morris’s Kelmscott
edition of  News from Nowhere mounted on canvas. 5ft x 5ft, 2017.
Figure 3, page 94: david mabb, SOMEWHERE, section 3, acrylic on facsimile editions of  William morris’s Kelmscott
edition of  News from Nowhere mounted on canvas. 5ft x 5ft, 2017.
Figure 4, page 95: david mabb, SOMEWHERE, section 4, acrylic on facsimile editions of  William morris’s Kelmscott
edition of  News from Nowhere mounted on canvas. 5ft x 5ft, 2017.
Figure 5, below: david mabb, SOMEWHERE, acrylic on facsimile editions of  William morris’s Kelmscott edition of  News
from Nowhere mounted on four canvases. 5ft x 20ft, 2017.



‘Morris would, naturally, have disapproved of  the “star” system and would have been the first to
acknowledge the false perception that can occur when the focus is on only a few’.1

I. Introduction
William Morris was a maker but he could not, and did not, make everything associated
with his name today. This has not halted the growth of  the Morris ‘brand’ that began
in his own lifetime and continues apace today. It is, of  course, the design or pattern
that is the brand rather than an object such as a mug, face cream, a plant pot or a pair
of  wellington boots which bear his designs. Even these may be misattributed to the
detriment of, for example, May Morris or J.H. Dearle in patterns or in ‘Morris stained-
glass’ where the bulk of  the imagery is by Burne-Jones or other artists. This, at least,
has led, in recent years, to some rescuing of  May Morris from undeserved neglect.2

However, many of  Morris’s partners and associates of  varying degrees remain
equally neglected and lost from view unless they had forged particularly notable
careers themselves. It should be commonplace and certainly self-evident that Morris,
however ubiquitous and hard-working, could not have produced all that is attributed
to him by himself, even that which was available in his own life time. We can take just
a small number of  examples before proceeding to a lengthier discussion of  the people
of  the Kelmscott Press. 

Morris had his own workshops and, therefore, employed workers: these workshops
were, principally, the Tapestry Works at Merton Abbey as well as his own shop in
London’s Oxford Street. He purchased products he needed but could not make, such
as glass from Powells for the Firm’s stained-glass windows. He outsourced (as would
be said today) some of  his design productions: carpets were made by the
Heckmondwike Manufacturing Company and Wilton Royal Carpet works, while
Jeffrey & Co. were responsible for the printing of  wallpaper.3 Woven fabrics were

The People of  the Kelmscott Press

John Stirling
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made at J.C. McCrea & Co., J.O. Nicholson and Alexander Morton & Co.4 As Linda
Parry notes: ‘six manufacturers are known to have woven textiles under contract to
Morris and Co.’.5 Such a list could be extended for other Morris designs.

Morris also worked in collaboration and partnership with others throughout his life,
such as Edward Burne-Jones, Philip Webb and William De Morgan. These relationships
began early and the collaborations at Red House, as evocatively chronicled by Tessa
Wild, became the foundation of  ‘The Firm’.6 The lasting partnerships with Burne-
Jones, from his University days, and Philip Webb, soon after, are well known, but equally
important were longstanding relationships with particular clients and their families: the
Howards in London and the North of  England and the Beale family at Standen in
West Sussex, as well as lesser known relationships such as with the Bell family (Isaac
Lothian Bell and Philip Bell) in the North East of  England, where houses and schemes
of  decoration went poorly recorded and have now been all but lost.7 The relationship
with Bell, for example, was to last into the period of  the Kelmscott Press, which printed
An Address to Sir Lothian Bell, Bart., from his employees, in 1894.8

In what follows I want to pursue the point about Morris’s co-operative and
collaborative work in relation to just one of  his activities: the Kelmscott Press, which
is so often referred to, using his own words, as his ‘typographical adventure’, as if  it
might have been carried on in isolation or, at best, simply in partnership with Emery
Walker.9 This reflects an increasingly challenged ‘great man’ view of  history to which
I return in my conclusion, given this article’s focus of  attention on the ‘less great’ men
and women of  the Press. I will also pursue two further points: that the establishment
of  the Kelmscott Press somehow signalled an end to Morris’s active political
engagement, and Michelle Weinroth’s intriguing argument that the Press itself  was,
in fact, ‘reinventing socialist education’.10

II. The Typographical Adventure
Morris’s own engagement with the Kelmscott Press was immense: he was the
founding inspiration, the continuous contributor and a major source of
entrepreneurial energy. He designed the Troy, Golden and Chaucer types, sought out
the ink and the paper and is recorded as designing, according to Briggs (following
Cockerell), 644 of  the initials, borders and decorative designs.11 He is responsible for
the look of  the Press’s books and for the titles that were published. However, as Table
1 indicates, many more people were also active participants. 

The table does not include Emery Walker who was the de facto partner of  Morris
in the enterprise. Some names appear twice (F.S. Ellis, for example) and some will
have made single or minor contributions (Walter Crane, for example). Others will
appear as the ‘final’ contributor after previous experiments had been tried and failed,
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as with the regularly recounted story of  the black ink.12 Some are recorded in the
photograph of  the press staff  where they are reduced to a single name or name and
initials only. Finally, we have no inkling of  who might have been the foundry workers
on Morris’s type at Charles Reed and Sons, involved in the binding of  the Press books
at J. & J. Leighton or making the paper for Joseph Batchelor. 

There may well be missing names too, but the table shows that well over thirty
individuals, including Emery Walker, were involved in Morris’s typographical
adventure. The Press also continued to publish without Morris’s personal contribution
after his death in 1896. Eighteen of  the fifty-two books that Sparling records (around
a third of  the Press’s total output) were delivered in that period. Furthermore, Morris
was ill himself, concerned with his daughter Jenny’s illness, or absent (on trips to
France in 1891 and Norway in 1896, for example) for a significant part of  his last
years, leaving the day-to-day running of  the Press in the hands of  others. The Press
would not have existed without the work of  all those surrounding and contributing
to it. To move a book from inspiration and inception to publication and distribution
is clearly a multi-layered process.

III. The People of  the Press 
The famous lecture by Emery Walker in 1888 is often regarded as the founding point
of  the Kelmscott Press and, in William S. Peterson’s words, ‘without warning,
suddenly aroused Morris’s dormant enthusiasm for printing’.13 Emery Walker’s critical
role in the subsequent founding of  the Press and its development is widely
acknowledged, not least by Morris himself  who sought to engage him in a partnership.
However, it is worth noting that Morris had earlier engagements with printing.
Commonweal has no claims to any artistic value given its role as a propaganda news-
sheet for the Socialist League but it still had to be produced, and, for example,
Thomas Binning moved from Commonweal to the Kelmscott Press. Morris had also
visited the Chiswick Press, an influential commercial enterprise founded in 1811,
which had published some of  his writings. Sparling records that C.T. Jacobi was head
of  the press as well as a personal friend of  Morris and a kindred spirit who ‘devoted
much time and care to inducting him into the details of  the craft [of  printing]’.14

It would be a difficult task to account for all the people, recorded and unrecorded,
who worked on the Kelmscott Press books, but one small example from J.W. Mackail
can serve to illustrate the extraordinary amount of  work required for a single task on
a single book – in this case, The Golden Legend – before any printing occurred:

The almost priceless original was borrowed, under a heavy bond in case of
loss or injury, from the Cambridge University Library […]. It was transcribed
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for the press – a work of  such laborious magnitude, and one executed so
patiently and carefully as to deserve commemoration – by Miss Phillis M. Ellis,
the daughter of  his old friend and collaborator. [F.S.] Ellis himself  took the
chief  part in superintending the accuracy of  the text, a work of  no small
difficulty.15

Following the work of  uncovering the ‘right’ version – that is, the one acceptable to
Morris – of  a manuscript text and its transcription, such as in this example, came the
practical tasks of  setting up a workshop, acquiring a press and all the other physical
objects that are involved in the actual printing of  a book. Then there were the people
who needed to be employed or recruited as volunteers for the lengthy and often skilled
manual and mental work involved in producing a book for the public. 

Emery Walker and photography were on hand to assist in the designing of  the
fonts that Morris wished to create for his books. The fonts needed cutting and Sparling
records that Edward Prince cut all three fonts, but he adds an intriguing comment
from Talbot Baines Reed’s copy of  The Story of  the Glittering Plain that ‘the types were
cast from punches cut by French under Mr Morris’s personal inspection’.16 There is
no indication of  who ‘French’ was but presumably an employee of  Reed’s foundry.
In any case the punches needed cutting by somebody other than Morris and all were
ultimately produced by the workers at the foundry of  Sir Charles Reed and Son. 

Illustrations needed preparation for printing too. Three illustrators are recorded.
C.M. Gere produced the famous frontispiece for News from Nowhere based on
Kelmscott Manor; Walter Crane illustrated on another occasion but not to Morris’s
satisfaction and, of  course, Edward Burne-Jones was engaged and produced the
eighty-seven illustrations for the Kelmscott Chaucer. Here we also meet William
Harcourt Hooper and encounter a long and unsatisfactory relationship chronicled
by Peterson.17 Morris was clearly not satisfied with Hooper’s efforts at cutting the
blocks and others became involved at different stages including Fairfax Murray, Emery
Walker and, Peterson concludes, Robert Catterson-Smith. Selwyn Image also
designed a Greek type for Swinburne’s Atalanta in Calydon. R.C.H. Briggs further
records ‘Morris’s decorative designs were engraved by W.H. Hooper, C.E. Keates,
W. Spielmyer, A. Leverett and Morris’s old friend George Campfield’.18 In all, then,
we begin to find a number of  individuals associated with the Press beyond the daily
life of  the workshop, to which I now turn.

IV. The Workshop and Beyond
Morris himself  was, perhaps, not the most help in the printshop as this anecdote of
W.H. Bowden records:
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When the type came from the founders, he [Morris] was very anxious to help
lay it in the cases; but not having served his time to the business, more often
than not put the type into the wrong box. It was very amusing to hear him
saying to himself: ‘There, bother it; in the wrong box again!’19

There was a core workforce at the Press which stayed with Morris over time and who
are recorded in a well-known photograph. Thomas Binning, for example, was an
active trade unionist and Socialist League member before he left with John L. Mahon
to found the Labour Union which largely functioned as a working-class group in
Hoxton, London.20 He had also worked at the Commonweal and went on to work at
C.R. Ashbee’s Essex House Press following the demise of  the Kelmscott Press. He
was Father of  the Chapel, the printing industry’s equivalent of  a trade union
representative, and no doubt instrumental in the enrolment of  Jane Pyne (nee
Bowden) into the London Society of  Compositors.21

The Bowden family were recruited to the Press, having been actively involved in
the printing industry. William Bowden was originally a Devonian and had, as a master
printer, run his own workshop in London. He had died in 1891, not long after the
Press had been set up in 1890 but was succeeded by his son, William Henry, a
compositor, and his daughter Jane Elizabeth Bowden. Peterson refers to an
‘apprentice’ H. Gage-Cole and Sparling to a man named ‘Giles’ who left after the
production of  the Press’s first book.22 The photograph of  the staff  taken in 1893
shows a total of  fifteen people engaged with the work of  the Press, including Morris
himself, Emery Walker and May Morris.

Printed books require proof  reading and editing before they are released to the
reader: an important and time-consuming job which we know Morris participated
in himself, but others were also involved. May Morris, F.S. Ellis – a long-term associate
of  Morris and publisher of  his works – and Sydney Cockerell were all engaged with
different Press books. Cockerell later took over from Sparling as secretary to the Press
with Sarah Peddie’s support. Books are, of  course, physical objects that require paper
and ink. This is not the place to repeat well-known stories of  Morris’s travails in
securing the products that met his exacting standards. After seeking English suppliers
and rejecting, for example, Winsor and Newton and their ‘unsatisfactory’ blue, he
arrived at Gebruber Janecke of  Hanover for black ink and added an international
outsource to the Press’s work. There are equally engaging stories of  the quest for the
right quality of  paper which was finally supplied by Joseph Batchelor. For vellum
Morris turned to Henry Band and William J. Turney and Co. of  Stourbridge after
first engaging with the Vatican.

Finally, there was the binding of  the books. Some, such as those that famously



cover various copies of  the Kelmscott Chaucer were produced at the Doves Bindery
which had been established by T.J. Cobden-Sanderson. Peterson records forty-eight
bindings for the Chaucer from the Doves Press and ‘a binding for two copies of  the
Chaucer tooled from a more delicate design of  [Cobden-Sanderson’s] own’, although
it is interesting to note his son’s view that ‘after 1893 no book was personally bound
by T.J. Cobden Sanderson’ (leaving us with further potential names to add to Table
1).23 There were expectations in this period that owners might cover their own books
to suit their own tastes so most of  the Kelmscott Press books were published with
straightforward commercially produced bindings at J. & J. Leighton. 

V. Publishing, Distributing and Reading
Morris had long published his own writings, from his early poems to the pamphlets
of  the Socialist League at commercial publishing houses. As with many aspects of
the Press’s work, the details of  publishing and distribution were often contested and
long-standing friendships were challenged. This is not altogether surprising, as Charles
Harvey and Jon Press argue, since there was clearly money to be made from the sale
of  limited editions from what became a renowned press.24 Reeves and Turner and
F.S. Ellis were initially involved in the process, along with Bernard Quaritch, before
Morris moved to selling books on subscription, with barely any need for advertising
beyond ‘announcements’, and with distribution easily arranged when the books were
ready at J. & J. Leighton’s bindery. 

The completed book is there to be read and no doubt Morris wanted his readers
to have good tales, whether from Chaucer or himself, and good poetry from writers
including Keats and Shelley. Nevertheless, from the start, the Press’s books will have
been collected and perhaps remained untouched and unread by some purchasers
and some will have ended up in libraries and museum collections. These destinations
also add to the the list of  people associated with the press and the list will continue to
be extended for as long as the books remain in circulation for buying and selling in
the marketplace. Whilst the lives of  some of  those related to the Press remain
unrecorded, Emery Walker’s is comparatively well documented, perhaps
unsurprisingly as he went on to be knighted. Equally, Sydney Cockerell, who started
work with Morris in 1892 ‘for two guineas a week and a copy of  the Golden Legend’,
and went on to become secretary to the Press, has his biographer and place in history
with a knighthood too.25 How many more men and women might equally deserve
commemoration?

VI. The End of  Socialism?
It might seem that the founding of  the Press in 1891 brought with it the conclusion
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TABLE 1: ParTiCiPanTs in The KelmsCoTT Press

ENGRAVING PUNCH CUTTING AND FOUNDRY WORK
William morris edward P. Prince
George Wardle ‘mr french’ at sir Charles reed & sons
C.J. faulkner
r. Catterson-smith ILLUSTRATIONS
William harcourt hooper edward Burne-Jones
C.e. Keates C.m. Gere
W. leverett Walter Crane
George f. Campfield
elizabeth Burden INK
C. fairfax murray Gebruder Janecke

PRESS SHOP WORKERS AND PRINTERS PAPER
Thomas Binning Joseph Batchelor
W. Collins
William Bowden VELLUM
W.h. Bowden henry Band
mrs Pyne (Pine) William J. Turney & Co.
h. Gage-Cole
‘Giles’ (an apprentice) BINDING
stephen mowlem T.J. Cobden-sanderson
W.l. Tasker J & J leighton & Co.
h. howes
‘Carpenter’ TRANSCRIBING, PROOF READING AND EDITING
f. Collins Phillis m. ellis
e. eatley William morris
J. Tippett sydney Cockerell
G. heath f.s. ellis

PUBLISHING AND DISTRIBUTION ADMINISTRATION
reeves & Turner h.h. sparling
f.s. ellis sydney Cockerell
Bernard Quaritch sarah a. Peddie
ellis & elvey 
George allen & Co.
macmillan & Co.
Way & Williams
William morris
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of  Morris’s other activities, particularly as it coincided with the end of  his formal
involvement in the Socialist League. However, Morris’s first biographer and personal
acquaintance, Aymer Vallance, suggests, in a chapter on socialism that gives more to
the subject than a number of  subsequent biographers: ‘[f]or Morris, the break-up of
the League did not imply so great a change of  life as might have been supposed’.26

Indeed, his socialist activities carried on in a variety of  ways although active
campaigning across the country inevitably declined as the League’s disintegration lost
it whatever national influence it had. E.P. Thompson’s biography records this as a
period when Morris was searching for unity as new labour and socialist organisations
began to emerge.27 Morris continued to follow his own ideas in the newly founded
Hammersmith Socialist Society to which he was a major contributor both financially
and as a speaker and writer for the Hammersmith Socialist Record. Nicholas Salmon’s
chronology records a minimum of  twenty talks for the Society at Kelmscott House,
although Morris is likely to have given more and chaired many others when he was
available.28 Salmon adds at least another fifteen events, lectures and speeches even
disregarding the regular open air meetings taking place on Sundays at Hammersmith
Bridge. Eugene Le Mire and May Morris record further talks and May describes
Morris’s other continuing political activities (some of  which are recorded in Artist,
Writer, Socialist).29 Socialism from the Root Up, co-authored with Ernest Belfort Bax, first
appeared in Commonweal and was revised for publication as a book: Socialism, Its Growth
and Outcome (1893).

Perhaps more intriguing in this context is Michelle Weinroth’s argument that the
Press itself  represented an experiment in socialist education. In this respect, Weinroth
suggests Morris was moving against ‘an exclusively information-based approach to
[socialist] propaganda’ of  the days of  Commonweal; she adds that the Press was ‘a
pioneering enterprise in collaborative relations of  production, a community effort
between editor, engraver, compositor and binder’.30 She sees the character of  the
Press as that of  a fourteenth-century guild with a number of  Morris’s  Socialist League
comrades involved: Crane, Walker, Webb, Hooper, Cobden-Sanderson and Binning.
Thompson is less convinced about the Press as a ‘pioneering’ socialist enterprise,
arguing that ‘Morris now had no thought of  reforming the world through his art,
and little thought of  reforming contemporary printing and book production’.31 A
further point may be the simple technological one: that small-scale hand press
production could hardly be done by any other method than the workshop approach
Morris adopted. No doubt it suited his temperament too. As to the motivations and
approach suggested by Weinroth, we are left with the further intriguing issue that I
raised at the outset: we are by definition without the views of  unrecorded participants.
It can be imagined that working for Morris was certainly better than working at other
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print works, even if  there were occasional explosions of  temper, but to regard it as
more than a paternalist working environment requires the sort of  evidence we do not
have. Was working at the Press ‘just another job’ or an active engagement with
socialism? A previously undiscovered diary of  one of  the workers in a family loft
would certainly help us begin to answer such a question. 

Nevertheless, my discussion here shares Weinroth’s approach to the Kelmscott
Press in regarding it as a co-operative enterprise with a cast that extended well beyond
the Socialist Leaguers Weinroth identifies. Of  those, Webb was not engaged in the
Press, Cobden-Sanderson had an uneasy relationship with Morris, and the others she
mentions were not engaged in the workshop. Thomas Binning was a printer (as he
had been at the Commonweal) but before the founding of  the Press Binning had left
the League in a disagreement with Morris over the issue of  parliamentary
participation. Whilst it is possible to speculate on the ‘co-operative nature’ of  the
workshop itself, Sparling’s anecdotal accounts of  incidents and the annual Wayzgooses
(Firm’s outing) suggest, at least, a good-natured, paternalist relationship.32 However,
it would be hard to reach firm conclusions as to its impact on ‘socialist education’
either as an exemplar for the future or on the individuals in the workforce. None of
this invalidates the persuasiveness of  Weinroth’s broader analysis but we are left, again,
searching for the authentic views of  the workers who worked with Morris. 

VII. Conclusion 
This brings us to the long-argued absence of, and difficulty in constructing, history
from below.33 Morris’s own history is well recorded. Whether he would have liked it
or not he inevitably sits as one of  the great men of  Victorian society. Today, our
understanding of  his role and significance is inevitably drawn from the extensive
documentation left concerning his life, including the printed reminiscences of  those
who knew him and were well enough known themselves to have memoirs or
biographies published. However, Morris was an employer in workplaces beyond the
Kelmscott Press and recruited his employees from a variety of  sources. As early as
1860 and in relation to her own home, Georgiana Burne-Jones was recording that
‘the boys at the Boys’ Home in Euston Road had made the table from the design of
Philip Webb, and were busy with chairs and a sofa’.34 The Boys’ Home was a place
that Morris was to call on again for the Merton works. David Saxby’s research on the
Merton Abbey tapestry weavers takes us towards a focus on the workers of  Morris
and Co.35 However, we remain faced with the problems of  the lack of  historical
documentation of  workers’ lives that have to be painstakingly reconstructed even
when that might be possible.

Peterson could hardly neglect the workers at the Press in his unparalleled history
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of  the Press and, indeed, he does not, but it is not his particular purpose to tell their
stories.36 Sparling’s account, published twenty-eight years after Morris’s death and
twenty-six years after the closure of  the Press, also contains anecdotal evidence of
workers’ role in the workshop in particular.37 Some of  those individuals who have
attained importance in their own right, beyond the Press, might receive recognition
in themselves, such as Burne-Jones or Sydney Cockerell, both of  whom have gained
their own biographers.38 Others associated with the Press and essential to its
production have remained largely unrecorded, overlooked and neglected.

The rediscovery and reassessment of  May Morris’s work in recent years provides
a signal example of  how historians overlook women’s contributions. The lack of
recognition for Sarah Peddie or Phillis Ellis, and the persistent misspelling of  Mrs.
Pyne as Mrs. Pine, offer timely reminders of  the continuing absence of  women in
the recording of  history, despite their frequently dynamic roles in its enactment. There
is a continuing need, too, for us to seek out the lives of  working-class actors in history.
They may merit a mention as associates of  the famous or for a particularly notable
act but their day-to-day activities go mostly undocumented and unrecorded. Just as
the Kelmscott Press books would not have existed without Morris, so they would not
have existed without the other people of  the Press. It is time to tell the stories of  their
‘typographical adventures’ too.
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William Morris first had the idea to create an illustrated book of  the
complete works of  Geoffrey Chaucer at his private printing press,
the Kelmscott Press, upon its establishment in 1891.1 Between that
time and the eventual publication of  the Kelmscott Chaucer in

1896, Morris’s life-long friend and collaborator Edward Burne-Jones created eighty-
seven designs for wood engravings to adorn the book.2 Morris had asserted that wood
engraving illustrations for printed books should possess two main merits, ‘first their
decorative and next their story-telling quality’, but it is commonly accepted that the
narrative function of  the images was almost completely abandoned by Burne-Jones
in his decorative scheme for the Kelmscott Chaucer.3 For instance, Diana C. Archibald
scorned his ‘monolithic choice of  Chivalric subjects for the illustrations’, assuming
that Burne-Jones favourably decorated passages with tragic tales of  courtly love, and
suggests that the volume presents a ‘frozen sanctity’.4 In refusing to illustrate certain
passages, Burne-Jones glorifies certain aspects of  Chaucer’s narratives and presents
a manicured version of  the work, rather than dealing with the diverse range of
historical and social types Chaucer portrayed. 

Other critics see artistic value in the rejection of  realism and narrative in these
illustrations. Colin Cruise suggests that Burne-Jones’s Chaucer illustrations deliver his
own distinctive version of  ‘Pre-Raphaelite Medievalism’, while Velma Bourgeois
Richmond makes the compelling argument that Burne-Jones’s Chaucer portraits,
which appear throughout the Kelmscott Chaucer, act as self-portraits, fulfilling his
personal agenda to collapse the chasm between himself  and Chaucer’s dream visions.5

It can also be argued that Burne-Jones focused on works which express alternate
realities – dreams, stories within stories and allegorical quests – to create dynamic
visual portals to other worlds allowing him to access Chaucer’s vision and ‘see things
as he saw them’.6

‘To see things as he saw them’: Alternate
Realities in Burne-Jones’s Illustrations for the
Kelmscott Chaucer

Sarah Hardy
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This essay examines the construction of  images to show how Burne-Jones created
those very alternate realities. Without exception, Burne-Jones’s illustrations for the
Kelmscott Chaucer feature visual devices to entice the reader to enter the world beyond
the page. Each has a discrete yet capacious potential. Yet it would be beyond the scope
of  this article to address all of  Burne-Jones’s illustrations, and the bulk of  the article
focuses on his illustrations for The Prologue of  the Legend of  the Good Women (Figure 1),
The Franklyn’s Tale, The Wife of  Bath’s Tale and The Prioress’s Tale in The Canterbury Tales.
These illustrations contain compositional devices which allow the illustrations to
function as stand-alone images. The article also considers how Burne-Jones mastered
the wood engraving technique and saw opportunity in the constraints of  the physical
book to ensure that his illustrations convincingly communicated alternate realities to
readers of  the Kelmscott Chaucer. Moving beyond The Canterbury Tales, the article then
turns to discuss Burne-Jones’s manipulation of  spatial and temporal potential in his
compositions in relation to Chaucer’s allegorical dream poem Romaunt of  the Rose. Bill
Waters’s interpretation of  the illustrations as music is central to the argument that
each illustration has its own life and energy, whilst Caroline Arscott’s intelligent
reimagining of  Burne-Jones’s motif  of  the Briar Rose contributes to understanding
the artist’s depiction of  the passing of  time itself.

I. Designing Dreams
Chaucer’s dream-vision poems undoubtedly provided Burne-Jones with the greatest
opportunity to produce illustrations that explore a temporal space between realities,
as these narratives describe a protagonist (usually Chaucer himself) falling asleep and
entering a dreamworld. The moment of  the dream’s arrival was an idea which Burne-
Jones engaged with in his illustration for the Prologue of  the Legend of  the Good Women.
The image, ‘Chaucer Asleep’, depicted in the bottom left corner, was one with which
Burne-Jones had already experimented, having used it for designs for stained glass
earlier in his career. Velma Bourgeois Richmond asserts that Burne-Jones drew such
portraits of  Chaucer as self-portraits, deliberately avoiding Chaucer’s depiction of
his own ‘plumpness’.7 Instead, she argues, Burne-Jones creates an elvish Chaucer with
‘visionary ethereal slenderness’, which matches photographs and contemporary
accounts of  the artist’s own physical appearance.8 In doing so, Richmond suggests,
Burne-Jones created an ideal type of  poet and artist combined in the ‘classical
medieval synthesis’ for which both these archetypes were known.9 This, she argues,
conveys in the Chaucer illustrations a vision which is ‘a personal one of  the artist’s
experience that is both medieval and deeply modern’.10

Richmond argues that in the dream-vision of  the Legend of  the Good Women the
background, the dream itself, ‘in which rows of  female figures stretch on both sides
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into an apparent infinity’, is a distinctive part of  the composition.11 Indeed, the endless
train of  women into the unimaginable distance extends the physical depth of  the
image. Burne-Jones’s concentration of  the focus away from the figure of  Chaucer
allows him to vividly express the enormity of  dreams compared with the mortal reality
of  the dreamer. Colin Cruise’s interpretation of  Burne-Jones’s visual response to
Chaucer – particularly works such as The Legend of  the Good Women which are, in turn,
Chaucer’s retellings of  mythological subjects – also suggests that the illustrations are
a synthesis of  medieval and modern. They are, he argues, ‘caught between times that
existed in the past and mythological times that never could have existed’.12 The
dream-vision illustration of  The Legend of  the Good Women captures this ‘eternal present’
which Cruise describes, particularly through the inclusion of  a key visual device which
links the dream-vision with Burne-Jones’s own reality.13

Burne-Jones saw himself  as possessing a medieval soul, commenting what ‘a pity
it is I was not born in the Middle Ages. People would then have known how to use
me – now they don’t know what on earth to do with me.’14 Of  the hundreds of  robed
figures Burne-Jones created for the Chaucer illustrations, fewer than ten are decorated

Figure 1: edward Burne-Jones, The Legend of  the Good Women, woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris society
Collection).
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or patterned. For this reason, the significance of  the God of  Love’s embroidered robe
in The Legend of  the Good Women illustration cannot be overstated. Burne-Jones
decorated the robes with William Morris’s Daisy design, first issued as a wallpaper
design in 1864. In Burne-Jones’s nineteenth-century reality this pattern was
emblazoned on the walls of  rooms, encircling viewers with stylised medieval flowers.
In the dream, the design has been peeled from those walls and wrapped around a
single figure. By using this recognisable visual motif  Burne-Jones was connecting his
own reality with the space of  the dream-vision.

The distribution of  Burne-Jones’s illustrations amongst The Canterbury Tales
demonstrates the artist’s commitment to moving beyond descriptive medieval scenes.
Chaucer’s poem follows thirty-one pilgrims on their journey from the Tabard Inn in
Southwark to the tomb of  Thomas Beckett at Canterbury Cathedral. To pass the
time on the way, each pilgrim in turn recounts a story. Burne-Jones deliberately chose
not to illustrate eighteen of  the Tales, specifically excluding Chaucer’s comedic French
fabliaux from his illustrations. ‘I’d like to pretend Chaucer didn’t do them’, Burne-
Jones said of  the fabliaux, ‘[b]esides, pictures to them would have spoiled the book.
You don’t want funny pictures either. Pictures are too good to be funny.’15 Burne-
Jones’s refusal to decorate visually descriptive medieval stories caused friction between
him and Morris. In a letter to the poet Algernon Swinburne in June 1896, Burne-
Jones revealed that ‘Mr Morris has been urgent with me that I should by no means
exclude these stories from our scheme of  adornment – especially he had hopes for
my treatment of  The Miller’s Tale’.16 

This reluctance is seemingly at odds with the comedic sketches Burne-Jones is
well known for making of  his friends and of  obese women, which Fiona McCarthy
described as ‘malicious and brilliant’.17 Illustrating the fabliaux would have allowed
Burne-Jones to develop his caricatures and experiment with representing social types,
providing a similar visual representation of  Chaucer as had William Caxton’s
contemporary illustrated incunabula. Although it is crudely executed by an artist with
little grasp of  linear perspective, Caxton’s second edition of  Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales
is brought to life by the illustration of  the pilgrims sitting around a table before
embarking on their journey. Additionally, Cruise suggests that a plethora of  illustrated
volumes of  medieval ornament and dress were available to artists during the mid-
nineteenth century that would have allowed Burne-Jones visual access to motifs of
the past to create realistic renderings without fear of  anachronistic faux pas. He
suggests that mid-nineteenth-century artists’ ‘knowledge of  the past does not lead to
its reconstruction in paintings but to an atmospheric reimagining’ which is applicable
to the Chaucer illustrations where costume is timelessly classical and the androgynous
human forms are typical of  Burne-Jones’s style rather than typical of  a particular
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period.18 Creating social types in period costume would have pinned the illustrations
in human history and prevented them inhabiting worlds of  their own. The ethereal
visions Burne-Jones had planned for the Chaucer did not include illustrating a loud
fart or someone having a red-hot poker rammed ‘amydde the ers’.19

Burne-Jones favourably illustrated The Franklyn’s Tale with its six illustrations on
just thirteen pages. The Franklyn’s Tale begins with the noble Arveragus, a courageous
knight who marries the fair Dorigen. They vow to respect each other and always keep
their word to each other, which causes them moral dilemmas as the story progresses.
After a year of  blissful marriage, Arveragus must travel to England and stays there
for two years, causing Dorigen to experience a great longing for the swift passage of
time until his return. Chaucer explains that Arveragus ‘[h]ath sent hir lettres hoom
of  his welfare,/ And that he wol com hastily agayn’, conjuring the image of  Dorigen
left at home in a domestic setting.20 Indeed, this is how Burne-Jones interpreted the
scene in an earlier watercolour, Dorigen of  Bretagne Longing for the Safe Return of  her Husband
(1871) (Figure 2).

Dorigen’s anguish is expressed through the contortion of  her form to allow her
to kneel before the window and encompass its entire expanse in her outstretched arms
as she watches for her husband’s return.21 The cool palette of  blues and turquoises

Figure 2: edward Burne-Jones, Dorigen of  Bretagne Longing for the Safe Return of  her Husband, watercolour on paper
(1871) (V&a museum, Cai.10).
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used for Dorigen’s gown and its billowing lines allow it to cascade over her body, as
though from the sea, erupting at her feet, as though she is a wave crashing through
the open window and flooding the room with her ‘desir of  his presence’, indicating
a convergence between the space she occupies and the future she longs for.22 In his
discussion of  Burne-Jones’s melancholic portrait of  poet Caroline Fitzgerald, W.
David Shaw discusses Burne-Jones’s ‘lack of  concern with deep space’ in this deeply
psychological portrait which gives the effect of  the sitter being ‘abstracted from life,
grave and meditative, beyond time and the world’.23 This can certainly be applied to
the artist’s psychological painting of  Dorigen’s melancholy as her huge form
dominates the room and her dress connects the planes of  foreground and distance,
compressing the action of  years into a single moment and allowing the viewer to
physically comprehend the enormity of  her longing for the two years to pass.

Twelve of  the Chaucer illustrations are related to earlier works, something which
Bill Waters attributes to the artist’s adaptation ‘from his earlier Gothic to his later
Aesthetic style’.24 But the distinct alteration in his revisiting of  the subject of  Dorigen’s
longing in the Chaucer illustration indicates his wish to remove period dress and setting
to fully express the enormity of  time (Figure 3). Burne-Jones once commented: ‘I

Figure 3: edward Burne-Jones, Dorigen’s Longing for the Return of  her Husband, woodblock engraving (1891-95) 
(William morris society Collection).
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want big things to do and vast spaces, and for common people to see them and say
Oh! – only Oh!’.25 Illustrations for books therefore presented a significant challenge
for the artist with their relatively modest scale and restrictive visual possibilities. Upon
viewing a massive figure in a cramped space in a small drawing in a book, the reader
would have physically moved backwards. Burne-Jones therefore had to adapt his
depiction of  the scene for it to be successful as a book illustration. Overwhelming
Dorigen with sea and sky in the illustration invites the unconscious desire to move
forward, drawing the reader into the page until they notice the mirage of  Arveragus’s
ship in the rocks on the horizon in the centre of  the page and exclaim ‘oh!’.

It is possible that Burne-Jones saw significance in the media for which he was
designing, imagining a parallel between the engraver’s carving of  the woodblock and
Chaucer’s likening of  Dorigen’s reconciliation with her grief  to the process of  carving
in stone, ‘Thurgh which hir grete sorwe gan aswage’.26 The Chaucer illustrations were
not Burne-Jones’s first attempt at designing for wood engravings. Two decades earlier,
he had designed the sorrowful image Summer Snow (1863) (Figure 4), which was
engraved by the Dalziel Brothers to accompany a poem of  the same title for
publication in the periodical Good Words. Deep black areas of  heavy cross-hatching
demonstrate Burne-Jones’s relative lack of  experience with the medium. The
mournful woman’s curved form fills out the picture space. There is a wall behind her,
a tree above her and the snow falls from the sky over a patch of  summer flowers,
perfectly illustrating the poem’s theme of  constant sorrow in grief. This early wood
engraving is self-contained and illustrative of  the text and quite different from the
later Chaucer illustrations. 

Burne-Jones moved with ease from one medium to another but always continued
to chip away at wood engraving designs, creating around one hundred for Morris’s
Earthly Paradise which were never realised. This was largely due to Morris’s failed
attempt to master the art of  engraving himself, which he gave up after facing many
difficulties.27 When it came to the illustrations for Chaucer, Morris was resigned to the
fact that an engraver would have to be engaged to prepare the blocks and the facsimile
engraver William Harcourt Hooper was appointed. Before Harcourt Hooper could
use his fine tools to carve and scrape out of  the wood the negative space around the
artist’s lines in preparation for printing, they had to undergo another transformation
from pencil sketch to the woodblock. This process was carried out expensively with
the loan of  Emery Walker’s camera and the help of  artist Robert Catterson-Smith,
who would ink over copies of  the drawings and white out the areas for carving.

This labour-intensive, physical process for creating the woodblocks required
Burne-Jones and Catterson-Smith to work incredibly closely together to ensure the
designs were suitable to transfer, and together they made Burne-Jones’s vision a reality.
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Figure 4: edward Burne-Jones, Summer Snow, woodblock engraving (1863) (royal academy, 07/2146).
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Burne-Jones’s compositional sketches reveal that some of  his ideas went through a
number of  transformations before the two men were satisfied. Burne-Jones wrestled
with one of  the illustrations for The Franklyn’s Tale (Figure 5) as it required two
characters to observe a scene from their own future. During her husband’s absence,
a suitor for Dorigen paid a huge sum of  money to a magician to move all of  the rocks
from the coast of  Brittany, as he was tasked to do to win Dorigen’s favour. Burne-
Jones chose to depict this as a premonition rising from a cauldron as the magician’s
spell takes hold and fills the room with a vision of  Dorigen in the suitor’s arms.

The preliminary studies (Figure 6), now held in the Fitzwilliam Museum’s
collection, reveal that Burne-Jones attempted to locate the vision in an open space
before deciding instead upon a walled garden with a trellis in the final version. This
subtle change, and the addition of  the step at the rear of  the room, prevents the vision
from floating. It is anchored as the figures are at the correct height to be standing on
the step and the door frame aligns with the visionary trellis. A fully finished version
of  the scene in the magician’s house, prepared with pen and ink, has been inscribed
by Catterson-Smith: ‘[t]his drawing was the first attempt at rendering it – E.B-J.

Figure 5: edward Burne-Jones, The Franklyn’s Tale, The Magician’s Spell, woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris
society Collection).
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Figure 6: edward Burne-Jones, two preliminary studies for The Franklyn’s Tale: The Vision of  Aurelius, graphite and black
crayon, the upper study within drawn graphite rectangle, on laid paper (1891-95) (fitzwilliam museum Collection,
07/2146).
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rejected it. Another was done.’28 Perfecting minute details in the composition to ensure
the seamless rendering of  disparate realities in one dimension was a labour-intensive
process, carried out between three craftsmen in the production of  the illustrations. 

Burne-Jones set out to make the Chaucer designs ‘fit the ornament and the printing
[as much] as they are made to fit the little pictures’, and Morris was satisfied that his
friend’s illustrations worked within his arrangements and layout to ‘form the most
harmonious decoration possible’.29 This required that all of  Burne-Jones’s illustrations
were made in the same landscape format which, in some instances, presented
difficulties, yet in others provided him with an opportunity to experiment with his
depiction of  time and space to create alternate dimensions which blur the lines
between the living world of  the reader and the fictional reality beyond the page. That
Burne-Jones struggled with linear perspective in his artwork was no secret. He had
no formal training as an artist and was largely self-taught, leading to his eventual
engagement of  his studio assistant Thomas Rooke to help with perspective.30

The design process for the illustrations of  The Man of  Law’s Tale (Figures 7 and 8)
demonstrates how Burne-Jones struggled with perspective in creating the illustrations.
This illustration is of  the beautiful Christian girl Custance, adrift in a rudderless ship
on a stormy sea. The tale relates that the Roman Emperor’s daughter’s beauty is such
that the Sultan seeks her hand in marriage by converting from Islam. His mother is so
abhorred by this decision that she massacres her son at the wedding and sets Custance
into the water. Burne-Jones made three different versions of  this composition. Now
held in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Figure 7 shows Custance’s boat is lengthways
horizontally across the composition with Custance curled in a ball, whilst Figure 8
shows two variations featuring Custance swaddled in robes and wedged into her coffin-
like boat (Figure 8 and 9). Since Custance is saved by divine intervention, Burne-Jones
scrapped these ideas and stood Custance in her boat as though experiencing an
awakening in the final illustration (Figure 9). Many sketches for her upright body are
made below the compositional study, demonstrating Burne-Jones’s desire to have the
central figure upright. He achieves this, but it comes at the expense of  the overall
harmony or impact of  the drawing as the landscape format required him to use an
odd angle where the boat appears to be upturned towards the viewer. 

Burne-Jones was, however, able to manipulate the book’s layout to his advantage,
particularly in his double-page spreads. This arrangement allowed him to display two
images simultaneously to expand the temporal potential of  the two-dimensional
picture, as is ingeniously offered in his adornment of  a single moment in The Wife of
Bath’s Tale. Jan van Eyck’s The Arnolfini Portrait (1434) was revered by the Pre-
Raphaelites when the National Gallery acquired it in 1842 and the domestic interior
proved a leitmotif  for Burne-Jones throughout the Chaucer illustrations.31 The room
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is depicted twice over two pages in The Wife of  Bath’s Tale (Figures 10 and 11). This
tale centres on a knight who is accused of  rape in the court of  King Arthur and
sentenced to death. Queen Guinevere interferes, giving the knight a year and a day
to discover what women want most. If  successful, he shall be pardoned. When the
time passes and he is no closer to an answer, an old witch tricks him into marrying
her by supplying him with the answer to Guinevere’s question (the answer being
sovereignty), which is accepted by the court and he is freed. He is then faced with the
prospect of  marrying the old woman, but upon granting her sovereignty in their
wedding bed she transforms to a beautiful young woman as his prize. 

Burne-Jones depicts the exact moment of  the metamorphosis by placing identical
renderings of  the bedroom adjacent across the double-page spread, with only the
figures differing between the drawings. He expertly commands the two-dimensional
constraints of  layout to convincingly conjure a single moment in time. The bedroom
on the left-hand page (Figure 10) is in the past, but, as readers gaze across the double-
page spread, they see the same bedroom on the right-hand page, projected into the
future. The bedroom he uses is taken almost directly from van Eyck. The two figures
stand in a private, domestic space of  intimate proportions furnished only with a bed,
chandelier, open window and convex mirror. Both van Eyck and Burne-Jones use this
mirror to expand their images’ spatial potential beyond their two-dimensional surface.
Van Eyck brings the viewer into the interpersonal dynamics of  the painting by
depicting two figures – or witnesses – in the mirror. If  one looks closely, it is possible
to see tiny figures painted carefully into the reflective surface. Alison Smith claims
that the Pre-Raphaelites’ use of  van Eyck’s convex mirror reflected their attempt ‘to
capture a truth which went beyond external experience. They wanted to convey a
deeper, psychological, spiritual realism or truth.’32 Command of  the double-page
spread allows Burne-Jones to go through the looking glass to create a new reality. The
exact repetition of  the room in the illustrations of  the past and of  the future allows
one to imagine looking through the mirror in the room on the left and peering not at
oneself, but through the window into the future room on the right. The chandelier so
carefully and accurately copied for these drawings was drawn from life in Burne-
Jones’s own studio, further adding to the complex interaction with multi-dimensional
times presented in these illustrations, as the artist’s own reality is preserved in eternity
on the page. 

The adjacent placement of  two identical interiors would have been familiar to
the late-Victorian audience from the popular stereograph.33 Two pictures mounted
about 7cm apart are viewed through a stereoscope – a viewing device – which limits
each eye to view only the image directly in front of  it. Victorians delighted in the
optical illusion created by the brain, when the images are viewed through the
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Figure 7: edward Burne-Jones, above, intermediate study for The Man of  Law’s Tale: Custance in the boat upon a
tumultuous sea; below, three studies of  The Standing Figure of  Custance; bottom, four studies of  pairs of  lips, graphite on
thin card, the uppermost sketch within drawn graphite rectangle (1891-95) (fitzwilliam museum Collection, 1079/17).
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Figure 8: edward Burne-Jones, two preliminary studies for The Man of  Law’s Tale: above, Custance in a boat in a
tumultuous sea; below, similar study of  a boat, graphite within two drawn graphite rectangles on laid paper (1891-95)
(fitzwilliam museum Collection, 1079/16).
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stereoscope, of  one three-dimensional image.34 In placing the bedroom scenes next
to each other, Burne-Jones’s audience could easily conjure the three-dimensionality
of  the room as though viewed through a stereograph. 

Providing a profound physical engagement with the illustrations for the reader
was something Burne-Jones attempted throughout the Chaucer. The Prioress’s Tale is a
story which has generated much criticism for its antisemitism.35 It is a story which
Burne-Jones depicted three times in his career in a variety of  media, exploiting the
functionality of  each to respond visually and physically to the story. The Prioress tells
the story of  a Christian boy who sings ‘Alma Redemptoris Mater’ in praise of  the
Virgin Mary every day, resulting in his murder. His throat is cut by members of  the
Jewish community he lives amongst and his limp little body is – quite graphically and
horrifically – thrown into a cesspit. Miraculously, the Virgin Mary appears to him
and places a grain of  corn on his tongue so that his song may continue. 

Burne-Jones first tackled this subject on a decorative wardrobe made as a wedding
gift for Morris in 1863. The larger left-hand panel illustrates the different elements
of  the story, with the miracle and resurrection in the foreground and the murderous
scene simultaneously occurring in the background. He emblazons the smaller right-

Figure 9: edward Burne-Jones, The Man of  Law’s Tale, Custance Adrift in a Rudderless Ship, woodblock engraving 
(1891-95) (William morris society Collection).
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hand panel with the apparition of  the Virgin amongst a choir of  angels. He places
Chaucer on this panel in the lower right-hand corner, holding his pen and scroll.
Velma Bourgeois Richmond suggests this marks him as the true visionary and
demonstrates that Burne-Jones saw it as ‘a foundation for the whole cabinet
decoration’.36 Richmond focuses on Burne-Jones’s Chaucer portraits, which inevitably
limits her examination of  Burne-Jones’s response to The Prioress’s Tale. She assumes
that because the Chaucer portrait is so central to the wardrobe design, and to Burne-
Jones’s artwork, that it is excluded from the Chaucer illustration because he ‘felt his
vision had been fully expressed’.37

Yet Richmond does not open the wardrobe. She therefore fails to fully understand
Burne-Jones’s manipulation of  the medium to depict the different aspects of  the tale.
Upon opening the wardrobe, we learn that Burne-Jones has reserved the mourning
mother for the reverse of  the larger door. It is an empathetic placement of  this
character in a private space away from the miraculous vision. Burne-Jones captures
bereavement as an isolating state where time is construed as moving quite differently
to reality. 

Understanding all aspects of  the wardrobe design reveals why the artist created
two illustrations of  The Prioress’s Tale for the Kelmscott Chaucer (Figures 12 and 13). In
the first, we see the boy in a village square, quite apart from his classmates enjoying
a private moment with an icon of  the Virgin Mary. The murderers watch him whilst
a single bell rings out a death knell in anticipation of  the terrible murder. As the page
is turned – much like the wardrobe is opened – the reader is presented with a
miraculous apparition. Barbara Stevenson scorns Burne-Jones for sparing the viewer
the ‘ugly’ violence of  the murder, while overlooking the tale’s equally ugly
antisemitism.38 She also suggests that Burne-Jones’s decorative scheme was centred
on his ‘attraction to the miraculous’ which certainly accounts for his Symbolist vision
of  the Virgin Mary that celebrates the divine intervention on earth.39 However, her
understanding of  the images downplays the significance of  the placement of  the
visionary image under the profane one. When readers turn the page, they see an
image depicting a single moment when time is turned back and the dead child is
momentarily resurrected. The action of  page turning to reveal the miracle allows the
moment of  revelation to become a physical possibility for the reader. 

II. Temporal Symbolic Lexicon
In his interpretation of  the Chaucer illustrations, Bill Waters examines Burne-Jones’s
command of  the two-dimensional form to create movement by virtue of  their
similarity to music. He argues that ‘within the flat area [Burne-Jones’s] development
of  line and form is somewhat akin to that of  music. Often he creates a grid of  trellised
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Figure 10, top: edward Burne-Jones, The Wife of  Bath’s Tale, The Knight and the Witch in the Bedroom before the
Transformation, woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris society Collection).
Figure 11: edward Burne-Jones, The Wife of  Bath’s Tale, The Knight and the Witch in the Bedroom after the Transformation,
woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris society Collection).
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Figure 12, top: edward Burne-Jones, The Prioress’s Tale, the Boy in the Courtyard, woodblock engraving (1891-95)
(William morris society Collection).
Figure 13: edward Burne-Jones, The Prioress’s Tale, the Apparition, woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris
society Collection).
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verticals (trees or pillars), against which in counterpoint, he makes dancing, erratic or
smoothly flowing rhythms (flames, draperies, wings).’40 Making his illustrations musical
allows Burne-Jones to imbue the illustrations with their own temporal quality. The
way Waters applies his description to the illustrations suggests they are self-contained
with their own dynamic forward motion which exists quite independently from the
text. This has particular application to one of  the Romaunt of  the Rose illustrations
(Figure 14), although Waters does not directly attribute it. 

The Romaunt of  the Rose was translated by Chaucer from French. It follows the
narrator’s desperate quest to obtain the rose he desires. As with Marcel Proust’s In
Search of  Lost Time (1913-17), the thing most desired is something so transient that the
quarry almost becomes longing itself. Burne-Jones’s masterful illustrations for this
poem in the Kelmscott Chaucer create movement and build momentum in their
expressive musicality. Burne-Jones evocatively expresses Chaucer’s resonant phrase,
‘The lusty folk thus danced there’, with a mass of  entwined, gliding bodies.41 Alive in
an electric dance, it is difficult to judge where one woman ends and another begins.
The dynamic arrangement of  contorted figures dance, creating a cadence which
climaxes with a passionate kiss. Rather than depicting the narrator’s journey to the
rose garden as an allegory of  love, Burne-Jones created a piece of  music quite separate
from the content of  the text. In Durkheimian terms a piece of  music is a sociological
construct which allows a frame of  reference for the ‘conceptual segmentation [of
time]’.42 Music provides a framework for our understanding of  time moving forward
with steady regularity as a piece of  music occupies a finite amount of  time, and can
be repeated. Burne-Jones’s musical illustrations exist in their own temporal reality.

As the page is turned, the music fades and then ends abruptly with a static
illustration featuring the narrator at Narcissus’s pool on the following page. Rather
than admiring his own reflection, Narcissus stares into a deep black hole hinting at
the long desperate search for love which follows. Finally, we arrive with the narrator
in the rose garden. Although on the brink of  achieving the love he has longed for,
Burne-Jones does not allow the narrator to touch the rose he desires in the illustration.
Even if  the Rose is obtained, the cruel reality that it is a living, growing organism is
made explicit by Burne-Jones in the illustration. 

The creeping tendril of  a rose, with its sweet smell and sharp sting is a powerful
symbol throughout Burne-Jones’s work, from his early painting The Lament (1863) to
his Briar Rose Series (1885-90) and in the Romaunt of  the Rose illustrations in Chaucer.
Caroline Arscott’s intelligent examination of  the Briar Rose Series provides the key to
understanding the significance of  this motif  for Burne-Jones. She describes the
creeping tendrils as a ‘stream of  dream activity taking physical form’, which is an
interpretation easily applicable to Burne-Jones’s illustrations themselves.43 Expanding
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on Arscott’s observations reveals the Romaunt of  the Rose’s Rose Garden illustration (Figure
15) as one which depicts the human experience of  time above all else.

Burne-Jones used the natural form of  a growing briar to astonishing effect in order
to signify the passing of  time in his ten Briar Rose oil paintings, which were completed
in 1890 – just a few years before Burne-Jones began working on the Chaucer
illustrations – and purchased by Alexander Henderson for his home at Buscot Park,
where they lined the walls. Arscott makes a compelling argument that the focus of
the series is the briar rose itself. She aims to understand this natural force through an
examination of  Victorian writings on horticulture and the understanding of  skin,
‘which was understood to be quite different above and below the surface’.44 

The Briar Rose story is perhaps more familiar as Sleeping Beauty. A spell of  sleep has
been cast over a castle and its occupants until the arrival of  a prince and true love’s
first kiss for the sleeping princess. Although the courtiers are suspended in a single
moment in time, frozen to the effects of  ageing, the briar rose grows around them in
an endless cycle of  life and decay. Arscott describes how ‘it grows thick and thorny
alongside the tender skin of  the unaware sleeping courtiers’.45 Nature’s resistance to
the mystic sleep and normal progress is given sinister intention by Arscott: ‘[i]f  the
palace is like an organism with a layered skin then the briar has broken through the
skin’.46 Arscott does not apply her maleficent biological interpretation of  the rose to
the Romaunt of  the Rose, nor does her volume consider Burne-Jones’s collaboration
with Morris on the Kelmscott Chaucer. However, her ideas are directly relatable to
Burne-Jones’s illustration of  the rose garden.

As the narrator approaches the walled garden, the rose opens its lip-like petals to
reveal a sleeping female form and leans forward to welcome his touch. It is a highly
charged, sexualised moment in the illustration. Burne-Jones renders the suspension
of  time before the quarry is captured. Although the tension is palpable in this frozen
moment, creeping rose stems break forward from the garden, unnoticed by the
narrator. The violent offshoots reach through the fence which surrounds the rose,
punctuating the space between the narrator and his desire. Even in moments where
time seems paused, Burne-Jones reminds us that it has the regrettably unavoidable
tendency to continue to pass.

By the time Burne-Jones had completed the Chaucer illustrations, he had spent
every Sunday for nearly two and a half  years creating them, a period about which he
would lament: ‘I have worked at it with love, and was almost as sorry as glad when
the work was done’.47 In creating his Chaucer illustrations, Burne-Jones was mindful
to avoid historical drawings which would link the viewer with his version of  the past.
Rather than simply creating his own version of  medievalism or drawing Chaucer in
the image of  himself, as other critics suggest, Burne-Jones created new worlds where
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Figure 14, top: edward Burne-Jones, Romaunt of  the Rose, The lusty folk thus danced there, woodblock engraving 
(1891-95) (William morris society Collection).
Figure 15: edward Burne-Jones, Romaunt of  the Rose, The Rose Garden, woodblock engraving (1891-95) (William morris
society Collection).
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he could share Chaucer’s visions and ‘see things as he saw them’.48 He manipulated
the spatial potential in his compositions, creating discrete temporal spaces within each
illustration, as though peering through the looking glass to an alternate reality which
exists quite beyond that of  Chaucer, the readers or his own. Moreover, he exploited
the physical construction of  the book to physically engage the viewer with the images
as they turn pages or view two illustrations simultaneously, drawing each individual
reader into a unique experience far exceeding the narrative scope of  any given tale.
His desire to do so perhaps came from his questioning ‘if  Chaucer were alive now, or
is aware of  what is going on, whether he’d be satisfied with my pictures’.49 By creating
alternate realities, with their own rhythm and natural order, Burne-Jones gave his
Chaucer illustrations their own infinite existence so that he could imagine Chaucer
seeing things as he saw them.
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This bibliography is the nineteenth instalment of  a biennial feature of
The Journal. We give each original entry a brief  annotation meant to
describe its subject rather than evaluate its argument. Although we
exclude book reviews, we include reviews of  exhibitions as a record of

temporal events.
We have arranged the bibliography into six subject categories appended by an

author index. Part I includes new editions, reprints, and translations of  Morris’s own
publications, arranged alphabetically by title. Part II includes books, pamphlets,
articles, chapters, exhibition catalogues, and dissertations about Morris, arranged
alphabetically by author within each of  the following five categories:

General 5 - 32
Literature 33 - 64
Decorative Arts 65 - 93
Book Design 94 - 101
Politics 102 - 119

The General category includes biographical surveys and miscellaneous details as well
as studies that bridge two or more subjects. The Author Index provides an
alphabetical order as an alternative means for searching through the 119 items of
the bibliography. Though we still believe that each of  Morris’s interests is best
understood within the context of  his whole life’s work, we hope that the subject
categories and author index will save the impatient specialist from having to browse
through descriptions of  woven tapestries in search of  critiques of  ‘The Haystack in
the Floods’. 

With the rising costs of  inter-library loan services and personal travel, we would
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appreciate receiving copies of  publications. They can be sent to us at 42 Belmont
Street, Toronto, Ontario M5R 1P8, or by e-mail attachment to dlatham@yorku.ca

PART I: WORKS BY MORRIS
1. Ekh anahnu hayim ve-ekh bi-yekholtenu li-heyot. Trans. Raya Jackson. Binyaminah:

Nahar sefarim, 2017. 65 pp.
A Hebrew translation of  Morris’s political lecture ‘How We Live and How We
Might Live’. 

2. News from Nowhere. Intro. Rowan Williams. London: Victoria and Albert Museum
and Thames & Hudson, 2017. 324 pp.
A facsimile of  the 1892 Kelmscott Press edition of  News from Nowhere is
introduced by Rowan Williams, the former Archbishop of  Canterbury (2002-
12). (Not seen). 

3. The William Morris Manuscript of  the Odes of  Horace. 2 vols. Oxford: Bodleian
Library, 2016. 218; 183 pp.
A facsimile edition of  Morris’s 1874 illuminated calligraphic transcription of
the Odes of  Horace in Latin, with four illustrations painted by Edward Burne-
Jones and Charles Fairfax Murray, is accompanied by the English translation by
W.E. Gladstone and an introduction by Clive Wilmer. This Bodleian Library
edition is a reprint from the limited edition published in 2014 by the Folio Society
(London).

4. William Morris’s Socialist Diary. Ed. Florence S. Boos. Second Edition.
Nottingham: Five Leaves Publications, 2017. vii 183 pp. 
 This second edition of  Morris’s three-month diary written from 25 January to
27 April 1887 is revised from the 1981 Windhover Press edition.

PART II: PUBLICATIONS ABOUT MORRIS
GENERAL
5. Anderson, Elizabeth. ‘H.D.’s Tapestry: Embroidery, William Morris and The

Sword Went Out to Sea.’ Modernist Cultures, 12.2 (July 2017): 226-48.
Influenced by Morris’s tapestries and his poems ‘The Sailing of  the Sword’ and
‘Golden Wings’ concerning war, separation, and unrequited love, H.D. [Hilda
Doolittle] considered Morris as her ‘guardian […] godfather’, her creative and
spiritual muse, as shown in her embroideries and her novel The Sword Went Out
to Sea.

6. Chapman, Alison Georgina. ‘Ornament and Distraction: Peripheral Aesthetics in
the Nineteenth Century.’ Victorian Literature and Culture, 45.2 (June 2017): 233-55. 
In contrast to the role of  distraction considered by Kant, Ruskin, Pater, George
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Meredith, and William James, Morris argues that a ‘diffusion’ of  attention arising
from visual ornament ‘produces egalitarian social cohesion by recalling habitual
acts of  labour’, and that the mystery of  its pattern ‘evokes the creative potential
of  the self ’.

7. Codell, Julie. ‘The Picturesque, Portraiture, and the Manor House: The Social
Functions of  Art in Mary Augusta Ward’s Marcella.’ Victorian Literature and Culture,
45.4 (December 2017): 857-80. 
Ward’s novel Marcella (1894) reveals the influence of  Morris’s insistence that
beauty should be integrated in our daily lives rather than confined to museums. 

8. Fontàn Del Junco, Manuel, and María Zozaya Àlvarez, Mariàngels Fondevila,
and Francesc Quílez i Corella. William Morris y compañía: el movimiento Arts and
Crafts en Gran Bretaña. Madrid: Fundación Juan March; Barcelona: Museu
Nacional d’Art de Catalunya, 2017. 494 pp. 
Catalogue of  the exhibition in Spain held at the Fundación Juan March,
Madrid, 6 October 2017-21 January 2018, and at the Museu Nacional d’Art
Catalunya, Barcelona, 22 February-21 May 2018. Morris is showcased as an
architectural preservationist, a socialist organiser, an innovative founder of  the
Kelmscott Press, and an Arts and Crafts designer whose influence is shown with
examples included here by other designers in Britain and the world.

9. Gast, Bryan D. ‘Changing the Victorian Habit Loop: The Body in the Poetry
and Painting of  Dante Gabriel Rossetti and William Morris.’ Diss. Marquette
University, 2016.
Seven categories – narrative gaze, privileged body parts, colour, gesture, posture,
facial expression, and clothing and drapery – show how Rossetti and Morris
lead us to re-evaluate our view of  the body. 

10. Godfrey, Emelyne. ‘Introduction: Tomatoes and Cucumbers.’ In Utopias and
Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris: Landscape and Space. Ed.
Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 1-32.
See individual entries for Ben Carver, Sarah Faulkner, Clare Holdstock, Helen
Kingstone, Tony Pinkney, and Maxim Shadurski.

11. Grimble, Simon. ‘Intellectuals and the Politics of  Style.’ International Journal of
Politics, Culture, and Society, 30.3 (September 2017): 245-57.
Morris, Matthew Arnold, and John Ruskin are public intellectuals whose
Victorian reputations are compared with their subsequent re-configurations that
arise from ‘respect and suspicion’, with Morris representing the rare ‘speaker
who really means what he says’. 

12. Holdstock, Clare. ‘Modernist Ideals: The Utopian Designs of  William Morris,
Peter Behrens and the Social Housing Schemes of  Mid-Twentieth-Century
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Sheffield.’ In Utopias and Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris:
Landscape and Space. Ed. Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016.
241-56. 
Modernist social housing from the last century has been vilified in the media,
but examples from Morris’s News from Nowhere provide medieval-style alternatives
to capitalist designs for social spaces. 

13. Jones, Jonathan. ‘William Morris: A Victorian Socialist Dreaming of  a Life in
Symmetry.’ The Guardian, 24 March 2016: online.
In celebration of  Morris’s birthday, the Google search engine has emblazoned
its daily logo with Morris’s decorative designs and Kelmscott Press fonts. 

14. Kawabata, Yasuo. Uiriamu Morisu no nokoshita mono: dezain, shakai shugi, teshigoto,
bungaku [William Morris and His Legacy: Design, Socialism, Craftsmanship, and Romance].
Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2016. vii, 305 pp. 
(Not seen).

15. Korkow, Cory, and Victoria Hepburn. William Morris: Designing an Earthly Paradise.
Cleveland, Ohio: Cleveland Museum of  Art, 2017. 40 pp.
Catalogue of  an exhibition held at the Cleveland Museum of  Art, 29 October
2017-13 January 2019 featured Morris’s textiles and his Kelmscott Press books. 

16. Kunka, Françoise. ‘The French Teacher at Kelmscott House: Cécile Desroches,
Jeanne Deroin and the Utopian Socialist Connection.’ The Journal of  William
Morris Studies, 22.1 (Winter 2016): 54-70.
Active with her mother (Jeanne Deroin) in the French utopian socialist and
feminist movements, Cécile Desroches tutored Morris in French (with Yeats and
his sisters) to prepare him for the 1889 International Socialist Workers’ Congress
in Paris, and was active with her mother in the Socialist League. 

17. Latham, David, and Sheila Latham. ‘William Morris: An Annotated
Bibliography 2012-2013.’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 21.4 (Summer
2016): 50-73.
Of  the 151 publications annotated, 16 are works by Morris, 31 are general
concerns about Morris, 34 are about his literature, 37 are about his decorative
arts, 13 are about his book designs, and 20 are about his politics.

18. ----. ‘William Morris: An Annotated Bibliography 2014-2015.’ The Journal of
William Morris Studies, 22.3 (Winter 2017): 56-84.
Of  the 168 publications annotated, 9 are works by Morris, 51 are general
concerns about Morris, 36 are about his literature, 41 are about his decorative
arts, 14 are about his book designs, and 17 are about his politics.

19. Lavery, Joseph. ‘Remote Proximities: Aesthetics, Orientalism, and the Intimate
Life of  Japanese Objects.’ ELH: English Literary History, 83.4 (2016): 1159-83.
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Morris considers Japanese craftsmanship in decorative art and book design as
technically flawless, but precious, effeminate, and isolated from labour
conditions, and thus should not be imitated. 

20. Mabb, David. ‘A Provisional Memorial to Nuclear Disarmament.’ The Journal
of  William Morris Studies, 22.1 (Winter 2016): 42-53.
David Mabb’s 2016 exhibition of  paintings of  Morris fabrics blackened with
anti-nuclear slogans is responding to the Ministry of  Defence having
commissioned Morris’s Rose (1883) to furnish curtains and seat covers for the
Royal Navy’s nuclear submarines from the 1960s through the 1990s.

21. ----. ‘William Morris and the Atomic.’ Journal of  Contemporary Painting, 3 (April
2017): 23-53.
The twenty-nine paintings Mabb exhibited in 2016 for ‘A Provisional Memorial
to Nuclear Disarmament’ are illustrated and labelled here. 

22. Mason, Anna. V & A Introduces William Morris: Artist, Designer, Poet, Campaigner.
London: Victoria and Albert Museum and Puffin Books, 2017. 32 pp.
Written for children, the introduction to the life of  Morris includes explanations
and illustrations of  the wood-block printing process for textiles and wallpapers,
of  hand-operated looms for weaving carpets, and of  the dining room at the
Victoria and Albert Museum where visitors can experience the beauty of  a room
decorated according to Morris’s Arts and Crafts principles. 

23. Morgan, Benjamin. ‘Practice: William Morris’s Socialist Physiology.’ In his The
Outward Mind: Materialist Aesthetics in Victorian Science and Literature. Chicago: U of
Chicago P, 2017. 174-218.
In contrast to Herbert Spencer’s libertarian individualism, Morris perceived
corporeality as a collective experience, a physiological aesthetics involving the
somatic interaction among the book designs, decorative art, lectures on art, and
literary romances he crafted. 

24. Nichols, Kate, and Rebecca Wade, and Gabriel Williams, eds. Art Versus Industry?:
New Perspectives on Visual and Industrial Cultures in Nineteenth-Century Britain.
Manchester: Manchester UP, 2016. 259 pp. 
(Not seen).

25. Olsen, Redell. ‘Atomic Guildswomen.’ Angelaki: Journal of  the Theoretical Humanities,
22.3 (September 2017): 149-53.
David Mabb’s 2016 exhibition ‘A Provisional Memorial to Nuclear
Disarmament’ inspired Olsen’s poem for the protesters at the Greenham
Common peace camp, asking us to think how the stylisation of  Morris’s thorns
and fruits and leaves are part of  what Morris calls ‘the mask that lies before the
ruined cornfield and the burning cottage, and mangled bodies’. 
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26. Orbaşli, Aylin. ‘Conservation Theory in the Twenty-First Century: Slow
Evolution or a Paradigm Shift?’ Journal of  Architectural Conservation, 23.3
(November 2017): 157-70.
The preservation policy of  repairing with ‘minimal intervention’ set by Morris
for the Society for the Protection of  Ancient Buildings in 1877 was at odds with
the Modernist anti-historicist support for the untried over the familiar, and now
must address the question of  cheap materials in our postmodern era.

27. Somerville, Hannah. ‘Heritage Lottery Boost for West Oxfordshire Manor.’
Oxford Mail, 12 August 2016: online.
Kelmscott Manor, Morris’s sixteenth-century country retreat, will receive £4.7
million from the Heritage Lottery Fund for restoring the grounds and increasing
opening hours and space for exhibitions and archives. 

28. Stainforth, Elizabeth. ‘Mixing Memory and Desire: Exploring Utopian Currents
in Heritage.’ Future Anterior, 14 (Winter 2017): 1-11.
Heritage conservation concerns emerged during the nineteenth century with
Morris’s founding of  SPAB and later merged with utopian concerns, as News
from Nowhere shows that the guiding principle of  conservation is not the stasis of
maintenance but the future of  social change. 

29. Watts, Mary. The Diary of  Mary Watts 1887-1904: Victorian Progressive and Artistic
Visionary. Ed. Desna Greenhow. London: Lund Humphries, 2016. 264 pp.
Aglaia Coronio tells Mary and G.F. Watts about Morris drawing from memory
a sketch of  Holman Hunt’s The Awakened Conscience with all the details accurate
of  the carpeted room except for the woman’s head, which Hunt had re-painted
ten years after Morris had seen it.

30. Weber, Wendolyn. ‘Sublime Discomforts and Transformative Milksopishness:
William Morris in Iceland.’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 22.3 (Winter
2017): 23-37.
The Icelandic Journals reveal Morris conflicted between the reality of  a travelling
tourist and the vision of  an ordered artist and saga scholar, between the
unsettling dreary weather and the inspiring sublime wilderness.

31. Whitla, William. ‘“I Learned Next to Nothing There”: William Morris at
Marlborough College.’ Journal of  Pre-Raphaelite Studies, ns 26 (Spring 2017): 50-
100.
A detailed study of  the school curriculum, examinations, educational reforms,
athletics, bullying, and recollections by fellow schoolboys at Marlborough during
the 1850s reveals that Morris experienced a ‘sophisticated early preparation in
the classics of  Greece and Rome’.

32. Zinkiewicz, Grzegorz. William Morris’ Position between Art and Politics. Newcastle
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upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016. 260 pp.
Morris’s work as the author of  poetry, fiction, and political lectures is
contextualised within his creative view of  the territory which lies between the
polarities of  art and politics. This world of  ‘in-between-ness’ is found in such
interrelations as the ‘interdependence between storytelling and crafts
production’. 

LITERATURE
33. Carver, Ben. ‘“All Good Earthly Things Are in Utopia Also”: Familiarity and

Irony in the Better Worlds of  Morris and Wells.’ In Utopias and Dystopias in the
Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris. Ed. Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2016. 75-87.
By returning to the familiar but now changed locations left behind after travelling
to the future, the narrators of  News from Nowhere and Wells’s A Modern Utopia and
The Time Machine disturb the utopian vision as an attainable life.

34. Cowles, David. ‘Wandering between Ten Worlds: Morris’s Guenevere Poems
and the Failure of  Discourse.’ Victorian Poetry, 55.4 (Winter 2017): 517-35. 
In ‘The Defence of  Guenevere’ and ‘King Arthur’s Tomb’, Guenevere and
Launcelot cannot be judged from a single discursive perspective, as Morris
critiques how the two lovers are torn by conflicting conceptual systems that leave
them controlled by the omnipotent power of  language. 

35. D’Arcens, Louise. ‘Art, Heritage Industries, and the Legacy of  William Morris
in Michel Houellebecq’s The Map and the Territory.’ In Studies in Medievalism XXV:
Medievalism and Modernity. Ed. Kevin Fugelso. Cambridge: Boydell and Brewer,
2016. 71-88.
Nihilist novelist Michel Houellebecq is infamous for his cynical critiques of
counter-cultural utopias, but his evocation of  Morris’s ‘medieval inspired utopias’
is his most receptive treatment of  another author. 

36. De Vega, Sean David. ‘Translation and Transgression in William Morris’s Aeneids
of  Vergil (1875).’ Diss. University of  Iowa, 2016.
Morris’s English translation edition (1876) is compared with Virgil’s Latin and
with Morris’s illuminated calligraphic version (1874, unfinished), and is discussed
within the context of  ‘retranslation’ theories.

37. D’Souza, Robin. ‘From Egalitarian to Sacramental Community: Rewriting
William Morris’s Social Romance in David Jones’s In Parenthesis.’ Religion and
Literature, 49.1 (April 2017): 102-11.
With Private John Ball as its protagonist and its many other allusions to Morris’s
A Dream of  John Ball, David Jones’s epic poem shares Morris’s communal and
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socialist values, though Jones imbues them with ‘a sense of  the unifying power
of  sacramental action’.

38. Faulkner, Peter. ‘“The Greatest Man I Ever Knew”: William Morris and Henry
Arthur Jones.’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 22.3 (Winter 2017): 6-22.
Henry Arthur Jones invited Morris to design the stage furniture and scenery for
his play, The Crusaders: An Original Comedy of  Modern London Life (1891), and later
Jones moved the furnishings to his home and exhibited them in 1914 and 1929.

39. ----. ‘Obituary: R.C.H. Briggs (1924-2016).’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies,
22.2 (Summer 2017): 6-9.
The first to join the Morris Society in 1955, Ronald Briggs was a Barrister at
Law and Legal Secretary for the Justice organisation; he organised the Society’s
first exhibition in 1957, launched The Journal of  the William Morris Society in 1962,
and set up the Kelmscott House Trust in 1969 for scholars and artists to pursue
their studies at the Morris Centre, 1975-79.

40. Faulkner, Sarah. ‘Dark Artistry in The Island of  Doctor Moreau.’ In Utopias and
Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris: Landscape and Space. Ed.
Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 175-87. 
With his horrific experiments in transforming animals into humans, H.G. Wells’s
Doctor Moreau is a dystopian counterpoint to Morris’s ideal of  creativity
expressed in News from Nowhere, wherein ‘each man is free to exercise his special
faculty to the utmost’.

41. Felce, Ian. ‘The Old Norse Sagas and William Morris’s Ideal of  Literal
Translation.’ Review of  English Studies, 67.279 (April 2016): 220-36.
Morris’s skill as a translator of  the sagas progressed from a polished,
domesticated verse to a rough and awkward rendition that respects the original
creations. 

42. Fitzpatrick, KellyAnn. ‘(Re)Producing (Neo)Medievalism.’ Diss. State University
of  New York at Albany, 2016.
In contrast to the conservative Walter Scott, Morris used the medieval revival
for a progressive support of  socialism; his prose romances influenced J.R.R.
Tolkien. 

43. Giebfried, Amanda M. ‘William Morris, J.R.R. Tolkien, and the Germanic
North in Fantasy Literature.’ Diss. Saint Louis University, 2017.
Morris’s translation and treatment of  the Sigurd stories, his ‘invention of  a key
characteristic of  modern fantasy dwarves’, and his ‘ground-breaking
development of  immersive secondary worlds’ are reasons to consider Morris as
the father of  fantasy literature. 

44. Henville, Letitia. ‘Late Victorian Ballad Translation.’ Diss. University of
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Toronto, 2016.
Morris’s translations of  Danish and Icelandic ballads in Poems by the Way ‘figured
the ballad as embodying folk up-rising’.

45. Holland, Owen. ‘From the Place Vendôme to Trafalgar Square: Imperialism
and Counter-Hegemony in the 1880s Romance Revival.’ Key Words, 14 (2016):
98-115.
Like the destroyed statue of  Napoleon, the English destroyed the Nelson
monument in News from Nowhere, but Morris depicts ‘The Great Change’ without
the reactionary events depicted in fantasy romances like G.T. Chesney’s The
Battle of  Dorking (1871) and H.F. Lester’s The Taking of  Dover (1888).

46. ----. ‘Spectatorship and Entanglement in Thoreau, Hawthorne, Morris, and
Wells.’ Utopian Studies, 27.1 (2016): 28-52.
Morris’s repeated use of  the word ‘entanglement’ in News from Nowhere and in
his letters is illuminated by its social context in Henry David Thoreau’s Walden
(1854), its sexual context in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s The Blithedale Romance (1852),
and its political context in H.G. Wells’s A Modern Utopia (1905).

47. King, Rebecca Bruch. ‘“Ceaselessly Losing Our Identity”: Psychic Rupture in
“King Arthur’s Tomb.”’ Arthuriana, 27 (April 2017): 28-42.
‘King Arthur’s Tomb’ typifies an aesthetics of  resistance and transgression
developed by Morris as poetic enactments of  the psychic events that Julia
Kristeva explains are involved in the construction of  identity as mediated by the
instability of  violence. 

48. Kingstone, Helen. ‘Imaginary Hindsight: Contemporary History in William
Morris and H.G. Wells.’ In Utopias and Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and
William Morris. Ed. Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 43-
56.
Time travel to the future provides Morris and Wells with the means to critique
the contemporary events of  their Victorian age from an acceptable distance.

49. ----. ‘A Leap of  Faith: Abbott, Bellamy, Morris, Wells and the Fin-de-Siècle Route
to Utopia.’ English Literature in Transition (1880-1920), 60.1 (2017): 58-77. 
E.A. Abbott’s Flatland: A Romance of  Many Dimensions (1884) belongs with the
utopias of  Edward Bellamy, H.G. Wells, and Morris’s News from Nowhere that
mark a new intellectual culture arising from the insight that circumstance
determines character, which promises to overturn the complacent status quo of
the capitalist paradigm through the collective action of  a religious leap of  faith. 

50. Latham, David. ‘A “World of  Its Own Creation”: Pre-Raphaelite Poetry and the
New Paradigm for Art.’ Journal of  Pre-Raphaelite Studies, ns 26 (Spring 2016): 5-27.
Revised from Twenty-First Century Perspectives on Victorian Literature. Ed. Laurence W.
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Mazzeno. Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield, 2014. 127-50.
Morris’s poems provide examples of  the defining characteristics of  Pre-
Raphaelite poetry, including the artifice of  a self-reflexive art and the jarring
juxtaposition of  incongruities revealed in the metaphorical closets and cellars
of  Camelot.

51. Leopold, David. ‘William Morris, News from Nowhere and the Function of  Utopia.’
The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 22.1 (Winter 2016): 18-41.
News from Nowhere follows the six functions of  utopias with examples of
constructive change; criticism of  society; clarification of  thought experiments;
contextual revelation of  the author’s historical present; consolation with escape
from the present and hope for the future; and cheering us with amusement. 

52. Lewis, Celia M. ‘The Individual and the Violence of  History: The Froissart
Poems of  William Morris’s The Defence of  Guenevere and Walter Benjamin’s
“Theses on the Philosophy of  History.”’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 21.4
(Summer 2016): 34-49.
The depictions of  violence suffered by the unknown heroes of  The Defence poems
are a historicised fiction and a fictionalised history, as Morris shares Walter
Benjamin’s belief  that a true knowledge of  history is unattainable.

53. Livesey, Ruth. ‘Political Formations: Socialism, Feminism, Anarchism.’ In Late
Victorian into Modern. Ed. Laura Marcus, Michele Mendelssohn, and Kirsten E.
Shepherd-Barr. Oxford: Oxford UP, 2016. 431-47. 
Morris, Edward Carpenter, and Olive Schreiner exemplify ‘how late nineteenth-
century literature was a means to explore possible alternative futures for sexual
relations, for social equality, and for the individual’s rejection of  capitalist
modernity’.

54. Makins, Marian W. ‘Memories of  (Ancient Roman) War in Tolkien’s Dead
Marshes.’ Thersites: Journal for Transcultural Presences & Diachronic Identities from
Antiquity to Date, 4 (2016), 199-240.
J.R.R. Tolkien’s depiction of  the Dead Marshes in The Lord of  the Rings is drawn
from Tacitus’s Germania and from Morris’s reading of  Tacitus ‘against the grain’
for his own depictions of  the burial mounds in The House of  the Wolfings and the
Death-Tarn in The Roots of  the Mountains.

55. Palmeri, Frank. ‘Plutocratic Dystopia and Workers’ Utopias in Morris’s News
from Nowhere and Pynchon’s Against the Day.’ Orbit: A Journal of  American Literature,
5.2 (2017): 1-27. 
In his novel Against the Day (2006), Thomas Pynchon draws on Matthew
Josephson’s historic The Robber Barons (1934) and Morris’s socialist News from
Nowhere for Pynchon’s anarchist-socialist visions that oppose the dystopian hell
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of  the working class exploited by monopolist plutocrats.
56. Parham, John. ‘Sustenance from the Past: Precedents to Sustainability in

Nineteenth-Century Literature and Culture.’ In Literature and Sustainability: Concept,
Text and Culture. Ed. Adeline Johns-Putra, John Parham, and Louise Squire.
Manchester: Manchester UP, 2017. 33-51.
News from Nowhere formulates an ecologically viable future, but the vision is
unanimated because Morris understood that a sustainable social environment
must be continuously renegotiated if  it is to go beyond eliminating the pollution
and degradation of  nature. 

57. Pinkney, Tony. ‘Problems in Utopia from the Thames Valley to the Pacific Edge.’
In Utopias and Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris: Landscape and
Space. Ed. Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 91-105. 
H.G. Wells argues in A Modern Utopia (1905) that utopia must ‘not be static but
kinetic’, shaped in a single progressive direction; the four versions of  News from
Nowhere suggest Morris’s awareness that the genre must be self-transformative in
different directions.

58. Seys, Madeleine. ‘Museum Catalogue Record: William Morris’s News from
Nowhere.’ Victorian Review: An Interdisciplinary Journal of  Victorian Studies, 43.1 (2017):
30-35. 
The British Museum’s Catalogue of  Printed Books: Homer (1890) exemplifies the
‘epistemologies of  the museum’ which Morris’s News from Nowhere follows in its
use of  background (history and provenance), build-up (description), climax
(condition), and resolution (significance) as a framework for Morris’s rejection
of  Victorian imperialism. 

59. Shadurski, Maxim. ‘“Flowers and a Landscape Were the Only Attractions
Here”: The England of  Wells and Morris in Aldous Huxley’s Interpretation.’
In Utopias and Dystopias in the Fiction of  H.G. Wells and William Morris: Landscape and
Space. Ed. Emelyne Godfrey. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2016. 223-39. 
Aldous Huxley responded to the polar opposites of  H.G. Wells’s centralising
World State and of  Morris’s variety of  self-governing communities in News from
Nowhere by foregrounding their different landscapes. 

60. Stacey, Robert David. ‘Robots and the “End of  Work” in Archibald Lampman’s
“City of  the End of  Things.”’ University of  Toronto Quarterly, 85.2 (Spring 2016):
75-98.
Archibald Lampman’s poem, with its dystopian depiction of  automated robots,
is better understood within the socialist context of  Morris’s News from Nowhere
and his essays on the nature of  work.

61. Waithe, Marcus. ‘Uncanny Romance: William Morris and David Jones.’ In
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Timely Voices: Romance Writing in English Literature. Ed. Goran Stanivukovic.
Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s UP, 2017. 199-218.
Inspired by the neglect of  medieval and medievalist sources in Freud’s account
of  the uncanny, Waithe explores the role of  uncanny ‘misadventure’ and
fratricide in Morris’s early romances and in David Jones’s Arthurian war poetry.

62. Whiteley, Giles. ‘Pater’s “Conclusion”: A New Source.’ Notes and Queries, ns 64
(March 2017): 128-30.
In Walter Pater’s ‘Conclusion’ to The Renaissance, adapted from his review of
Morris’s poetry, the source for the imagery of  the stream and the whirlpool that
illustrate the philosophy of  flux may be F.W.J. Schelling’s identical imagery in
Erster Entwurf (1799) that brings a new impulse with each moment.

63. ----. ‘An Unnoted Quotation from Pater in Wilde’s Review of  William Morris.’
Notes and Queries, ns 64 (December 2017): 640-41. 
In his praise of  Morris’s A Tale of  the House of  the Wolfings for its remote and
affected style of  ‘an earlier and fresher age’, Oscar Wilde is quoting from Walter
Pater’s Marius the Epicurean, where Pater discusses style in terms of  an ‘artificial
artlessness’.

64. Woody, Christine Marie. ‘The Newspaper and the Novel: William Morris’s News
from Nowhere in Commonweal.’ Victorian Periodicals Review, 50.1 (Spring 2017): 139-
56. 
As editor of  The Commonweal, Morris controlled the juxtapositions of  news
columns alongside his News from Nowhere instalments, creating a supplementary
optimism to the critiques of  the news reports from the capitalist press and a
sustained contrast between the explorer ‘William’ of  Nowhere and the
imperialist agenda of  the explorer Stanley in Africa.

DECORATIVE ARTS
65. Arroyo Garcia, Tuska. ‘(A) La conquista de la atemporalidad: The Great

Coxwell Barn [A Quest for Timelessness].’ Revista de Arquitectura, 33 (November
2017): 65-73.
Morris recognised that the timelessness of  the Great Coxwell Barn is due to its
universal principles. 

66. Baseby, Francesca. ‘Morris, William (1834–96).’ The Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of
Design. London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. 410-12.
A general summary of  Morris’s life includes a brief  and sometimes inaccurate
overview of  his work as a designer of  textile patterns. 

67. Byatt, A.S. Peacock and Vine: Fortuny and Morris in Life and at Work. London: Chatto
& Windus, 2016. 192 pp.
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Byatt writes a personal account of  her passion for Morris as a northern designer
and for Mariano Fortuny as a Venetian-based southern designer of  fabrics and
women’s dresses. Byatt gives eloquent descriptions and analyses of  the decorative
patterns and colours of  Morris’s designs for textiles which reflect the balance of
order and riot that characterises the English garden.

68. Catchpole, Elizabeth. William Morris: ABC. London: Victoria and Albert
Museum and Puffin, 2017. 20 pp. 
This nursery-age book helps children to learn the alphabet, with illustrations of
Morris’s decorative designs.

69. ----. William Morris: 123. London: Victoria and Albert Museum and Puffin, 2017.
20 pp. 
This nursery-age book helps children count from one to ten, with illustrations
of  Morris’s decorative designs.

70. Chachula, Robyn. ‘William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement Today.’
Piecework, 25.5 (September 2017): 36-38.
Morris valued quality over quantity, believed every household should be self-
sufficient with organic farming and sustainable architecture, and rooted his
decorative designs in the life forms he viewed around his home and garden.

71. Collings, Matthew. ‘William Morris on Deskilling.’ ArtReview, 68.5 (Summer
2016): 56-58. 
In a fictional interview with Morris, Collings imagines Morris updating his values
today and discussing the 2016 Turner Prize as providing ‘a forum for art to stage
the new reigning principles of  life’.

72. Dearle, John Henry. William Morris: The Man and His Influence: A Paper by John
Henry Dearle Read at the Design Club on April 20, 1910. Intro. Natalia Martynenko-
Hunt. London: William Morris Society, 2017. 22 pp.
Dearle tells what it was like to work with Morris: ‘[h]is opinion of  what was good
or bad was not governed by crucial examinations, his mind was never held in
any sort of  bondage nor his actions controlled by any form of  precedent; he
would be as free in mind (and as confident as free) as were the producers of  the
arts of  the middle ages with which he so much loved to dwell. I have often heard
him say, if  a thing looks right it is right.’ (Not seen).

73. Fiell, Charlotte, and Peter Fiell. William Morris, 1834-1896: A Life of  Art. Köln:
Taschen, 2017. 96 pp.
This general introduction to Morris’s life is mainly focused on his work as an
Arts and Crafts designer of  tiles and textiles, carpets and wallpapers, furniture
and stained glass.

74. ‘From William Morris Prints to Standard Shuteye: This Week’s Fashion Trends.’
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The Guardian, 10 November 2017: 49.
Strawberry Thief, ‘the classic William Morris print’, ‘is cool again, thanks to
Loewe’s reworking’ of  the design for padded jackets and other clothing.

75. Glancey, Jonathan. ‘Campaigns.’ Architectural Review, 240.1437 (2016): 13-32.
Four architects – Reginald Blomfield, Mervyn Macartney, Ernest Newton, and
Henry Wilson – were inspired by Morris, first as founders of  the Art Workers’
Guild, and then as the first editorial board members for The Architectural Review. 

76. Guillery, Peter. ‘Vernacular Revival and Ideology – What’s Left?’ Transactions of
the Ancient Monuments Society, 61 (2017): 34-50.
Morris and the Arts and Crafts movement are becoming relevant to the new
socialist interest in rooting architectural design in labour and everyday agency.

77. Hambleton, Merrell. ‘For a New Capsule Collection, Loewe Looks Back.’ New
York Times Style Magazine, 9 October 2017: online.
Northern Irish designer Jonathan Anderson, at the helm of  the Loewe fashion
house, is designing handbags and clothing, including scarves and jumpers, with
Strawberry Thief and other Morris patterns.

78. Haruhiko, Fujita, and Mineko Orisaku. William Morris: [The Trajectory of  Design
in the Original Landscape; in Japanese]. Tokyo: Burēn Torasuto, 2017. 175 pp. 
Catalogue of  an exhibition held at Ehime-ken Bijutsukan, 7 January-12
February 2017; and at Fukui-shi Bijutsukan, 25 February-26 March 2017,
featuring Morris’s decorative arts.

79. Jackson, Cailah. ‘Persian Carpets and the South Kensington Museum: Design,
Scholarship and Collecting in Late Nineteenth-Century Britain.’ Journal of  Design
History, 30.3 (September 2017): 265-81.
Morris played an integral role in promoting Safavid carpets as having a more
non-commercial and ‘imperial’ aesthetic than the market-led Qajar carpets, thus
entrenching a hierarchical and evolutionary understanding of  ‘Oriental’ carpets
that privileges the imperial Safavid. 

80. Jagger, David. ‘New Exhibition Celebrating Artist and Poet Opens in Bradford.’
Bradford Telegraph and Argus, 28 September 2016: np.
A review of  the exhibition at Bradford Cathedral, 28 September–30 October
2016, of  paintings by Yorkshire artist Andy Fullalove, who was inspired by
Morris artworks, especially by Morris’s embroidered altar piece and stained-
glass windows in the Cathedral.

81. Karlin, Elyse Zorn. ‘Striking Out: The First Women Studio Jewelers.’ Metalsmith,
36.2 (Summer 2016): 52-61. 
Morris & Co. was the catalyst in the Arts and Crafts movement for the first
women to work as studio designers of  jewellery.
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82. Mason, Anna, and Jan Marsh, Jenny Lister, Rowan Bain, and Hanne Faurby.
May Morris: Arts & Crafts Designer. Foreword Lynn Hulse. London: Thames &
Hudson with the Victoria and Albert Museum, 2017. 224 pp.
This beautifully illustrated exhibition catalogue accompanied the May Morris:
Art and Life exhibition at the William Morris Gallery, London, 7 October 2017-
28 January 2018, with essays on her life by Jan Marsh (8-31), on her ‘Sketches
and Watercolours’ by Rowan Bain (32-55), on her ‘Wallpapers and Embroidery’
by Rowan Bain, Jenny Lister, and Anna Mason (56-151), on her ‘Book Covers
and Designs’ by Anna Mason (152-73), on her ‘Dress and Costume’ by Jenny
Lister (174-87), and on her ‘Jewellery and Metalwork’ by Hanne Faurby (188-
207). Enrolling at the National Art Training School in 1878 to study embroidery,
May became manager of  the embroidery division of  Morris & Co. in 1885 and
a central figure in the Arts and Crafts movement as a designer, theorist, and
practitioner. 

83. McIntyre, Donald, and Owen Hopkins. ‘Arts and Crafts Redux: At Pennycroft,
Napier Clarke Has Updated William Morris’s Legacy.’ Architects’ Journal, 244.5
(2017): 58-64, 66.
Pennycroft is a new home built in Buckinghamshire in 2015-16 by the
architectural firm of  Napier Clarke inspired by Morris’s Arts and Crafts ideals.

84. Pereira, Godofredo Enes, and Susana Caló. ‘The Semio-Pragmatics of
Architecture.’ Architectural Theory Review, 21.1 (April 2017): 62-72. 
Felix Guattari’s schema of  ‘architectural enunciation’ – distinguishing
‘polyphonic’ and ‘ethico-aesthetic’ modalities – provides a framework for
analysing Morris and Webb’s Red House as a ‘collective material
experimentation’.

85. Perret, Mai-Thu. ‘William Morris’s La Belle Iseult, 1858.’ Tate Etc., 39 (Spring
2017): 4.
Morris’s many details of  fabrics and folds, textures and floral motifs reflected in
Iseult’s mirror evoke the intimacy of  the magical bower where Tristan and Iseult
would meet, all in contrast with her forlorn face and the vast hall behind her.

86. Prudon, Theodore. ‘Preservation, Design and Modern Architecture: The
Challenges Ahead.’ Journal of  Architectural Conservation, 23.1-2 (2017): 27-35.
In contrast to the craft and longevity of  the architecture Morris and Ruskin
wished to preserve, the temporal and fragile structures of  modernism and the
whimsey of  postmodernism may require the kinds of  reconstruction that were
anathema to Morris. 

87. Sharpe, Emily. ‘A Stitch in Time for May Morris.’ Art Newspaper, 27.294 (October
2017): 41.
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A review of  the 7 October 2017–28 January 2018 exhibition May Morris: Art &
Life at the William Morris Gallery in Walthamstow highlights a restored silk
Maids of  Honour embroidery that reveals the intricate stitching and knotting.

88. Skipper, Lynda. ‘The Evolution of  Wallpaper Interior Design Schemes in a
Commercial Setting: The Interiors of  the St. Pancras Renaissance Hotel
(Midland Grand Hotel), London 1870s-1980s.’ Journal of  Design History, 30.3
(September 2017): 315-34.
The conservation-based ‘research and analysis’ methodology reveals that the St.
Pancras Grand Hotel (opened in 1873) used Morris’s Venetian and Spray
wallpapers among others, showing a preference for aesthetic movement designs
for the interior rather than Gothic Revival designs that would have been more
compatible with the exterior.

89. Stutchbury, Anne. ‘“At Home” in Standen: A Study of  the Beale Family’s Lived
Experience of  their Late-nineteenth Century Arts and Crafts Home, 1890-
1914.’ Diss. University of  Sussex, 2016.
Henri Lefebvre’s theory concerning a user’s space is applied to Philip Webb’s
architectural design of  Standen and Morris’s decorative designs for its domestic
interior to show a family’s social relation with the Arts and Crafts principles. 

90. Tyzack, Anna. ‘An Arts and Crafts Gem, Frozen in Time.’ Sunday Telegraph
[London], 30 April 2017: 9.
The best-preserved Arts and Crafts house in London, the Hammersmith home
of  Morris’s good friend Emery Walker, displays such Morris items as his reading
glasses, a lock of  his hair, his seventeenth-century library chair, and his ‘Sunflower
lino tiles, the only surviving example in a domestic setting’. 

91. Wild, Tessa. William Morris Rediscovered. Early Years at Red House. London: Philip
Wilson Publishers, 2017. 272 pp.
The former curator of  Red House discusses in successive chapters Philip Webb’s
design and Morris’s ‘decorating and furnishing’ of  each room and hall, and the
influence of  medieval art and literature on the house and garden. Morris’s
energy and personality inspired his friends to contribute their best work, thus
keeping the Pre-Raphaelite movement so successful.

92. Wilkinson, Tom. ‘Typology: Artist Studio.’ Architectural Review, 241.1438 (2017):
98-106.
Morris’s effort to recalibrate modes of  artistic and industrial production for
studio and plein air art was influential as a goal for restoring a union of  life and
art.

93. William Morris Gallery. The William Morris Colouring Book. [London]:
Hutchinson-Penguin, 2017. 96 pp.
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Each of  the thirty-seven Morris designs for textiles and wallpapers, identified by
name, open as smallish double-page spreads for colouring. 

BOOK DESIGN
94. Bayiltmiş Öğütcü, Oya. ‘A Pictorial Utopia: The Kelmscott Chaucer.’ Ankara

Üniversitesi Dil ve Tarih-Coğrafya Fakültesi Dergisi, 57.2 (2017): 1055-69.
The illustrations and the medieval printing techniques for The Canterbury Tales
section of  the Kelmscott Chaucer were designed, through the ‘intra-action’ of
matter and discourse, to present a pictorial utopia.

95. Donachuk, Aaron. ‘After the Letter: Typographical Distraction and the Surface
of  Morris’s Kelmscott Romances.’ Victorian Studies, 59.2 (Winter 2017): 260-87.
Morris’s printing of  his Kelmscott Press romances should be evaluated by their
engagement ‘with intersecting aesthetic and political discourses’, as Morris
attempts to suppress a distracting surface ornament on the page and provide the
performative dimension of  a textually inscribed labour of  designing and
compositing.

96. Hammill, Faye, and Mark Hussey. Modernism’s Print Cultures. London:
Bloomsbury, 2016. 220 pp.
Modernists were suspended between the emphasis of  Morris’s Kelmscott Press
on the visuality of  texts with ‘handcrafted beauties’ and the ‘exhilaration afforded
by new technologies such as the rotary press, linotype, and photogravature’. 

97. Keresztes, Balázs. ‘Designing History, Crafting the Everyday: Architecture and
Book Design in William Morris.’ In Travelling Around Cultures: Collected Essays on
Literature and Art. Ed. Zsolt Győri and Gabriella Moise. Newcastle upon Tyne:
Cambridge Scholars Publishing, 2016. 84-100. 
As an ‘artisan-archaeologist’, Morris rejected such binaries as design and craft
and encouraged collaboration, approaching the artistry of  books and buildings
from a socio-cultural perspective.

98. Martinelli, Hélène. ‘Print It Yourself: l’auto-impression est-elle une auto-edition?’
Mémoires du Livre/Studies in Book Culture, 8.1 (Autumn 2016): 1-32.
Morris’s Kelmscott Press is included in this discussion of  books as cultural objects
and the failure of  ‘homemade’ books, despite their mastery of  manual printing
techniques.

99. Slatter, Ruth. ‘Kelmscott Press.’ The Bloomsbury Encyclopedia of  Design. London:
Bloomsbury Academic, 2016. 474.
This general summary of  Morris’s press from 1891-98 tells how he was ‘inspired
by the aesthetic style and technical production of  medieval books’. 

100. ‘Visual Arts.’ I [London], 9 November 2016: 35-37.
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A review of  The Book Beautiful: William Morris, Hilary Pepler and the Private Press
Story, an exhibition held at the Ditchling Museum of  Art & Craft, 5 November
2016-16 April 2017, which explores the influence of  Morris and his Kelmscott
Press on the development of  Hilary Pepler’s St. Dominic’s Press. 

101. Witcher, Heather Bozant. ‘Sympathetic Texts: Collaborative Writing in the Long
Nineteenth Century (1814-1909).’ Diss. Saint Louis University, 2017.
Chapter 3, on ‘Morris and the Kelmscott Press’, discusses Morris’s collaborative
work in terms of  Adam Smith’s theory of  sympathy.

POLITICS
102. Beaumont, Matthew. ‘The Stones in the Garden.’ The Journal of  William Morris

Studies, 21.4 (Summer 2016): 17-22.
Morris’s fusion of  Iceland and the Paris Commune in 1871 evokes the collision
of  the ancient and modern, the rural and urban, the natural and cultural,
collisions which Walter Benjamin would pursue.

103. Eagleton, Terry. ‘William Morris and the Idea of  Revolution.’ The Journal of
William Morris Studies, 22.2 (Summer 2017): 10-16.
Morris did not romanticise his vision of  revolution, but depicted it as more brutal
than Marx did, as ‘complex, multi layered […], varying wildly in intensity’.

104. Foster, John Bellamy. ‘The Meaning of  Work in a Sustainable Society.’ Monthly
Review, 69.4 (September 2017): 1-14. 
Edward Bellamy’s mechanistic view of  work is wrongly considered more relevant
to a sustainable economy than is Morris’s radical view of  the future of  work and
its relation to leisure, with Morris wanting to reduce not creative work but painful
work.

105. ----. ‘William Morris’s Romantic Revolutionary Ideal: Nature, Labour and
Gender in News from Nowhere.’ The Journal of  William Morris Studies, 22.2 (Summer
2017): 17-35.
News from Nowhere envisions a post-revolutionary society that transcends the
estrangements between mechanical labour and artistic labour, between urban
town and ecological country, and between unequal gender roles.

106. Holland, Owen. ‘“What We Believe in Waits Latent Forever through All the
Continents”: The Paris Commune and the Poetics of  Martyrdom in the Fin de
Siècle Socialist Print Culture.’ Salvage, no. 5 (October 2017): 229-42. 
Several minor poets, including Fred Henderson, Pakenham Thomas Beatty,
Charles Edwin Markham and Reginald A. Beckett, contributed to the culture
of  Commune commemoration in the socialist press at the fin de siècle, while
Morris thought about ‘the problem of  how to relate to, and retrospectively
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Katherine M. Kuenzli, Henry van de Velde: Designing Modernism (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 2019), 240 pp., 52 colour + 89 b&w illustrations,
$65.00/£50.00 hbk, ISBN 9780300226669. 

The blurb to this handsome and informative new book by Katherine Kuenzli,
Professor of  Art History at Wesleyan University in Middletown, Connecticut, makes
a major claim for its subject: 

The painter, designer, and architect Henry van de Velde (1863-1957) played
a crucial role in expanding modernist aesthetics beyond Paris and beyond
painting. Opposing growing nationalism around 1900, he sought to make
painting the basis of  an aesthetic that transcended boundaries between the
arts and between nations through his work in Belgium, France, Germany, and
the Netherlands.

Van de Velde’s designs for homes, museums, and theatres received
international recognition. The artist, often associated with Art Nouveau and
Jugendstil, developed a style of  abstraction that he taught in his School of

Reviews

Edited by Rosie Miles
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Applied Arts in Weimar, the immediate precursor of  and model for the
Bauhaus. As a leading member of  the German Werkbund, he helped shaped
the fields of  modern architecture and design. This long-awaited book, the first
major work on van de Velde in English, firmly positions him as one of  the
twentieth century’s most influential artists and an essential voice within the
modern movement.

The book that follows fully achieves this aim. 
Katherine Kuenzli’s introductory chapter, ‘Designing Modernism’, begins with

two powerful quotations. In 1925, the German artist Oskar Schlemmer wrote in his
journal: 

Like [Ruskin], Morris resisted the industrialization of  the crafts, calling instead
for work based on love and emotion. Van de Velde, less romantic than
‘extraordinarily rational’, combatted the general decline of  standards and taste
by taking as his model the precision and functionality characteristic of  the
work of  the engineer and the machine builder. 

(p. 1)

Whilst in 1957 the Finnish architect and designer Alvar Aalto wrote in the
architectural review Arkkitehti: 

Henry van de Velde, the grand old man of  the reform movement of  art on
the European continent, represented one of  the first links in a chain of
development, which led to architecture becoming a creative factor in our
modern forms of  society. 

(p. 1) 

Kuenzli presents van de Velde ‘as one of  the most influential practitioners and
theorists of  design and architecture during the first half  of  the twentieth century’ (p.
2). His achievements in the period up to 1914, culminating in the model theatre he
created for the first German Werkbund Exhibition held in Cologne in that year, are
described, and we are told that his work provided a platform from which Gropius
could develop the work of  the Bauhaus. However, Kuenzli claims – significantly –
that ‘[f]or decades, van de Velde’s contributions to modern art were misrepresented
due to the fallout from the debate held at 1914 German Werkbund Congress’ (p. 3).
At the Congress, ‘Werkbund reformer Hermann Muthesius proclaimed the necessity
of  subordinating artistic freedom to principles of  efficiency and productions of  scale,
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whereas van de Velde yoked productivity to the rights of  free, individual creators’ (p.
3). His opponents accused him of  representing ‘outmoded individualism’, and,
Kuenzli argues, ‘their misrepresentations have gone virtually unquestioned’ (p. 3). In
fact, van de Velde aimed to forge, through design, ‘a New Style that he believed would
provide an experience of  aesthetic wholeness for a fragmented modern world’ (p. 3). 

Kuenzli gives three reasons for the under-acknowledgement of  van de Velde’s
importance for the modern movement. The first is that his work crosses ‘linguistic
and national boundaries that have structured scholarship on modern, and especially
European, art’ (p. 3). Secondly, modern scholarship has made too sharp a distinction
between painting and architecture and design, whereas van de Velde was equally
interested in William Morris’s textiles and Georges Seurat’s paintings. And thirdly,
‘[t]he tendency to focus on a particular national context or a specific artistic medium
has resulted in fragmentary accounts of  his career and importance’. He has thus been
a ‘marginal figure for most architectural historians’ (p. 3). The six following chapters
take one from ‘A “Scientific” Aesthetic: Neo-Impressionism, the Applied Arts, and
Ornament in Brussels’, through ‘The Birth of  the Modernist Art Museum: The
Folkwang Museum and the Gesamtkunstwerk in Hagen’, ‘The Workshop as
Laboratory: Van de Velde’s Pedagogy in Weimar’, ‘Industrial Art and the New Style:
Van de Velde at the 1906 Dresden Applied Art Exhibition’, ‘Architecture,
Individualism, and Nation: The Werkbund Theater Building in Cologne’, ‘After 1914:
Van de Velde’s Work in the Netherlands and Belgium’, and, before the thorough
Notes and Index, the ‘Epilogue: Van de Velde’s Legacy to Modernism’. 

William Morris makes a number of  appearances throughout the book. In the
Introduction, as we have seen, in 1925 Oskar Schlemmer wrote in his journal
contrasting Morris’s resistance to the industrialization of  the crafts with that of  van
de Velde. His interest in Morris’s textiles is cited alongside his interest in Seurat’s
paintings to show the breadth of  his approach to the arts. This is supported by the
fact that he praised Morris in his 1898 lecture ‘William Morris, Artisan and Socialist’,
while at the same time praising a notorious colonial administrator. In Chapter One,
Kuenzli states that ‘Whereas William Morris had revived Gothic and English
vernacular languages, van de Velde made Seurat’s painting the basis of  an explicitly
modern and abstract visual medium that encompassed all the arts’ (p. 12). Although
van de Velde originally accepted Morris’s socialist perspective, he ‘ultimately rejected
Morris’s and Walter Crane’s belief  that art can only flourish once the material and
social conditions of  society have been improved. Instead, he embraced John Ruskin’s
conception of  beauty tied to morality more than to a specific vision or form of
society’. This ‘non-ideological approach to art’ meant that he could work with artists
with divergent political attitudes (p. 13). Later in the chapter, Kuenzli comments on
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the importance of  the anarchist communism of  Élisée Reclus and Peter Kropotkin
to van de Velde and those like him, who ‘sought to secure a more robust social and
scientific basis for art’ (p. 22). 

Kuenzli argues that since Nikolaus Pevsner’s influential Pioneers of  the Modern
Movement, ‘van de Velde has been understood as the Belgian William Morris’ (p. 23).
Van de Velde was very interested in the Arts and Crafts movement, and so translated
and published essays and lectures by Morris in Belgian periodicals. Three of  Morris’s
lectures were translated into French by van de Velde; they appear as ‘Esperances et
craintes pour l’art: Les arts mineurs’ (1893); ‘L’Art du peuple’ (1894); and
‘L’Esthetique de la vie’ (1896) (Note 50, p. 201). The wide-ranging work of  Crane
was in many ways similar to that of  van de Velde, but the latter criticised Crane’s
inclusion of  mythical and exotic creatures in his design Corona Vitae (p. 23); he deplored
the allegorical approach to ornamentation as offering ‘a thousand willful details […]
that have been forcibly strung together’ (p. 24). Van de Velde also dissented from what
he considered to be the socialist belief  in a deterministic relation between art and
society: ‘[w]hen taken literally, Morris’s socialist theories could lead artists to abandon
art altogether in favour of  political agitation, as Morris did for a period, since he
pinned art’s progress to changes in social and economic organization’ (p. 24). Van de
Velde believed that Morris ‘sold himself  short by reviving medieval traditions and
privileging history and social structures over the essential dynamism located within
individual consciousnesses’ (pp. 24-25). Van de Velde liked the work of  Seurat and
Pissarro because it engaged with modern life. 

Among his craftworks, van de Velde’s wallpapers evolved from floral motifs not
unlike those in Morris’s early Trellis, to a more abstract approach displaying overall
patterning with no distinction between figure and ground. In Dynamographic Lines the
motifs have become purely abstract (p. 27); the Lines appear on the cover and in
Figure 15. In chapter three Kuenzli shows the difference between van de Velde’s
practice and Morris’s in respect to workshops. Morris and those like him established
their own workshops and factories, which competed with those of  local
manufacturers, but as van de Velde’s aim was ‘to forge a practical, modern aesthetic’
(p. 77), he worked as a consultant to local manufacturers.

In her discussion of  the German werkbund in chapter four, Kuenzli considers the
ideas of  the liberal politician and Protestant pastor Friedrich Naumann, who delivered
an address on ‘Art and Industry’ at the 1906 exhibition at Frankfurt-am-Main.
Naumann argued that centralised corporations were necessary for the stimulation of
the German economy and the development of  its cultural influence throughout
Europe. At the Congress in 1909, van de Velde refuted Naumann’s argument,
pointing out that it accepted the view that using mass-produced objects diminished
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the enjoyment of  both artist and owner (p. 119) and rejected Morris’s belief  in
pleasure in work, in exchange for ‘product accessibility and consistency’ (p. 120).
Morris’s final appearance is in the Epilogue in relation to the powerful passage from
Schlemmer quoted by Kuenzli in her introductory chapter. We are reminded that
Schlemmer had argued that van de Velde was a more ‘modern’ reformer than Ruskin
and Morris who, like expressionist artists after World War I, fell prey to overwrought
emotion. In Schlemmer’s view, it was van de Velde’s commitment to rationality and
precision, combined with his insistence on the primacy of  the imagination, that
pointed the right way forward.

Overall, Kuenzli has offered a convincing account of  her chosen subject. My only
criticism of  the book is the choice for the full-page frontispiece of  van de Velde’s
advertising poster for Tropon biscuits, a colour lithograph reproduced from Pan, No.
1 (April-June 1898), which I find one of  van de Velde’s least attractive designs; it is
also reproduced as Figure 65 on p. 100. 
Peter Faulkner

Richard Mathews and Joseph Rosenblum, eds, Printing for Book Production: Emery
Walker’s Three Lectures For the Sandars Readership in Bibliography. Delivered at
Cambridge, November 6, 13, & 20, 1924 (New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press, 2019),
256 pp., widely illustrated, $95.00 hbk, ISBN 9781584563822.

Few scholars dare dream of  altering the course of  their field with a single lecture.
Fewer still, if  any, imagine this could happen with their first public lecture. Yet it is no
hyperbole to state, as the editors of  this volume do, that on 15 November 1888, ‘the
character of  book design changed’ (p. 8). On that date Emery Walker delivered his
first public lecture at the New Gallery, Regent Street, London, on the occasion of  the
inaugural show of  the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society, which Walker had co-
founded. The audience included William Morris, George Bernard Shaw and Oscar
Wilde. His subject was ‘Letterpress Printing’ and he relied on magic-lantern slides to
supplement his observations about the decline of  fine art book printing and
production in the machine age. By all accounts Walker was a shy, halting public
speaker; likely it was the newfangled technology of  the lantern slides – which allowed
enlargements and side-by-side comparisons – that struck the audience members most
forcefully. May Morris recalled that ‘one after another the old printers passed before
us, one after another their splendid pages shone out in the dark room’ (quoted p. 9). 

John Dreyfus summarised the short- and long-term impact of  the lecture: 
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Its immediate result was to make William Morris decide on his way home
from the lecture to design his own types and to create his Kelmscott Press. Its
long-term effect was to establish standards of  book design and to influence
methods of  typographical teaching which predominated in the United
Kingdom until the outbreak of  the Second World War in 1939. 

(quoted p. 8) 

Who was this nervous thirty-seven-year-old who changed the course of  book design
with a single lecture? Oak Knoll Press has helped to answer that question with Printing
for Book Production: Emery Walker’s Three Lectures for the Sandars Readership in Bibliography, a
handsome, lavishly-illustrated hardcover book ably edited by Richard Mathews and
Joseph Rosenblum. Their Introduction establishes the context for Walker’s life and
career, arguing convincingly for his place in the history of  the Arts and Crafts
movement and his role in reviving fine printing at the end of  the nineteenth century.

Born in 1851, Emery Walker left school at age thirteen to work to help support
his family. He rose through the ranks of  the Typographic Etching Company, learning
photoengraving, printing and the history of  book production. In the 1880s he
befriended William Morris, a Hammersmith neighbour, through their shared interest
in socialism and printing. The handmade book represented for both the ‘joyful labour’
of  a worker deeply committed to making a beautiful, high-quality product. When
Morris decided to establish the Kelmscott Press he invited Walker to become a
partner. Walker declined – he had no money to invest – but continued to play a critical
role as an adviser and agent until Morris’s death in 1896. 

In 1900 Walker joined bookbinder T.J. Cobden-Sanderson in setting up the Doves
Press, among the first of  the many private presses that blossomed in the wake of
Kelmscott, including Vale Press, Eragny Press and Essex House. The Doves Press
undertaking began in friendship and ended in rancour, with Cobden-Sanderson
infamously throwing the punches and matrices of  the Doves type, designed by Walker,
into the Thames – a protracted and physically arduous process involving some 170
separate clandestine trips to the river. The editors of  this volume quote from an unsent
letter written by Cobden-Sanderson to Walker with the goal of  dissolving their
partnership. Cobden-Sanderson disparaged Walker’s attitudes to printing as ‘merely
imitative’ which ‘have in view only existing standards’ (quoted p. 16). The editors do
not gloss whether there was any truth in Cobden-Sanderson’s bitter remark (Walker
in turn slighted Cobden-Sanderson’s ability to judge type in an unpublished letter
from 1927). The Doves type drew from the same source as Morris’s Golden type –
Nicholas Jenson’s 1476 edition of  Pliny’s Natural History (owned by Morris), although
it arguably pointed the way forward in departing from Morris’s heavier, more
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medievalising Golden type, with its Black Letter serifs, and auguring a more
streamlined, modern design.

Whether Walker was ‘merely imitative’, as Cobden-Sanderson remarked, is
somewhat beside the point; Walker himself  did not overvalue originality. As he stated
in the first lecture gathered in this volume: ‘I have no discoveries to disclose, but I
should like to consider with you how we may best learn from the experience of  the
past and apply our knowledge to the problems of  to-day’ (p. 27). Walker makes a
lucid and engaging guide to the ‘experience of  the past’ and applied knowledge of
book production. This volume collates three lectures Walker delivered in 1924 as part
of  the Sandars Readership in Bibliography, instituted in 1895 as an annual lecture
series held at the University of  Cambridge. As the editors note, Walker had a
decidedly different background from most of  the invited Sandars lecturers; with his
limited formal education, he was not an academic or man-of-letters in the
conventional sense. His practical training grounded his observations in direct
experience; there is no jargon or cant, and he depended largely on accompanying
slides to make his points. He was modest about his own achievements, in spite of
having a hand in what the editors call the ‘triple crown’ of  fine English bookmaking:
the Kelmscott Chaucer, the Doves Bible and the Ashendene Dante of  1909. 

Over the course of  the three lectures Walker offered an introductory overview to
the history of  printing for book production. He began with the earliest printed books
and worked through the history of  paper, the invention of  metal type and the printing
press, the development of  printing in England and the declining quality of  book
design owing to (in his view) the advent of  mechanised processes during the eighteenth
and nineteenth centuries. Throughout Walker espoused familiar Arts and Crafts
principles – familiar because Walker himself  helped to establish them. He touted the
virtues of  handmade over machine-made paper, for example, and objected to the
‘sham’ practice of  pressing ‘laid’ lines onto wove paper that are ‘no necessary addition
to the manufacture’ (p. 37). He considered beautiful calligraphy the source and
inspiration for the finest types, and decried the baleful effect of  machinery on book
production. 

There is one significant difference, however, between Walker’s approach to his
subject and that of  William Morris: the absence of  political economy. Walker treated
technology, for example, as an autonomous force that develops over time according
to its own inner logic, with no reference to structural economic incentives to devalue
labour and employ machinery. Morris, unlike Walker, was explicit in ascribing the
decline in book production to the capitalist mode of  production that maximises profits
at the expense of  the worker and the quality of  the product. In his 1893 lecture, ‘The
Ideal Book’, Morris stated at the outset that ‘a book, printed or written, has a tendency
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to be a beautiful object, and that we of  this age should generally produce ugly books,
shows, I fear, something like malice prepense – a determination to put our eyes in
our pockets wherever we can’. Although Walker similarly denounced the shoddy
products of  late-Victorian publishing houses, he was less concerned with the ‘malice
prepense’ of  capitalism – its divided, alienated labour, for example, or the use of  the
machines to displace skilled workers – that Morris identified as the root cause of  the
age’s ‘ugly books’. 

Were the products of  Kelmscott and Doves protests against the age, or – as
prohibitively expensive luxury objects – complicit with its new conspicuous
consumption? In the preface to his play Major Barbara (1905), George Bernard Shaw
insisted that ‘[the poor] do not want the simple life, nor the aesthetic life […]. What
they do dislike and despise and are ashamed of  is poverty […]. To ask them to fight
for the difference between the Christmas number of  The Illustrated London News and
the Kelmscott Chaucer is silly: they prefer the News’ (Penguin Classics, 2000, p. 21).
E.P. Thompson’s biography of  Morris described the Kelmscott Press as ‘no part of
[Morris’s] earlier “warfare against the age”’, but rather a ‘source of  unashamed
enjoyment to the designer’ (2011, p. 679). Thompson did not begrudge the aging
Morris, often sickly and bed-ridden, his ‘form of  creative relaxation’ (2011, p. 584),
but he did not confuse the Kelmscott Press with a political project. Walker and Morris,
while avowed socialists and members of  the Hammersmith Socialist League, were
also antiquarians and aesthetes. It is not necessary to square the circle; in a dialectical
sense, an appreciation for the pre-capitalist past – the illuminated manuscripts Morris
studied at the Bodleian Library, for example – may stimulate a desire for radical
change in the present. 

While Walker’s lectures lacked the polemical force of  Morris’s, they supplied a
wealth of  visual material and keen insights based on practical knowledge. As the
editors observe, Walker ‘states some conclusions and presents some opinions [in his
three lectures], but offers little argument beyond a visual case’ (p. 22). But the visual
case is compelling, evidenced by Printing for Book Production’s nearly 300 images in colour
and black-and-white, either reproductions of  Walker’s own slides or thoughtful
selections made by the editors to illustrate a point in the text. The profusion of
illustrations, reproduced from a dizzying array of  archives and libraries, give some
sense of  the hypnotic effect Walker’s lantern slides must have produced, as Walker
guides us from tenth-century Psalters to early modern incunabula to Georgian and
Victorian publishing houses up to Kelmscott and its imitators. 

The design of  the book includes subtle nods to Walker’s legacy; the initial red
letters, for example, pay tribute to the crimson ‘I’ that opens the five-volume Doves
Bible, regarded by some as the most beautiful book ever printed. It is a credit to
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Walker’s insight and perspicuity that readers will find themselves considering (and
approving) the book’s margins, leading, font type and the balance of  image and text.
The helpful appendices include Walker’s 1888 lecture, along with Oscar Wilde’s
review of  it for the Pall Mall Gazette. The 1888 lecture is essentially a précis of  the
three longer 1924 lectures since Walker maintained fairly consistent attitudes and
judgments about book production over the course of  his career. The second appendix
is a list of  all the slides – over 170 of  them – that accompanied Walker’s lectures. The
third appendix tallies all the Sandars Lectures from 1895 to 2019. 

Historians of  the book, typography and the Arts and Crafts movement will benefit
from Walker’s lectures gathered in this volume, supplemented by fine editorial work
and scholarly apparatus. The work goes on, however, and Mathews and Rosenblum
valuably open up new avenues for research. Although they stake a claim for Walker’s
relevance ‘as our digital culture reconceives and understands its material past anew’
(p. 24) it is not clear what lessons we are to take from Walker’s lectures on book
production. It may be, as the editors suggest, that Walker’s real significance lies
elsewhere: in the form rather than the content of  his lectures. Walker’s expertise in
photoengraving and his use of  lantern slides may prove more revealing, in the long
run, than his fairly standard narrative of  the rise and fall of  fine bookmaking. As
metal type and letterpress printing gave way to new methods of  photographic image
transfer over the course of  the nineteenth century, we are now in the throes of  another
transformation: halftones giving way to pixels. It is not enough, however, to see these
changes as the result of  the inexorable drive of  technological innovation, or the
triumph of  the mechanical over the handmade. Morris, more than Walker, helps us
see them as part of  the long history of  class struggle, private property and contested
ownership of  the means of  production. 
John P. Murphy

Stefan Collini, The Nostalgic Imagination: History in English Criticism (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2019), 246 pp., £26.49 hbk, ISBN 9780198800170.

In this, his twelfth book – based on his 2017 Ford Lectures – Stefan Collini continues
to put the reading public (one of  the book’s themes) impressively into his debt. As he
explains in his cogent Introduction, the book focuses on ‘the role filled in Britain
between about 1920 and 1960 by a number of  prominent literary critics’ (p. 1). As
they emerge chronologically, these are T.S. Eliot (1888-1965), F.R. Leavis (1895-1978),
William Empson (1906-84), L.C. Knights (1906-97), Q.D. Leavis (1906-81) and the
other Scrutiny critics, Richard Hoggart (1918-2014), and finally Raymond Williams
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(1921-88). It was an outstanding period for literary criticism, and Collini gives
illuminating characterisations of  all these critics. 

The ground for this florescence of  criticism was laid by the historical and
sociological work of  Leslie Stephen (1832-1904) and R.H. Tawney (1880-1962),
which Basil Willey (1897-1978) continued into the 1950s. In his account of  the
development of  English studies, Collini identifies three stages. In the first, which he
terms the Age of  Scholarship, ‘philological, historical, and biographical approaches
predominated’ (pp. 10-11). In the second stage, the Age of  Criticism, during the 1920s
and 1930s, particularly in Cambridge, ‘the chief  capacity students needed to develop
was that for close verbal analysis’ (p. 11). And the third stage, beginning in the 1970s
and still continuing today, may be called the Age of  Theory:

Among the tales of  heroism and nation-building gathered about this stage,
the following tend to be celebrated as moments of  ritualistic self-consciousness:
a relativizing of  the categories and starting-points of  previous forms of  literary
study; a challenge to the standing and scope of  the inherited literary canon;
an acknowledgement of  the part played by power and ideology in all
discursive formations, including the critic’s own; and a thorough-going
historicization which has seemed to some commentators to risk turning all
literary study into a form of  cultural history. 

(p. 11) 

For Collini, it is too early to judge whether we are at the beginning of  ‘a fourth stage,
which will be marked by the so-called return of  the aesthetic or revival of  formalism’.
(p. 11). It is perhaps strange that he can characterise a stage about whose return he is
unsure. 

The seven chapters of  the book are ‘Whig History and the Mind of  England’,
‘Scrutinizing the Present Phrase of  Human History’ (which consists of  the Age of
Scholarship, in the early twentieth century, the Age of  Criticism, during the 1920s
and 30s, and the Age of  Theory, from the 1970s), ‘Science and Capitalism as
“Background”’, ‘Rationalism, Christianity and Ambiguity’, ‘The History of  “the
Reading Public”’, ‘The Long Industrial Revolution’ and ‘Literary History as Cultural
History’. ‘The Long Industrial Revolution’ begins with the account given by Williams
in Keywords of  how he came to be interested in the idea of  culture:

Then one day in the basement of  the Public Library in Seaford, where we
had gone to live, I looked up culture, almost casually, in one of  the thirteen
volumes of  what we now usually call the OED: the Oxford New English Dictionary
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on Historical Principles. It was like a shock of  recognition. The changes of  sense
I had been trying to understand had begun, in English, it seemed, in the early
nineteenth century. 

(p. 156) 

Collini remarks here that Williams is not always exact in his recollections. He adds
that a surprising feature of  this particular recollection is that, as he had been teaching
courses around the topic for some years, Williams had not previously consulted one
of  the most obvious sources of  information about it, and that he uses the phrase
‘almost casually’ in relation to consulting these large volumes. Collini also points out
that the opening sentence of  Culture and Society, 1780-1950 (1958) claims that the word
culture, in its modern sense, first came into prominence at the time of  the Industrial
Revolution: ‘[b]y making the issue of  this “discovery” so salient and so central,
Williams was laying claim to a kind of  originality, for which the episode in the library
basement was the light-bulb moment’ (p. 157). This is typical of  the probing approach
that Collini applies so successfully to his chosen material. 

William Morris receives only five mentions in the book. In the first we are told
that at the end of  his first year at Cambridge in the summer of  1915, when he took
the Preliminary examination for the History Tripos, Leavis would have been aware
of  ‘the line of  celebrated social critics from Carlyle to Morris’ who had been
attempting to ‘work out and apply a critique of  what were perceived to be the
individualist principles dominating Victorian Britain’ (p. 68). Next, that view is
modified when we are told that Leavis’s ‘picture of  the nineteenth century does not
focus on industrialism as such’: 

For the most part, he does not indulge in the Ruskinian denunciation of
squalor or the Morrisian condemnation of  injustice: his target is rather the
natural marriage of  philistinism with economism. Ideas, rather than social
and economic history itself, are his preferred historical medium. 

(p. 75) 

Some hundred pages later, in a discussion of  Williams’s Culture and Society, Collini
mentions a one-page outline for a book of  around 1949 on ‘Culture and Work’, with
a section headed ‘The Theories’, ‘which listed an interestingly eclectic range of
names: “Marx, W. Morris, Arnold, Eliot, Dawson, Leavis, Social Democracy,
Mumford, D.H. Lawrence, Caudwell”’ (p. 170). Collini suggests that Williams’s ‘focus
was still on the contemporary debate […] about the conditions necessary to the
flourishing of  cultures (religious, economic, and so on)’ (ibid.). 
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In discussing the range of  his book, Collini remarks that ‘[t]he “we” of  Williams’s
prose, as I have said, is most often a national community of  reflective persons
stretching over time: Cobbett and Morris are living persons in Williams’s sense of
who “we” are, whereas actually living foreign commentators such as, say, Sartre,
Adorno, and Trilling are emphatically not’ (p. 176). Finally, Collini points out that
Culture and Society is organised around the simplifying contrast between ‘the culture
and society tradition’ and ‘the bourgeois idea of  society’, which makes it difficult to
give an adequate account of  writers like T.R. Malthus, Walter Bagehot, J.R. Seeley,
Leslie Stephen or Frederic Harrison: 

And what about all those historians and social theorists who explored the role
of  custom, or national character, and of  the critical function of  reconstructing
earlier or other forms of  society – precisely the kinds of  consideration that are
supposed to be on the ‘culture and society’ side of  the divide from Burke to
Morris? 

(p. 178) 

None of  this tells us anything especially new or illuminating about Morris, but as that
is not part of  Collini’s undertaking here, it does not constitute a criticism of  his work. 

After the book’s seven impressive chapters, we reach the succinct Postscript, in
which we are reminded of  the stress in the book on ‘the important place occupied by
literary criticism in the broader intellectual history of  twentieth-century Britain’, and
that ‘the category of  literary criticism is porous and unstable: reading, analysing, and
responding to whatever is understood as “literature” at any given moment will always
draw on more than literature’ (p. 205). Collini admits, or emphasises, that his canvas
has been small; he prefers the microscope to the telescope. He is drawn to the former
because of  the ‘the fine grain of  discrimination that it enables’ (p. 208). Collini does
not feel that the story that he has told is ‘one to which a later generation can feel
superior’ (p. 209), although he recognises that his caste of  characters is more limited
by race and gender than it would be today. However, in pursuing a path into the
future, we must draw guidance from our predecessors – he mentions Frank Kermode
and Eliot. His final impressive sentences are: 

Leslie Stephen acknowledged towards the end of  the book that issued from
his Ford lectures that he was not providing ‘a complete survey of  the
intellectual history of  the time’. In closing, I echo that caution, but nonetheless
I offer this book as an illustration of  what both intellectual historians and
literary critics may have to gain by exploring their difficulties, while at the
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same time suggesting that the results of  such shared endeavours may also have
their place the field of  ‘British History’ to which the Ford Lectures are
dedicated. 

(p. 210)

Collini has shown himself  to be an appropriate member of  that fine tradition. 
Peter Faulkner

William Morris, How I Became a Socialist, with an introduction by Owen Hatherley,
notes and editor’s introduction by Owen Holland (London: Verso, 2020), 224 pp.,
£11.99 pbk, ISBN 9781788736916. 

One of  William Morris’s main priorities as a political activist and writer in the 1880s
and 1890s was, as he put it, to ‘make Socialists’. To this end, making available to the
public socialist thought of  a high quality was of  prime importance, and Morris sought
to do this not only through the Socialist League’s weekly publication Commonweal, but
also through pamphlets, books and reprints of  his lectures to ensure they could reach
as wide an audience as possible. Over a century later, with his longed-for revolution
having failed to materialise, Morris’s political thought still has a role to play in
inspiring, informing and educating future generations of  socialists. 

Whilst News from Nowhere has long been available in various popular and scholarly
editions, Morris’s lectures and particularly his journalism have been less accessible to
new audiences. It is pleasing then to see this new selection of  his political writings
covering the years 1883-96 (part of  Verso’s Revolutions series and the first significant
collection since A.L. Morton’s Lawrence & Wishart edition several decades ago) go
some of  the way in restoring Morris to a position as one of  the most insightful and
forceful revolutionary socialist thinkers within the history of  the British left.

The volume is introduced by Owen Hatherley alongside an editor’s introduction
and notes by Owen Holland. Hatherley, who has written widely on twentieth-century
architecture and most recently on the history of  municipal socialism in London,
situates Morris as an intellectual forerunner of  municipal architects such as Ted
Hollamby, Graeme Shankland and Raymond Unwin (himself  a frequent contributor
to Commonweal). In pieces such as ‘The Housing of  the Poor’ from 1884, Hatherley
argues that the solutions proposed by Morris would come to be ‘features in the best
of  the municipal socialist housing schemes of  the twentieth century’ (p. 9). 

It is in his totality that Morris should be seen, writes Hatherley, as both socialist
and designer, for the well-put reason that ‘a man who spent his life railing against the
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division of  labour should not have his own labours so divided’ (p. 2). There is a danger
sometimes in the attempt to view all the various strands of  Morris’s life and interests
as tied together in his socialism that the socialism itself  becomes denuded of  its critical
force. This is thankfully avoided here, with Hatherley noting the ‘hard seriousness of
Morris’s socialism’ and its ‘commitment to class struggle and to the Marxian analysis
of  capitalism’ (p. 3).

This volume appears at a strikingly low point for the British left. Morris was
remarkably perceptive about the difficulties facing any socialist movement in Britain,
foreseeing that state-directed reform could only temporarily palliate the condition of
(some of) the working class without changing their position as wage-slaves, leaving
the structure of  capitalist society intact. And yet, as Hatherley notes, reading Morris
‘it is bracing to see someone that early expect much of  what would happen, and be
unshaken in his socialism despite that’ (p. 11) and the current generation of  young
socialists bruised by the failure of  the Corbyn moment ‘could do much worse than
turn to these serene, wise and humane essays, and they may find in them a vision of
socialism that appeals to them in particular’ (p. 15).

Owen Holland’s introduction as editor gives a brief  account of  Morris’s career
to provide the necessary context for those new to Morris. Avoiding the
historiographical debates over the nature of  Morris’s political commitments, Holland
rightfully argues that ‘the value of  returning to Morris’s late nineteenth-century
mediation of  the communist tradition is that such a gesture can usefully unsettle and
destabilise some of  the more knee-jerk and unthinking reactions of  those who would
dismiss this tradition out of  hand’ (p. 19). Indeed, it is as a communist and a
revolutionary who believed in the historical necessity of  the class struggle and the
self-emancipation of  the working classes that Morris is presented in this volume. 

The selection, seventeen pieces in total, covers all the major bases of, and provides
an excellent introduction to Morris’s socialist thought from a combination of  his
lectures and journalism. His thought on art, a topic he lectured on significantly before
his public conversion to socialism, is represented by the lecture ‘Art under Plutocracy’,
and his views on the future of  housing and of  the outlines of  a socialist future are
clear in the overlooked essay ‘The Housing of  the Poor’ and the lecture ‘How We
Live and How We Might Live’.

If  one of  Morris’s main goals was to ‘make Socialists’, another was to shape socialist
thought and the movement in the direction he thought it ought to go. Many of
Morris’s lectures and essays thus are interventions into existing debates about socialist
strategy and into competing visions of  what the socialist future could and should look
like. His critique of  the Fabian gradualist position and that of  State Socialists is present
in his lectures ‘Whigs, Democrats, and Socialists’ and ‘The Policy of  Abstention’. If
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his anti-parliamentary stance and opposition to State Socialism as the desired end-
goal of  socialist action has often led Morris to be aligned with the anarchists in the
Socialist League (a view held by Friedrich Engels, for example), it is good to see the
inclusion of  the ‘Correspondence on Communism and Anarchism’ from Commonweal
included, a piece in which Morris outlines his opposition to the pure anarchist outlook.

It is especially pleasing to see examples of  Morris’s Commonweal journalism, often
overlooked in favour of  the lectures. In both essays and his Commonweal ‘Notes on
News’ Morris frequently commented on the developments in the Irish Home Rule
movement, and his thoughts on this and his qualified warning that political freedom
was not the same as social freedom is included in the form of  his essay ‘Ireland and
Italy: A Warning’. His journalism also contains much of  his clearest writing on and
opposition to imperialism, an element of  Morris’s socialism that has too often been
overlooked. The inclusion of  his article ‘Facing the Worst of  It’ is welcome in this
regard, for it not only demonstrates Morris’s understanding of  the economic basis of
imperialism but also the importance for socialists in opposing it. 

If  the selection offers a solid introduction to those new to Morris, there is also
much of  interest to those more well-versed in his political writings. Holland’s editorial
notes, placed at the end to avoid disrupting the text, are insightful and will be valuable
to students and those seeking to understand the context of  Morris’s writing in greater
detail. Students of  Morris and nineteenth-century socialism more generally will also
benefit from the inclusion of  ‘A Report on the Progress and Condition of  English
Socialism’, Morris’s contribution to the meeting that would become the founding
Congress of  the Second International. An important aspect of  this speech, as
Hatherley notes in his introduction, is Morris’s mention, albeit briefly, of  the newly
formed County Councils which ‘are showing signs of  life and a tendency towards
Socialism’ and ‘it may be well hoped that they will form a rallying point for the people
against the centralising bureaucratic Parliament which in England is sure to be
reactionary up to its last days’ (p. 164). The move towards decentralised forms of
power and ideas of  municipal socialism was an important if  occasionally overlooked
part of  the history of  British socialism and was an issue Morris often commented on
in Commonweal that deserves further study.

Morris specialists and readers of  this journal who have spent time with his work
may well have their own favourite pieces they would have hoped to be included;
personally, I would have liked to have seen ‘The Manifesto of  the Socialist League’,
a piece such as ‘The Reward of  Genius’ and maybe his final piece for Commonweal
‘Where Are We Now?’. All readers of  this journal should agree however that an
edition of  this sort has been long overdue. As Holland remarks, as long as Morris’s
foes ‘capitalism, imperialism, bourgeois liberal “democracy” (so-called) and the serried
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ranks of  hacks and hangers-on’ (p. 25) continue to blight our society and destroy the
planet, Morris’s socialist thought will remain a vital resource of  hope and inspiration,
resonating with each new generation to encounter him.
Peter Halton

Alec Hamilton, Arts & Crafts Churches (London: Lund Humphries, 2020), 352 pp.,
£45.00 hbk, ISBN 9781848223219.

‘Snarks and Boojams’ is how Dr Alec Hamilton described his topic, Arts and Crafts
churches, in one of  the several lectures he gave in 2020 and 2021 in connection with
the launch of  this book. His irreverent humour and lightness of  touch permeate all
of  the sections of  the book. I laughed out loud at the introduction’s entertaining list
of  reasons that a church’s architect might be included in the book, which range from
the architect being a member of  the Art Workers’ Guild to their being someone
‘whose buildings look Arts & Craft-y even though they had no idea that was what
they were doing’ (p. 12), and the list ends with the caveat that there are exceptions to
all the eight ‘rules’ given. Anyone who has had to explain exactly what the Arts and
Crafts movement is to a new audience will doubtless feel sympathy with Hamilton’s
predicament. What is an Arts and Crafts building, whether a church or otherwise?
The field is both extremely broad and extremely narrow. Yet Hamilton rises above
this difficulty of  definition in presenting a series of  churches from around Britain
which do sum up all the quirks of  the movement and many of  its personalities –
playful, simple where needed, extravagant where desired, non-historicist, but with a
great battery of  knowledge of  past styles and craft techniques, and, perhaps more
than anything, highly individual. The book is clearly a labour of  love. It covers more
than 200 churches, and Hamilton has visited all of  them – and I am aware that he
has visited plenty more in his studies of  architects such as Charles Spooner and John
Coates Carter. 

Hamilton tackles directly the question of  whether there was a movement at all,
noting that the people on the inside rarely defined it as that, with notable exceptions,
such as Walter Crane, C.R. Ashbee, A.H. Mackmurdo and T.J. Cobden-Sanderson
– that is, those who were already fond of  codifying and theorising. Hamilton has to
tussle with who counts as Arts and Crafts, since, although there were many who stayed
with the styles and theories they had developed in their practice in their youth during
the 1880s – think, for example, of  Sidney Barnsley – there were others who moved
briskly on, such as Edwin Lutyens and W.D. Caröe. Hamilton himself  moves swiftly
over one of  the core principles of  those within the inner circle of  the Art Workers
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Guild, the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society and the Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings – ‘the Arts & Crafts drew together’, he says, and ‘shared a
commonality of  purpose, and spirit of  egalitarianism’ (p. 22) – but the sharing out of
work through the network of  friends shines through in his gazetteer. One of  the book’s
great strengths is that the focus is not on this inner circle. Hamilton is equally
acknowledging of  those who did not fit, were not joiners, moved on rapidly or became
Arts and Crafts practitioners late in their career. He also acknowledges the
fashionability of  the ‘Artsy-Craftsy’ and a carefully chosen selection of  churches which
follow the style, but not necessarily the substance, of  the movement make it into the
gazetteer, too. 

Hamilton’s jaunty, slightly flippant style makes the very trickiness of  the movement
and its adherents humorous, but he tackles a number of  big questions. The period
of  the Arts and Crafts movement marks a change, he argues, in the way that people,
particularly those with the wealth to commission churches, viewed religion, the
church, and their place within the constraints of  Britain’s particular takes on religion.
He argues that the rise of  individualism in worship, combined with individualism
and free thinking among the architects and designers of  the movement (even if  they
were also communitarian in their thinking), gave rise to a series of  intensely personal
buildings and interiors that reflect both the client – a very important figure in the
book – and the architect’s envisioning of  what a religious building should be. 

In the contextual essays at the start of  the book, Hamilton charts the ‘sad,
awkward, wistful’ shift from ‘certainties towards unembraceable uncertainty’ (p. 41)
not only in British attitudes towards religion but also in other aspects of  society. He
peeks into a society before the First World War which was already well on the way to
the changes that the conflict would bring about. He flags up the desire of  the middle
classes and the church – the reforming establishment – to bring religion, culture and
society into working-class areas, from the easy-going but resolutely smells-and-bells
Anglo-Catholic Fr. Stanton of  Holborn in London to the Country Church of  Godfrey
Blount in Haslemere. As with other aspects of  Arts and Crafts production, ideals and
practicalities did not always meet. Hamilton is keen to highlight how many of  the
churches mentioned were private commissions, and the implications this had on the
religious (or not) tone of  the completed church. 

The book addresses directly one aspect of  Arts and Crafts church work, that of
the church building, but, through that, also manages to explore the multifarious other
areas in which Arts and Crafts designers added to the fabric, fixtures and fittings of
a church – save church restoration, which he does not tackle. Fortunately, many of
the best-known designers associated with the movement did design churches, even if
it were just the one, as with Guy Dawber. Some famous architects are necessarily
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missing. Although Ernest Gimson does appear, through his furnishings at Roker,
Woolmer Green and elsewhere, C.F.A. Voysey and M.H. Baillie Scott do not. Baillie
Scott did incorporate the tiniest of  tiny chapels in the chaplain’s lodge he built in
Wantage for St. Mary’s Convent, but, unsurprisingly, this does not feature. Although
the book mainly features male architects, female designers like Mary Watts, the
Pinwell sisters and the Rope family are featured where appropriate. Readers will
discover architects they may never have heard of  but who have exciting buildings to
their name, such as W.H. Brierley in Yorkshire, and Charles Ponting in Wiltshire and
Dorset. One can see the delight Hamilton has in Ponting, whose buildings brim with
‘energy, originality and even’ – the Arts and Crafts trait most beloved of  Hamilton –
‘playfulness’ (p. 74). Ponting stands resolutely outside the main Arts and Crafts milieu
of  the Art Workers’ Guild and the Arts and Crafts Exhibition Society, and was a
staunch church-goer and Diocesan Surveyor for Salisbury Cathedral; you sense
Hamilton’s enjoyment of  Ponting’s delivery of  an exemplary restoration at Amesbury
Abbey despite the fears of  Lady Antrobus that he would ‘ruin everything’ (p. 75).
Lesser-known architects like Ponting are given feature spreads within the book that
leave you wanting more – and hopefully these will spark further research. 

Arts & Crafts Churches covers all areas of  Great Britain. In each geographical
section, Hamilton presents in detail a selection of  the churches he considers best
exemplify the form. He also highlights other churches of  interest in the area. The
book is clearly meant to be a guide for visiting the churches, as Hamilton has done,
to judge them for oneself. Indeed, we are treated to a mini-lecture on how best to go
about church visiting. This feels slightly patronising, since it must be imagined that
the target reader is already au fait with the etiquette of  historic building visits and
does not need to be prompted to be kind and give donations.

I am not familiar, as Hamilton is, with all of  the churches in the book so I will
comment in detail on those I know best, in the section entitled ‘The Marches’, which
includes my home county Gloucestershire and two of  the most famous of  all Arts
and Crafts churches, W.R. Lethaby’s Brockhampton (1901-2) and Randall Wells’s
Kempley (1902-4). This section nicely exemplifies the eclectic mix of  places from
which Hamilton had to choose. It includes three churches by architects who could be
seen as ‘pre-cursors’ (p. 16; see also ‘Pre-Cursor Churches’ [p. 316]) rather than
canonical Arts and Crafts designers, that is, Richard Norman Shaw (Richard’s Castle),
J.P. Seddon (Hoarwithy) and G.F. Bodley (Selsley). The section includes H.A.
Prothero’s predictably Gothic Revival Cheltenham College Chapel, which, all
‘unwitting’ (p. 155), came to have impeccably Arts and Crafts decoration by H.H.
Martyn, James Eadie Reid and Louis Davis; an interior by F.C. Eden at North Cerney,
even though, as an article on Eden by Edward Hagger says, ‘he was no enthusiast of
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the arts and crafts’ (p. 82); and an actual medieval cathedral, Gloucester, which is,
possibly above all other British Anglican cathedrals, a showcase of  Arts and Crafts
design, not only because of  the Lady Chapel windows by Christopher and Veronica
Whall, but also because of  work for the Tinling family by J.D. Sedding and Henry
Wilson (Canon Tinling being Sedding’s father-in-law), and because of  the sheer
number of  Arts and Crafts designers in Gloucestershire who contributed to the
cathedral. That leaves us with three other uncontroversial buildings: a William Weir
interior at Onibury; the late work by Norman Jewson and Peter Waals at Christ
Church, Chalford; and Sidney Barnsley’s conversion of  a coach house to a Methodist
chapel at Rodborough, near Stroud. Hamilton knows that people will argue with his
choices and says so explicitly. Indeed, I would argue that W.D. Caroe’s late church at
Brownshill should be in the main body of  the chapter, not in the also-rans, if  only
because it has some of  the only Douglas Strachan glass in southern England, and
that Thomas Falconer’s St. Alban’s in Stroud also deserves a mention. But the former
is not an architect whom Hamilton associates with the movement, and the latter
building sits outside his timescale of  roughly 1884 to the end of  the First World War,
and the 1920s at a pinch, since the church was not begun until 1930. But then the
work at Chalford dates mainly from the 1930s, too, and that at Selsley is from when
Arts and Crafts was but a twinkle, in 1862. The subject is, as Hamilton acknowledges,
‘not an exact science’ (p. 17). The author says that he is happy for readers to email
him and argue for their favourites in true democratic Arts and Crafts fashion! 

However, while Hamilton has created an exemplary-if-excitingly-disputable book
in Arts & Crafts Churches, his style, in both the essays and gazetteer, may be slightly off-
putting to both the experienced Arts and Crafts church fancier and those new to the
movement. Hamilton’s constant insistence that the very topic he has chosen to treat,
the Arts and Crafts church, is virtually unpindownable and so variable as to include
almost anything you want so long as it ‘feels’ (p. 13) right can be a little wearing. This
is the second major work Hamilton has produced on the subject, as his PhD was also
on Arts and Crafts churches. He has already written the companion volume to this
book, the one that delivers the analysis that perhaps is not desirable in this wide-
ranging geographical survey. Nonetheless, despite the tricky nature of  the subject, the
book comes across first and foremost as a great celebration of  this gloriously messy
period of  architectural design and theory. 

Holding this chunky, well-illustrated book in your hands imparts all the excitement
of  setting off  on a journey. Through its pages we get to travel vicariously with
Hamilton – which is extremely important after this year of  lockdowns and closed
churches – but what it most evokes is the desire to get out there and see these churches
for oneself, Hamilton’s book to hand, and to make judgements about these debatable,
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often ‘naughty’ buildings (a favourite Hamilton epithet) that will not allow themselves
to be pigeonholed, even by the author of  the book. With lockdowns easing at the time
of  writing, I hope readers will soon be able to enjoy the pleasures that Hamilton has
laid out with such verve and commitment – and maybe get back to him with your
opinions! The architects of  the Arts and Crafts movement, so forcefully individualistic
even when they were trying their level best to be communitarian, would be delighted,
I am sure, to witness such friendly debates on their work.
Kirsty Hartsiotis

John Blewitt, William Morris and the Instinct for Freedom (Dagenham: Merlin Press,
2019), 268pp., £15.99 pbk, ISBN 9780850367553.

John Blewitt’s book is one of  those that you did not know you wanted until it arrived,
and then you are very glad that it has been written. The Morris industry continues
to roll out innumerable books, many profusely illustrated and quite a few that Morris
would surely have put into his ‘shoddy’ category. The politics of  Morris is less well
served than his designs but there are occasional surges, often determined by current
concerns, and Blewitt’s book is certainly engaged with today’s issues such as climate
change and the environment more generally. 

The book is thematic rather than chronological or biographical and seeks to locate
Morris’s thought in the social and political milieux of  his own time. It concentrates
on the years of  his political engagement, from his membership of  the (Social)
Democratic Federation in 1883 onwards. In doing so, it situates Morris’s writings
clearly in their context and this is one of  the book’s strengths. We are drawn into the
debates Morris had with others, either directly or in relation to the broader political
arguments going on around him, such as debates over ‘the woman question’ with
feminist writers or with the attitudes of  his misogynistic collaborator, Belfort Bax, or
the views of  those such as Edward Carpenter on nature and other areas such as work,
employment and technology. Neither are these debates left as dry arguments about
theory since they are illustrated by examples of  the practical actions of  the socialists
of  the time. This is an important point as Morris’s politics can be presented in a way
that divorces it from his activism, when the reality is that Morris was always practically
engaged in speaking, writing and the endless committee work that went with the
Socialist League.

Having firmly put Morris in his period, Blewitt integrates into his analysis various
strands of  current argument around the issues he highlights. This is particularly true
in the chapters that he devotes to Morris’s writings on nature and the environment,
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or ‘a larger eco-socialism’ as he would have it. Blewitt rightly acknowledges the general
blindness in the debates on the left about the environment (although this is also true
more broadly) until the 1970s and 1980s, and he then takes us through the emergence
of  these and on into a short account of  the Green movement. I would have hoped
for more here as there also remains a debate to be had about the engagement of  ‘old
labour’ class-based analyses with twenty-first-century ‘single issue’ politics. Black Lives
Matter, for example, is touched on and Morris’s well known anti-imperialism drawn
to our attention, but discussion of  the thornier issue of  ‘identity politics’ (admittedly
not a nineteenth-century debate) would have been interesting.

My own interest is in the world of  work which seems to me to be central to
Morris’s socialism, so I was pleased to see a longish chapter devoted to this topic. It
follows the broad pattern of  giving due space to Morris’s own writing, locating it in
nineteenth-century society and bringing us into contemporary arguments. It was good
to see the work of  G.D.H. Cole and Guild Socialism represented clearly here but I
was disappointed that the discussion was not pushed further. There was undoubtably
a resurgence of  interest in Morris that coincided with the debates within the trade
unions, starting in the 1970s, over what came to be called ‘workers’ control’. This
spawned conferences on the issue, an Institute of  Workers’ Control, and the perhaps
more widely-known Lucas Plan, along with a resurgence of  interest in workers’ co-
operatives. The alternative production plans for Lucas Aerospace and the links with
the ways in which skills were developed and applied would surely have interested
Morris. However, he might well have sided with those on the left who regarded such
actions as ‘palliative’, although they undoubtedly had roots in the arguments Morris
made about the nature of  work. 

Underlying the particular themes in Blewitt’s book there is a more general
argument about Morris’s particular brand of  socialism/communism that I should
have liked to have seen more explicitly expressed. This point centres around what is
almost a throwaway line in which Blewitt says that Morris ‘did not become a
“Marxist” as some scholars have argued’ (p. 22). Indeed, some certainly have argued
this. In part, the arguments about the character of  Morris’s socialism, from Page
Arnot and E.P. Thompson onwards, have been about rescuing Morris from previous
attempts to dismiss his politics as those of  a romantic idealist and that is surely a job
now done. 

For Blewitt, there is a strong and steady undercurrent in the book in relating
Morris’s socialism to anarchism. It is surely unarguable that there are strong anarchist
elements in Morris’s political writings in general, and in News from Nowhere in particular,
but Morris had his disagreements with the anarchists as well – as Blewitt
acknowledges. Morris’s anti-parliamentarianism, his views on reformist labour politics
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and his criticisms of  trade unions and workers’ experiments in community building
certainly mark him out as a revolutionary socialist. Blewitt clearly sees him in that
way. However, if  we are to be told that Morris was not a ‘Marxist’, even in inverted
commas, and are to be regularly reminded of  how his views fit with those of  anarchists
past and present, then I would have welcomed an introductory chapter that explicitly
outlined the arguments for this position. 

This book is undoubtedly a significant, knowledgeable and readable contribution
to debates about Morris’s politics. As Blewitt rightly suggests ‘[c]ontemporary echoes
from the debates in the 1880s and immediately after may be heard today if  we listen
carefully’ (p. 3), or if  we read this book. I was taken into areas of  argument that were
sometimes familiar but also new to me, and it is always good to finish a book with
previously unknown references to follow up.
John Stirling
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